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Potential DUI Law Changes
By the time you read this, 2SHB
2742, “DUI Accountability” may be law.
As this goes to print, the House has yet
to approve Senate amendments and the
Governor could veto the bill or portions
of it. The legislation, which would take
effect Jan. 1, 2011, has the following
provisions.
Ignition Interlock Driver’s License
¥ The court is no longer required to
order a person in a deferred prosecution
program to apply for an ignition
interlock driver’s license (IIL).
¥ Eligibility for an IIL is expanded
to persons convicted of non alcoholrelated DUI and Physical Control (or
equivalent local or out-of-state laws),
and to those convicted of vehicular
assault and vehicular homicide.
¥ For persons with an IIL, vehicles
driven as a requirement of employment
during working hours are exempted
when in the temporary responsibility of
the employer for care and maintenance,
even when the vehicle is not owned,
rented or leased by the employer.
¥ An IIL shall be cancelled after the
department of licensing receives notice
that the holder no longer meets eligibility
requirements or has been convicted of or
found to have committed an offense, act
or omission that would warrant license
suspension or revocation. DOL must
give notice of the cancellation and the
person may reapply if they become
qualified and pay the fee.
¥ Violation of any restriction of an
IIL is a gross misdemeanor.
¥ A person is not eligible to
reinstate their license or privilege under
RCW 46.20.342(1)(b) if the person is
eligible to obtain an IIL but has not.

an IIL, and to have a functioning ignition
interlock device installed on all motor
vehicles operated by the person, even if
convicted by non alcohol-related means.
¥ The court may waive the
requirement that a person apply for an
IIL by written findings that the person:
- lives out-of-state and the devices
are not reasonably available in the
person’s local area; or
- does not operate a vehicle; or
- is not eligible to receive an IIL
because he/she is not a resident of
Washington, is a habitual traffic
offender, already applied for or
possesses an IIL, never had a driver’s
license, is certified non-compliant with
a child support order; or is otherwise
ineligible. If the court finds the person
is not eligible to receive an IIL under
this provision, the court is not required
to make any further subsequent
inquiry or determination as to the
person’s eligibility;
¥ If the court orders the person to
refrain from consuming any alcohol and
apply for an IIL and the person states he
or she does not operate a motor vehicle
or is ineligible for an IIL, the court shall
order the person submit to alcohol
monitoring (e.g., SCRAM).
¥ The mandatory IID (distinct from
IIL) requirement shall remain in effect
until DOL receives a declaration from
the IID provider certifying that within
the 4 consecutive months prior to
release, there were no attempts to start
with a BAC of 0.04 or more; no failure
to take or pass any required test; and no
failure to appear for required device
maintenance,
repair,
calibration,
monitoring, inspection or replacement
(this is one of the Senate amendments).

Court Imposed IIL/IID Requirements
¥ The court shall require all persons
convicted of DUI or Physical Control (or
equivalent local ordinance) to apply for

Other Provisions
¥ When sentencing on a deferred
prosecution revoked for a listed
subsequent offense, the subsequent

offense shall not be treated as a prior offense
of the deferred prosecution.
¥ “Within” 7 years means that the arrest
for a prior offense occurred within 7 years
before or after the arrest for the current
offense.
¥ Probation must verify (e.g., in writing)
installation of the device on a (not each)
motor vehicle owned or operated by the
person required to install an ignition interlock
device.
Another bill of interest is SHB 3124,
which provides that law enforcement is to
promptly notify Child Protective Services
when a driver is arrested for a drug or
alcohol-related driving offense and his or her
child, under age 10, is a passenger. The
officer is not required to take custody of the
child, unless there is no one properly
authorized to do so or the officer believes the
child will be at imminent risk unless taken
into emergency custody.
See www.leg.wa.gov/pages/home for the
current status of both bills.
Take Washington DUI and related laws
with you to court in the handy Washington
DUI Practice Manual, authored by Ms.
Callahan available at west.thomson.com.

Linda M. Callahan
© March 2010
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Letters to the Editor
Bar News welcomes letters from readers. We do not run letters that have been
printed in, or are pending before, other
legal publications with overlapping readership. Letters must be no more than 250
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theeditor@wsba.org or mailed to: WSBA,
Attn. Bar News Letters to the Editor, 1325
Fourth Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 981012539. Bar News reserves the right to edit
letters. Bar News does not print anonymous letters, or more than one submission
per month from the same contributor.

Party” goals. In so far as Mr. Ley may find
that offensive, he has Richard Milhous
Nixon to thank for helping establish
civil legal services in our country. I am
unacquainted with any effort by former
President Nixon to assist the Democratic
Party. Nor do I recall any statement by
former President Nixon that indicated that
his support for civil legal services was a
gross error on his part.
Wm. Michael Hanbey, Olympia
A personal disability pledge

Letters, we get letters
I always read with interest the letters
from Mr. Roger Ley. Invariably his letters
manage to express disdain for any action
or suggestion of action that varies from
his seemingly rigid view of the world. He
consistently identifies Columbia Legal
Services as a malefactor exemplifying the
point he endeavors to make.
Our Board President, Mr. Mungia,
does not need to be defended for raising
thoughtful ideas or new perspectives.
Indeed, real leadership challenges conventional notions and offers new pathways
to resolve unmet needs or real problems
present in our society. A good writer will
often use a metaphor to express a point
of view and spark discourse. It seems
unlikely that Mr. Mungia was suggesting
an insurrection in the column that Mr. Ley
has addressed.
I confess to being a member of the
Board of Columbia Legal Services, and
prior to that Puget Sound Legal Assistance
Foundation. My association with these
two entities now exceeds two decades. I
do not speak for the Board, but for myself,
who has actual knowledge of the purposes
and agendas of these organizations.
The sole guiding principle that has
been at the base of each decision I have
seen made by the Board or the management of these organizations has been to
determine and implement the best way
to utilize limited resources to benefit
indigent residents of our state who do not
have the wherewithal to pursue their civil
legal rights.
Mr. Ley may well be right that there
is a coincidence, happy or not, with that
purpose and what may “favor Democratic
6
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I applaud the Washington State Bar for
its efforts to encourage more law firms
and employers to sign the ABA’s disability
pledge [“Disability Diversity in the Legal
Profession: A Pledge for Change,” March
2010 Bar News]. In the last three years I have
had two brain surgeries, three strokes and
four seizures. I now walk funny, drool, get
tired quickly, and talk funny, but my mind
still works. I am also a wheelchair fencer at
the national and international level.
I am shifting my practice to the area
of disability law, and having 30 years of
experience in both human resources and
law, I can see the problems those with disabilities or perceived disabilities face. I am
hoping to be appointed to the ABA’s Commission on Physical and Mental Disability
Law this summer when appointments are
made. But there is still much I can do until
then. I have shifted into high gear in my
pro bono work with the local Brain Injury
Foundation and the National Wheelchair
Fencing Organization (part of the Paralympics, see www.wheelchairfencer.
org) and offer those with disabilities this
advice, don’t quit. In some cases it works
to your advantage when opposing counsel
thinks they have a funny talking drooler
for an opponent. They don’t realize your
mind is still working and all you needed
was a chance.
I may be a Pollyanna, but I want to get
past the scenario of someone boasting
about hiring the best candidate for the
job, when in reality they wish we would
go away.
Darryl Weiss, Santee, California
Ed. Note: For an ABA “Lawyer Spotlight”
article on Mr. Weiss, see www.abanet.org/
disability/spotlight/jan10.shtml.

The fiction of corporate
personhood
The recent controversial 5 to 4 decision
by the U.S. Supreme Court in Citizens
United v. Federal Election Commission raises
significant questions about the function
of the Supreme Court in our democracy.
That the Court would take this occasion to
strike down Federal legislation to limit the
role of corporate contributions in the final
days of elections must appear to many to
be an example of overreach by the Court.
To make absolute rulings, when time, place,
and manner restrictions have been allowed
to restrict free speech, completely ignores
the danger of corporate power exerted in
collaboration with modern media techniques. The true danger however is that
posed by the evident intention of some
of the Justices to breathe flesh and blood
reality into Corporate Personhood. This is
an example of an absurd formalism that
distorts the true effect of the decision. More
disturbing is the evident determination of
the majority to forget that the first amendment itself arises out of a context provided
by the natural human rights tradition in the
philosophy of John Locke. These rights are
retained by individuals who may, it is true,
form associations to advance their views;
but using a corporation whose officers may
then hire media consultants to prepare a
product speaks neither for the shareholders
as a group nor does it further face-to-face
debate in a democracy. The fiction of corporate personhood in this instance allows
a small group to wield enormous power to
overwhelm individual discourse by sheer
volume. As such it is designed to damage
the democratic process. That the Court
could only reach this decision by asking for
re-argument to expand the issue presented
by examining its furthest parameters is not
ordinary practice. The Court should not
reach the Constitutional issue if a lesser
basis may be found to resolve the dispute.
In addition the Court had to overrule a
recent act of Congress and overturn past
precedent and invalidate many state election laws in reaching its conclusion. Decisions such as this ( following the usual 5 to 4
split) in an instance of a fundamental rights
issue speaks to the lack of true guidance
provided by our highest legal institution
and its new status as the third political
branch of government.
Thomas Mengert, Keyport

Michael Gaberman, Sr. V.P.
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• Introduction of Dean Designate Mark Niles
• Alumni Donor Breakfast
• Installation of David Skover
as the Fredric C. Tausend Professor
• Law Alumni Association Meeting and Luncheon
• Distinguished Speaker Program on Health Care
• Alumni Awards Celebration and Reunions
• Leadership Institute
• Annual Alumni Dinners for SJSJ,
Law Review and the DR Board
To register and view the latest schedule, visit

www.law.seattleu.edu/alumni.xml.
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President's Corner

Into the Woods

T

he Finnish bus driver, who spoke about
as much English as I did Finn, opened
the bus door and pointed. I grabbed my
backpack, stepped out into what looked to
be the middle of nowhere, and looked back
at the driver with what was more than a
little apprehension. He smiled, gave me a
thumbs-up, closed the door, and drove off.
The only thought going through my head
was, if this wasn’t the spot on the map that
I had pointed to hours earlier to the driver, I
was going to be in a world of hurt.
Months earlier I searched my travel
books trying to find a place where I could
truly be alone. Well, I got my wish. I was
in Norway, northern Norway — the Arctic
Circle, in August. Nothing but blue sky, lots
of reindeer, grass, and rocks.
I was in a remote part of a foreign country where I didn’t know a soul and no one
knew me. My goal — no people: no clients,
opposing counsel, judges, law partners,
nobody. No phones, cell or otherwise, no
faxes, no e-mails, no way of my contacting
anyone or anyone contacting me. A place
where even if I had a change of mind, it

wouldn’t do me any good: my return bus
stopped once a day, and not where I was
dropped off, but miles away in Finland.
My quest: not to find God — as the story
goes, God is the same everywhere. No, my
quest was to see if I could be different, if
only briefly, to get a little closer to my God.
I shouldered my backpack, found the
trailhead, and started hiking. Whenever
I hike, especially solo, the transformation
quickly happens. The weight of obligations, both familial and professional, melts

I was at peace.
I was alone.
I was different.
I love being a lawyer. I love the profession, my fellow lawyers, our ideals. But let’s
face it: there are times when we have to
deal with stress that would drive a monk
to drink, our lives moving at the speed of
light, no time for reflection, no time to
nourish our soul. It’s tough to slow down in
a profession that demands so much.
We cannot forget and, of course, are
often reminded in bar
journals of the need to
I love being a lawyer.
take care of our bodI love the profession,
ies, stay involved with
families, remain
my fellow lawyers, our our
active in our commuideals. But let’s face it: nities. What is never
mentioned in bar jourthere are times when
nals, at continuing legal
education seminars,
we have to deal with
or at bar gatherings,
stress that would drive however, is the need to
take care of our spiria monk to drink, our
tual selves — our souls
the essence of our
lives moving at the speed of light, no —
beings. Almost every
time for reflection, no time to nourish person, not only in this
country, but indeed the
our soul. It’s tough to slow down in a world, acknowledges
that we are spiritual beprofession that demands so much.
ings. Yet we are afraid of
away. No appointments, no deadlines,
discussing that critical aspect of ourselves
no meetings, no duties. As opposed to
and, as a result, fail to support one another
perpetual motion, I was in a setting where
in keeping that part alive and vital.
doing nothing came naturally. And I did just
As someone who deeply cares about our
that — nothing.
profession, about our members, I’d like to
I experienced the wisdom of Buddha’s
see that changed. I’d like to see where we
teaching: “If you wish to know the Divine,
can support one another in all the aspects of
feel the wind on your face and the warm
our lives: physically, mentally, and spiritually.
sun on your hand.” I felt the power of the
So, go into the woods. Take time to be
Biblical prescription: “Be still and know that
still. Take time to nourish your spirit.
I am God.” I sat in the middle of arctic brush,
surrounded by lakes, rivers, mountains, and
reindeer, with the sun, wind, and silence,
WSBA President Salvador Mungia can be
and nothing else. And I needed nothing else.
reached at smungia@gth-law.com.

© iStockphoto.com/ForestWoodward

A

rabbi’s child began going into
the woods each night. At first,
his journeys were brief. But
with each night, it seemed to
his father that the boy was
gone longer and longer. The
woods were dangerous. The father became
concerned. Finally, one day the father took
the son aside and said, “I see that each night
you walk farther and farther into the woods.
What are you doing there?”
The boy replied, “I go into the woods to
find God.”
The father was both happy with, and
proud of, his son’s response. He was also
slightly amused and replied, “My son, that
is very admirable but you realize, don’t you,
that God is the same no matter where you go.”
The boy looked up at his father and said,
“I know, Father — but I’m not.”

WSBA President
Salvador A. Mungia
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Could you benefit from a wealth specialist who understands the legal landscape?
Our Legal Specialty Group is dedicated to advising law firms, partners and associates.
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©2010 Union Bank, N.A.
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Executive's Report

To the Next Level of
Greatness
Ron Ward’s Carl Maxey Diversity Award acceptance speech calls
upon us to organize around the things that bring us together

T

hese are difficult and stressful
times for many in our community, with an economic recession the likes of which many of
us have never experienced in our
lifetimes. I have been impressed
and heartened by the manner in which
people have pulled together to assist each
other. But I think our current situation
requires us to think and act in innovative
ways; that is, we need to view our community and these problems through a new lens
that can help us gain a broader perspective
and push beyond our current constructs.
The question, though, is how is that done
and how can we create that vantage point.
In December, the Washington State Association for Justice ( formerly the Washington State Trial Lawyers Association)
presented its Carl Maxey Award to former
WSBA President, and current Washington
State Bar Foundation President, Ron
Ward. This award is presented to a WSAJ
member who has demonstrated sustained
commitment to diversity in the legal profession, represents those who challenge
discrimination, and makes extraordinary
efforts to promote diversity. [See page 14
to learn more about Maxey in an interview
with biographer Jim Kershner.]
To those who know, or know of, Ron
Ward, that he received this award is no
surprise. And for those who have had the
privilege of hearing Ron speak, again there
is no surprise that a speech of his inspired
and touched those in the audience. I had
the honor to attend the ceremony where
Ron received the Carl Maxey Award and
heard him deliver the speech reprinted
below. The speech and his words stuck with
me for many days after, because for me
this speech exemplifies the bold thinking
and straight talk that will create the new
vantage point that will help us move both

our community and this great country to
the next level of greatness.
Thank you, Ron, for continuing to inspire and continuing to push us all to strive
for a better and more just world. — Paula
Following is Ron Ward’s speech given in
December 2009.

I

am honored to be the recipient of
the WSAJ 2009 Carl Maxey Diversity
Award. Carl Maxey was a giant with regard to his physical stature; with regard to

There is a difference
between organizing
to speak from
a place of fear
and hatred, and
organizing to speak
a word of justice,
from a place of love
and compassion.
his head and his heart, his humanity and
his character. He was an enormous force
for the rights of people. I’m not a giant,
but that is what I aspire to. How about
you? What do you aspire to?
I look out at this audience: white, black,
gay, Indian, Latino, Asian, Afghani; this
incredible rainbow, and it makes my heart
leap to think how far we’ve come; and yet
it’s sobering also, because in our human
community, right now four million families faced foreclosure this year and 13 million more will in the next five years; eight
million workers lost their jobs in the last

WSBA Executive Director
Paula Littlewood

18 months; 40 million Americans are living
in poverty; 45 million people are without
health insurance. People are moaning for
relief. There’s a constellation of common
problems here. While we absolutely must
recognize grossly disproportionate impact
on diverse segments of the population and
address remedies for that, guess what?
The problems don’t have a color. Our
separate community identities, racial and
otherwise, are a part of our rich tapestry.
They are part of what made this American
melting pot great. But the solution to these
problems requires a
common consciousness; a recognition
of our shared humanity; a definitive
actualization of the
fact that each person
in this country has
equal worth.
Discrimination
did not end in Ameri ca in No v emb er
2008. And this is by
no means a “postracial” era. That’s
what we want it to
be. But this country
continues to be driven and distracted
from its real needs by division, distrust,
and discord. To the degree that we may,
at some future point, look back on this
period as being transformative, it will
be accomplished by all of us, and only
after a whole lot more damn hard work;
or it won’t be accomplished at all. And
we as lawyers are going to have to play
an integral part in this. We are going to
have to be leaders in this. As some of you
have heard me say before, we can only
accomplish this by first looking into our
own heart and our own mind.
April 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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For each of us who has been blessed
with the special gift of being able to practice law; possessed of our special cachet
of problem-solving, which causes people
to entrust responsibility for their affairs
and their lives to us: we owe. Somebody
was a preparation for each of us; sweated
blood; paid dues, made the sacrifices. We
are not just entitled. We owe. And we have
a particular obligation to be a preparation for what follows us.
I can take you back to some speeches
I made some years ago, even while things
were economically booming, in which I
asked at that time if it was an overstatement to say we may be witnessing the
impending elimination of the middle
class. People scoffed. Even though, even
then, many people were finding it tougher
and tougher to make it, no matter how
hard they worked, or what they did. We
pranced on, like that fool grasshopper
in summer in Aesop’s Fables. You see,
until recently, we didn’t realize that the
plight of “those” people — poor people
— can all too easily, in the twinkling of
an eye, become the plight of our own
people — one medical catastrophe, one
job termination, one untimely death in
the family. Poof ! There goes a lifetime.
Started out with daddy working, then
momma, then everybody. Now got baby
out there holding a cup.
Back in de jure segregation time,
the paradigm of Jim Crow was to pit
poor white against poor black, to keep
both from observing the commonality

of their mutually miserable economic
situation. And don’t be misled; not much
has changed.
Now it’s apparent that only one color
counts — to be with, or to be without.
Certainly, many are affected disproportionately to others, but we are all being
pitted against each other. Lots of lip
service, but the last consideration — is
you. Does that make us mad? Do we even
know at what? How long will we continue
to be misled to the point that we can’t see
our own enlightened self-interest, even
in our own self-preservation? “Keep your
government hands off of my Medicare.”
“Tea Parties.” “Immigration” as a scapegoat. One wag once said that nobody ever
went broke betting on the gullibility of the
American people. Gospel and tragicomic.
So what can we do? Better get real!
People need help. They need somebody to stand up and fight for them.
Young and old, black and white, Protestant, Islamic, Catholic and Jew, rich and
poor, urban and suburban, religious and
secular, we need to recognize that it is
only coalitions, based on issues, that will
make this country not the organization of
a misled venue focused around colors of
red or blue, but of less poverty and hunger, of more healthcare and well-being; a
place of greater community.
I have been there and done that with
all this organizing around the things
that divide us. I want to see organizing
around things that can bring us together.
Like stopping domestic violence (80 per-

Portions of this spoken word were derived
from me, and from a multitude of sources
I have read or recalled over the years that
are too numerous to itemize or even remember. A small portion of the sentiments
were articulated by the Reverend Patricia
Hunter, in an article in the Seattle Times
as of a date in the last couple of years that
I do not recall. — Ron Ward

Est. Feb. 13, 1996

General and In-House Counsel
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cent of the victims of which are women
and children); like making families (all
families, by the way) stronger and safer;
requiring mandatory healthcare that truly
serves us all (they do it in other countries
just fine; what’s wrong with us? You know
what’s wrong with us); relieving hunger
and homelessness; eradicating racial
prejudice; eliminating the destruction of
lives caused by drug market economics;
changing lives; sharing love; treating each
other with respect. Some people, some in
smugness, some in arrogance, some in
ignorance, think that message, and me,
are naïve. I’m not. What I am is a guy with
a sense of compassion, a bit of perception,
and great survival instincts. It doesn’t take
a genius to see that this tribalism, this
“me-ism” and this cynicism will destroy
us all. Even Rome fell. And as much of it
was internal as it was external.
There is a difference between organizing to speak from a place of fear and
hatred, and organizing to speak a word
of justice, from a place of love and compassion. So as I said, I look out amongst
you and my heart leaps. We’ve come a
long way in terms of our recognition of
issues, and in the strides we’ve made in
our own communities. Commendable.
But, I hope it is apparent to you, as it is
to me, that this is a journey, and we have
not yet reached our destination. That
will only happen with our embrace of
the commonality of our shared humanity and engagement with the issues that
affect us all.
Thank you.

Lateral Associates
Contract Attorneys

Paula Littlewood is the WSBA executive
director and can be reached at paulal@
wsba.org. Ron Ward’s speech previously
appeared in the Washington State Association for Justice Trial News, February 2010,
Volume 45, Number 6, and is reprinted
here with kind permission of the editor.
Former WSBA President Ron Ward can be
reached at rrw@joneswardlaw.com.
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Injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Letter from the Birmingham Jail (1963)

Spokesman-Review photo archives
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Remembering
Spokane’s Champion
for Social Justice
Biographer Jim Kershner on the Unlikely
Odyssey of Attorney CARL MAXEY
by Robin Lindley
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pokane’s Carl Maxey overcame
a childhood of deprivation and
discrimination to gain acclaim
as an admired attorney and a
fighter for justice. In eastern
Washington, he worked tirelessly to achieve Dr. King’s dream of a more
fair and tolerant society. By the time of his
death in 1997, Maxey was described as a
“Type-A Gandhi” in The New York Times.
“It’s a great American story,” said Maxey’s
biographer, Jim Kershner. “Maxey started
from a position so far behind the starting
line. He was orphaned twice, essentially. He
was African-American in Spokane during
the Great Depression. And he was kicked
out of an orphanage because of his skin
color. But Maxey became one of the most
honored people in the city, and from such
an unpromising start.”
Kershner, a reporter for Spokane’s
SpokesmanReview, recounts Maxey’s
improbable
journey in his
acclaimed biography Carl Maxey : A Fighting
Life (University
of Washington Biographer Jim Kershner
Press). Former
State Supreme Court Justice Charles Z.
Smith wrote to Kershner : “Carl was a
magnificent human being. Your book has
chronicled his complex life with great
dignity and intelligence.”
Just a few months before Maxey’s death,
Kershner interviewed him at length about
discrimination in Spokane, and Maxey
began to tell Kershner his life story. Kershner built on the 1997 interview. His book
reflects years of research with the help of
Maxey’s widow, Lou Maxey; his first wife,
Ninon Schults; and his attorney sons, Bevan
and Bill Maxey.
Born in 1924 in Tacoma, Maxey never
knew his birth parents. A troubled Spokane couple adopted him but eventually
turned him over to a scandal-plagued local
orphanage. Maxey was often punished with
beatings at the orphanage, but he gained a
reputation for protecting smaller children.

Robin Lindley: How did you come to do
the last extensive interview of Carl Maxey
in 1997?

Jim Kershner: On a story about the racial

and hotels, to get his take on what discrimination existed and how it was ended. About
three-quarters of the way through the interview, he said, “You can’t really understand
this unless you know my background.” Then
he started telling me his life story to illustrate
the larger issues facing the black community
in Spokane and the Northwest.
I was hooked from the beginning. I
didn’t know all that background about him,
the orphanage and all that, and I don’t think
a lot of people in Spokane did. In retrospect,
I think he really wanted people to know
where he came from. They knew him in a
whole different way, and he wanted them
to know the journey that he’d made.

Lindley: What was your impression of
Spokesman-Review photo archives

Maxey?

Kershner: I was slightly in awe of him

history of Spokane, you had to talk to Carl
Maxey, the city’s acknowledged civil rights
leader who was involved in ending a lot of
discrimination, not just in Spokane but across
the state. I wanted to talk to him about housing, employment, restaurants, social clubs,
Above: The young Maxey shows off his form in
this early 1943 photo from his first stint with the
Gonzaga University boxing team. Below: Maxey
studies in Gonzaga’s law library in a photo from
1950. (Spokesman-Review photo archives)

Spokesman-Review photo archives

After an investigation, the orphanage
adopted “reforms” — including a ban on
black children — and expelled Maxey. He
found shelter only at the Spokane Juvenile
Detention Center until a Jesuit priest, the
Rev. Cornelius Byrne, brought him to his
Indian-reservation school in Idaho and
became a surrogate father. Maxey excelled
in sports, including boxing, a skill he later
employed as a Gonzaga University athlete
to win the NCAA light heavyweight championship with an undefeated record (33–0).
During World War II, Maxey served as
an Army medic in a segregated unit. On
his return to Spokane, Kershner writes,
Maxey was refused service at a bus station
cafeteria despite his full dress uniform.
Maxey saw law as a way to prompt
social change, and he became the first
African-American graduate of Gonzaga
University’s School of Law to pass the bar
exam. Maxey’s Spokane law practice was
supported by divorce and criminal cases,
but he became eastern Washington’s most
renowned lawyer on civil-rights, anti-war,
and free-expression issues. Over the years,
his work led to recognition of the rights of
black citizens to teach in the public schools,
to live in any neighborhood, to patronize
restaurants and bars, to join social clubs,
and to simply get a haircut.
In the 1960s, Maxey traveled to the
South to campaign against segregation
and advance civil rights. He also strongly
opposed the Vietnam War as he saw
casualties mount. He ran in 1970 as an
anti-war candidate against the powerful
and hawkish “Senator from Boeing,” Henry
M. “Scoop” Jackson. Maxey was trounced in
the Democratic primary, but gained admirers for his principled campaign.
In his later years, Maxey won major criminal and civil-rights cases and numerous
accolades but, as Kershner describes, Maxey
the idealist became increasingly bitter about
intractable racism and concerned that he
hadn’t done enough to promote change.
Maxey died at home from a self-inflicted
gunshot wound to the head in July 1997, just
three months after Kershner interviewed
him at length.
I sat down with Kershner and discussed
Carl Maxey’s life in Spokane’s historic Davenport Hotel — where jazz legend Louis
Armstrong was refused service in 1950.

because I knew what a giant he’d been in
law and civil rights. I remember he had a
physical problem with his foot. It wasn’t a
serious problem but it bothered him more
than you’d think. It made me think here’s a
guy whose self-image through his life was as
a strong, powerful athlete. From his teenage
years, being a strong, athletic, imposing
figure was part of his persona. He did not
like having any physical infirmity.

Lindley: What did Maxey say about the
status of civil rights in Spokane in 1997?

Kershner: He was proud of the progress and
his role in it. I think he was intent on reminding people how bad it was, and by inference
how much better [it became]. But in my
research, I found, from the day Martin Luther
King Jr. was assassinated [April 4, 1968], he
became increasingly bitter about how the
U.S. was as bigoted as ever. That’s not unusual
among idealists, and he was an idealist.
In the forties, when he was at the University of Oregon, and as a lawyer when he was
going through the civil rights movement,
he was an idealist. But he thought that he
should have accomplished more. That was
a common theme through the last years of
his life: There was still a lot of racism and
discrimination in the country, and he was
not happy about that at all.

Lindley: What examples of progress in
Spokane did Maxey mention?

Kershner: There were many restaurants
and hotels that would not accept black
customers, and he took some of them to
court. There was huge progress in those
April 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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areas. By the ’70s or ’80s, no restaurant or
hotel in the Northwest could refuse service
to a customer just because of color, whereas
it happened all the time in the ’30s, ’40s and
’50s. It changed in Spokane because of the
lawsuits he brought.

were still a little shaky, but social clubs were
a huge deal.

Lindley: The Wheeler barbershop case

at the Spokane Club. He had mixed feelings
about that because it was an important employment source for the African-American
community in Spokane, but they couldn’t
belong to it. When they finally opened
under pressure from lawsuits by people
like him and other lawyers, and he was
offered a membership, he basically said no
way in hell.

brought national attention to Spokane in
the 1960s when a white barber refused
service to a Nigerian exchange student.

Kershner: After that, probably every
barber in the state knew you couldn’t discriminate anymore. So there was definite
progress there. Housing and employment

Lindley: And he worked at the segregated
Spokane Club in the 1930s.

Kershner: He was a bartender and waiter

WE RETURN YOUR CLIENTS

Lindley: You write that he found it important to listen to the Spokane Club
members when he worked there, and he
was tolerated.

Kershner: Yes. Not only tolerated, but
some of them were very friendly to him
and helpful. Some of them said they might
be able to help him get into dental school
when he was in high school and was set on
being a dentist. Being a professional of any
kind would have been a triumph.

Lindley: Especially given his childhood of
poverty and neglect.

Kershner: To me, that’s what makes this
story so compelling. He started from a
position so behind the starting line. He
was an orphan twice, essentially. He was
African American in Spokane during the
Great Depression. And he was kicked
out of an orphanage because of his skin
color. What worse start for a kid? And
Milton Burns, too, the other kid who
got kicked out of the orphanage. What
are the odds that they’re ever going to
recover from this and make anything
of themselves? Well, they both did, and
Maxey became one of the most honored
people in the city.

Lindley: As you describe, he was an idealist
with an impulse to protect the underdog,
from the time he protected his friend Milton Burns at the orphanage to his work as
a lawyer to defend unpopular causes.

Kershner: Absolutely.
Lindley: And his strategy as a boxer was
restraint. He didn’t plan to destroy his opponents, but held back and did just enough
to win.

Kershner: There was a Jackie Robinson

WE DEAL WITH HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANIES
so you and your clients don’t have to. We complement your role
as primary counsel, then send your client safely back to you.
JEFF COOPERSMITH - Former
Chief Counsel and Director
of Enforcement, Office of the
Insurance Commissioner
jeff@coopersmithlaw.com
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principle. In that era, you didn’t have to just
be good to stand out if you were black. You
had to be above reproach. Jackie Robinson
could not react to insults. He had to be
superhuman, and not let any of that get to
him. That’s what Maxey did in boxing. He
had to not just win bouts, but to win in a
way that would win the respect of white
coaches and white audiences. I imagine he
also had a good killer instinct in the ring
too. You can’t be a successful boxer without
it, but he knew when to use it. He never lost
a college bout. The only bout he lost was an
Olympic trial, which rankled him. He would
have loved to have won that.

Lindley: It seems he could have lived
anywhere, including cities that had larger
black populations where life may have been
easier, but he returned to Spokane after the
war and made it his home.

We Welcome our New Associates!
Change is in the
air at CMG…

Kershner: As an orphan, your roots are
limited already, and you value them even
more. He knew a lot of people from working
at the Spokane Club and going to Gonzaga.
Going somewhere where he didn’t know
anybody appealed to him even less than it
would anybody else, because he did value
that he did have some roots and didn’t want
to lose them. When he went into the Army,
he found that Spokane may be a place of
broad lawns and narrow minds, but he
found places that were so much worse, so it
might have made him appreciate Spokane.
Clearly, Spokane wasn’t ideal. The first
thing that happened, he was in uniform and
tried to get some chili in a bus station, and
they wouldn’t serve him. Maybe it wasn’t
as bad as a lot of places, but a lot needed
fixing, and who was going to do it? There
were no other black lawyers in town. If he
didn’t do it, who would?
I can’t really say what he was thinking,
but if you go somewhere like San Francisco
or Chicago or Seattle even, there’s other
lawyers there who have probably worked
on these issues a lot. You leave Spokane
to do that, is anybody in Spokane going to
do that? Is anybody going to care? It just
occurred to me that that was in the back
of his mind too. If I really want to make a
difference, this was the place to make it.
Somebody else will attack it in other places,
but nobody else will attack it here.
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Our new associate,

Lindley: Was it his idealism and seeing
inequities that prompted him to go to law
school?

Kershner: Absolutely. He said that his social conscience was awakened in the Army,
which was outrageously segregated. He
was in the South and saw real segregation.
And then at the University of Oregon for
two years after the war, he was at a bastion
of liberal thought and social justice. His
father figure, Father Byrne, was way ahead
in social-justice thinking. At that point, he
thought if I really want to do something
in terms of social justice, the way to do it
was with law. He saw the law as a way to
accomplish some of his goals.

Lindley: And his work in the South for civil
rights in the 1960s was impressive.

trial lawyers
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Kershner: If there’s one chapter in this

Kershner: Yes. A client had gone to start

book that I wish I could have gotten from
his mouth, it would have been that chapter.
The two other lawyers he went down there
with are no longer alive, and nobody left
much of a written account of it. Carl had
written a little about it and gave a talk about
it, but I was able to research the time and
was able to put together a lot.

divorce proceedings and afterwards, in the
hallway, the estranged husband shot the
client, then shot himself.

Lindley: And you describe Maxey as a man

Kershner: There was a sense of that . . .

of wide-ranging interests.

more at the end of his career. John Blanchette, a sports writer, wrote that he defended
drug dealers and Hell’s Angels, and did
divorces. But every lawyer, especially a
black lawyer in Spokane, has to hustle for

Kershner: His wife talked about how,

Lindley: So he was also a teacher.
Kershner: Yes. He didn’t have any patience
for people who didn’t keep up, because you
never know what you’ll need to know.

Lindley: His family life was fascinating
with two interracial marriages, the first at
a time when miscegenation was illegal in
over half the states.

Kershner: It was illegal in Oregon [where
he met his first wife]. I could not have done
the story without the help of both his wives.
Ninon was his first wife, and Lou was his
widow. A lot of his public life was on the
record, but you can’t get the personal side
without hearing from the people who knew
him. They were very open. They had their
struggles. A mixed-race couple was very
unusual at the time.

Lindley: Many grew up in Spokane in the

marginalized by some of the Spokane legal
community as a big-time divorce lawyer
and defender of the worst criminals.

Lindley: What were Carl Maxey’s proudest
accomplishments?

Kershner: Like a lot of guys, he was probably prouder of his athletic accomplishments than others. He was very happy to
be inducted into the Inland Empire Sports
©2010 Schroeter Goldmark & Bender. All Rights Reserved.

at the law firm, everyone was expected
to be up to date on the news every day,
and to have read the paper. If he brought
something up and somebody said they
didn’t know about it, he’d say one of your
jobs is to stay current on what is going on
in the world.

Lindley: It seemed that Carl Maxey was

work. He didn’t have the luxury of picking
and choosing his clients. Blanchette said,
“His penchant for defending the most under of the underclass, bikers and bad guys,
caused people to brand him with guilt by
association.” If you’re a defense lawyer, you
don’t have the luxury of defending pure and
innocent members of society.
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TO HELP. CALL US FOR REFERRAL OR ASSOCIATION.

’50s and earlier believing that a mixedrace marriage was a terrible burden for
a family.

Kershner: From everything I can tell, it
was a strong family. He was a great dad.
There was a divorce, after one of the sons
was in college. All parties handled it well,
and it did not become a divisive issue in
the family. And Ninon still speaks with
great respect and admiration for Carl. As
a divorce lawyer, he knew how ugly and
mean it could get.

Lindley: And a client was murdered out-
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Hall of Fame. In his profession, he was very
proud of winning his first state Supreme
Court appeal — a criminal case — and of
changing the Sunday Blue Laws (banning
alcohol sales on Sundays).
Obviously, he was very proud of the big
cases he won. I don’t know if he was proud
of the Ruth Coe case, but he pulled a rabbit
out of a hat. She had an incredibly light sentence, considering she had been convicted
of trying to kill a prosecutor and a judge (in
the serial-rape trial of her son, Kevin Coe).
He was also proud of the Seattle Seven
[anti-war conspiracy] case. The judge singled
him out for commendation for not getting
caught up in the brawl and disobedience in
the courtroom. That speaks to his professionalism as a lawyer. He was chagrined
at the defendants because he had the case
won, and he knew it. As a lawyer, his goal
was to win the case, whereas the defendants
had other goals in mind. They wanted to
make statements. He didn’t have a lot of
patience with that other stuff. He told one
of the defendants who became his friend,
Joe Kelly, “If you’d just listened to me, none
of you would have ever gone to jail.” Which
was true. None of them went to jail on the
conspiracy charges. The case was dropped.
They went to jail because they got in a fight
in the courtroom, which is not a good idea.

Lindley: Do you have a sense of Carl
Maxey’s regrets?

Kershner: His greatest disappointment
was that he had not been able to change
the world into a place of pure justice and
fairness that he, as an idealist, thought
could happen. I think it’s fair to say he didn’t
handle that very well. His wife remembers
giving him pep talks: “Of course it’s not
perfect, but look at what you’ve done. That’s
the important thing.”

Lindley: You note that Maxey was honored before he died with the Gonzaga Law
Medal, the ACLU award, and many other
commendations.

she was incredibly moved. I don’t think he
could have envisioned that, but I think it’s
safe to say he would have been moved and
proud. And it’s too bad, because he was a
huge disciple of Martin Luther King Jr., and
his death was a massive blow to him, and
he began to think that no matter how good
black leaders could be, America would not
allow them to survive.

Lindley: Your book sheds light not only
on Maxey’s life, but also on the history of
the civil rights struggle in the Northwest
and beyond.

Kershner: I have a lot of reasons of why I

his life he got all these accolades, was even
considered for the state Supreme Court — a
big honor, even though he didn’t get it. To
even be talked about was a triumph. I’m
sure that was gratifying to him, but apparently not enough.

wanted to do the book. It was a story that
people needed to hear. I also thought it
was a part of Spokane’s history that I was
afraid would be lost. But I was also hoping
it could be part of a larger story. The civil
rights movement wasn’t just in the South. It
was happening all over, even in little places
like Spokane in significant ways that most
people probably don’t know about.

Lindley: It’s too bad he didn’t live to see

Lindley: Would you like to add anything

Kershner: Absolutely. The last 10 years of

the election of Barack Obama.

about the legacy of Carl Maxey?

Kershner: I asked Lou, his widow, how

Kershner: It’s significant that, when he

Carl would have felt if he were alive, and

died, the city mourned more for him than
for anybody else in that entire decade. He
was such an important part of our life,
though not always beloved by the establishment. By the time he died, most people
came around to the idea that this guy really
did make a difference, and for the better.
That’s his legacy. People understood that
he changed not just Spokane but the state
in ways that were really good. He made a
positive difference. He was one of Gonzaga
Law School’s first black graduates. He was
the first black student from Gonzaga to
pass the bar exam. For him to become one
of Gonzaga’s most honored and famous
graduates, that’s an amazing testament to
his personality and his legal mind. That’s
something for Gonzaga and Spokane to
be proud of.
Robin Lindley is a Seattle attorney and writer.
He is a former chair of the WSBA World Peace
through Law Section. He has worked as a law
teacher and as an attorney with public agencies. He investigated the death of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. as a staff attorney with the
Select Committee on Assassinations of the
U.S. House of Representatives. Another version of this article appeared in the Summer
2009 issue of Washington Law & Politics.
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From Yellow Pages to Web Pages
Legal Marketing Meets Technology

I

by Michael Heatherly
t’s hard to believe now, but until
33 years ago our profession was
forbidden from advertising beyond
a simple listing of contact information. Then in Bates v. State Bar of
Arizona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977), the U.S.
Supreme Court held that lawyer advertising was a type of commercial speech
protected by the First Amendment. The
decision forced bar associations across
the country to abandon the long-held
notion that advertising was unethical
and demeaning to the profession. Justice
Harry Blackmun, author of the majority
opinion, went so far as to suggest that the
legal profession had hurt its reputation by
not advertising:
Moreover, the assertion that advertising
will diminish the attorney’s reputation
in the community is open to question.
Bankers and engineers advertise, and
yet these professions are not regarded
as undignified. In fact, it has been
suggested that the failure of lawyers
to advertise creates public disillusion-
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ment with the profession. The absence
of advertising may be seen to reflect
the profession’s failure to reach out and
serve the community: Studies reveal that
many persons do not obtain counsel
even when they perceive a need because
of the feared price of services or because
of an inability to locate a competent
attorney. Indeed, cynicism with regard
to the profession may be created by the
fact that it long has publicly eschewed
advertising, while condoning the actions
of the attorney who structures his social
or civic associations so as to provide
contacts with potential clients. (433 U.S.
350, 370-371)

It is unlikely that many citizens, including those who practice law, have taken
notice of Bates. I haven’t heard of any
high schools sponsoring essay contests on
the significance of the case to American
society. But it’s hard to deny the impact
the decision has had on the business
of practicing law. Today, we in the legal
profession nationwide spend an estimated
$4.5 billion annually to splash our names,
faces, logos, and qualifications onto the

televisions, computer screens, and printed
pages eyeballed daily by consumers. Try
browsing an online newspaper or watching a cable TV show without seeing one of
our peers offering to beat a DUI, settle with
the IRS, or litigate a mesothelioma claim.
But if Bates opened the Bronze Age of
lawyer advertising, the current explosion of
web-search optimizing and social networking may be its Industrial Revolution. On
January 21–22, an event called the “Avvocating Conference” offered the opportunity
to witness the fusion of legal marketing
and technology firsthand. I and nearly 200
other lawyers from around the country
converged at a waterfront Seattle conference center, not to learn about practicing
law but to learn how to make ourselves
known to consumers who might hire us
to practice law. The event was produced by
Seattle-based Avvo, Inc., an online lawyer
directory and rating site that launched
three years ago. In a way, Avvo’s history
has mirrored that of lawyer advertising in
general. While it opened to controversy
and considerable disdain among some in
the bar, it has since gained popularity with
the profession, now having roughly 50,000

active lawyer-users nationwide. [Editor’s
Note: Avvo President Mark Britton answers
my questions regarding the company’s history, the current ethical climate of lawyer
advertising, and other issues on page 26. On
page 29, Seattle lawyer Diana Dearmin summarizes the ever-changing legal and ethical
landscape of social networking.]
Besides lawyers, attendees at the conference included marketing professionals
who specialize in helping lawyers sell
their services. The audience was diverse,
particularly in age and geography. I met
attendees who were in their 20s and in
their 70s, and 30 states were represented.
Sponsors of the event included a mix of
law firms (e.g., Perkins Coie, Savitt Bruce
& Willey) and tech companies (e.g.,
Microsoft, Google, and Facebook), as well
as the University of Washington.
Unless you’re a true web geek, you
probably won’t recognize the names
of the presenters. On the other hand,
unless you live in a cave without WiFi access, you’ll be familiar with the
corporate names on their résumés: the
aforementioned Microsoft, Google, and
Facebook, as well as LinkedIn and Justia.
com, among others. Many presenters
had no legal background, although the
keynote speaker was Robert Ambrogi, a
Massachusetts-based polymath who is
a practicing lawyer as well as an author,
editor, and blogger. These days, I meet
an increasing number of lawyers who,
like Ambrogi (and me, for that matter)
have developed almost an alter ego — a
media or online presence that is separate
from their practices but still relates to
them somehow. And, after all, part of the
purpose of “Avvocating” is to help lawyers
develop such a presence.
Rather than the typical “Emerging Issues under CR26” or “Five Tips for Drafting
a Special Needs Trust” that you might expect at an educational gathering of lawyers,
conference topics included the following:
“Going Deep with Facebook,” “Beyond the
Fail Whale: Twitter Best Practices,” and
“Advanced Pay-per-Click Marketing.” I
wish I could give you a clear idea of what
these presentations were about, but I can’t.
This was an advanced seminar, and while
I “tweet” on Twitter (I’m “barbeat” — follow me), my knowledge of web and social
networking skills is not advanced. But the
overall message was this: the Internet offers
myriad tools for lawyers, like other business
people, to get themselves noticed, build
their reputations, construct networks of

colleagues and referral sources, and actually attract and retain clients. There was
a corollary, though: doing this effectively
takes time, money, or both.
If much of the course material was
figuratively over my head, much of the
presentation was literally over my head.
Not surprisingly, considering the techoriented nature of the conference, the
presentations featured rock-star-sized
graphic and video elements that dominated the stage. Also appropriate to the
proceedings, the stage setup included a
video screen showing a live Twitter feed

or Twitter, and Google AdWords was just
getting started. Now, all of those tools
have taken off for attorneys. I think all
of the above will continue to grow in
popularity for all professionals as a way to
reach out to clients and potential clients.
The Internet is incredible in how fast it
is evolving and changing. Something new
will show up that none of us are aware of
and [it] will probably be within the next
12 months. That is what makes it both
exciting and challenging.”
Michelle Gottesman is a 37-year-old
lawyer from Troy, Michigan, who handles

Today, we in the legal profession nationwide spend
an estimated $4.5 billion annually to splash our names,
faces, logos, and qualifications onto the televisions,
computer screens, and printed pages eyeballed daily
by consumers. Try browsing an online newspaper or
watching a cable TV show without seeing one of our
peers offering to beat a DUI, settle with the IRS, or
litigate a mesothelioma claim.
with scrolling messages from attendees
and non-attendees alike. Comments
included f lames from bloggers with
varying differences of opinion concerning the subject matter of the conference
and certain participants. Somehow it
all seemed appropriate, though, as a
microcosm of the entire Internet. If the
conference attendees wished to venture
into cyberspace, they might as well get
a taste of the attendant hazards as well
as the opportunities that awaited them.
To find out what drew people to
the conference and what they learned,
I spoke with several at the event and
followed up with questions by e-mail.
Charles P. Moure, 48, who practices international litigation with Harris & Moure
in Seattle, said, “Because we draw clients
from around the world, the Internet has
been a very powerful tool for us to reach
out to potential clients.” The conference,
he added, “did a good job in bringing
together many of the various web-based
companies that we have used to great
effect, especially Google and LinkedIn.”
Moure recalled, “When we started getting into web-based marketing five to six
years ago, attorneys were not blogging.
There was no Avvo, Facebook, LinkedIn,

mainly Social Security disability appeals.
“After five years practicing with a firm, I
was starting my own firm [in] December
2009,” she said. “I knew I didn’t have the
capital to fund traditional marketing
(TV ads, yellow pages, radio, etc.), and
I believed the trend in marketing was
moving to the Internet.
“Although I do believe there currently exists a great deal of free legal
information on the Internet, a very large
portion of the market audience doesn’t
naturally go to the Internet in search
of an attorney, though I think this is
shifting with the generation change,”
Gottesman said. “Just two months into
starting my own firm, I have three types of
marketing: Internet, print, and a softball
league sponsorship. Internet marketing
via social media websites, legal websites,
and organization ads constitute the bulk
of my marketing.”
On the opposite end of the experience
spectrum is Richard Egner Jr., a Gresham,
Oregon, lawyer who will turn 77 in June.
Egner, who practices in estate planning
and related areas, was already a veteran
attorney by the time of Bates v. State Bar
of Arizona. “When I started practicing in
1959, much of the advertising now seen
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in the classified section of the telephone
books, newspapers, and other print
media would result in a quick hearing
before the ethics committee,” he recalled.
“Virtually the only thing allowed was a
business card with your name, address,
and telephone number.”
Egner still relies on old-fashioned
word of mouth for 85 to 90 percent of his
new clients. But he has grown unhappy
with yellow pages advertising and sees
himself making greater use of the Internet. “My future marketing will include
a listing in the white pages, none in the
classified section, and a yet-to-be-birthed
website,” he said. “I have no doubt that
lawyer marketing will move to the Internet in its various forms with the ability of
the public to participate in helping others
find attorneys with the quality and skills
they are looking for.”
Typical of the non-lawyer attendees
at the conference was Louellen Coker,
president of Content Solutions, a Denton,
Texas, marketing firm that includes lawyers
among its clients. “To be competitive with
other practitioners, attorneys will need
to adopt more of a conversational tone
with potential clients,” she said. “While
traditional advertising methods such as
interruption marketing (billboards, payper-click, commercials, etc.) and static
web pages will continue to serve a role in
marketing, lawyers will need to extend their
marketing efforts to be more personal.”
Coker believes consumers will use
the same methods to find appropriate
legal counsel as they do to locate other
goods and services. “When looking for
representation, potential clients will start
by looking at their network for recommendations and endorsements, will continue by looking at information obtained
through blog postings, tweets, answers
to questions on platforms such as Avvo,
LinkedIn, or Facebook, and will finally
contact the attorney’s office,” she said.
“While traditional marketing outlets will
continue to build an attorney’s brand, the
targeted information provided via online
outlets will enable potential clients to feel
confident they are contacting the right
attorney or firm to begin with, ultimately
leading to a more positive experience for
everyone involved.”
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Law Goes
Dot.com
An interview with
Avvo’s Mark Britton

© iStockphoto.com

I met Mark Britton, CEO and president of Avvo Inc., at the
Avvocating Conference in January (see article on page 22). He
agreed to do a question-and-answer interview by e-mail, the
text of which follows. Britton previously served as executive
vice president, Worldwide Corporate Affairs, at IAC Travel/
Expedia, Inc. He holds a B.A. in finance from Gonzaga University (1989) and a J.D. from George Washington University
National Law Center (1992). He was in private practice before
joining Expedia in 1999. — Michael Heatherly, Editor.
Q. Before founding Avvo, you were an executive at Expedia, the online travel service. Dot-coms like Expedia
revolutionized how consumers find and purchase goods
and services, how goods and services are rated, and how
an industry is perceived by the public. With Avvo you are
at the forefront of bringing the dot-com approach to legal
services. As it appears this approach will become mainstream in the legal profession, does any part of you have
misgivings about that? As a lawyer yourself, do you ever
feel concerns — as some lawyers do — that using the same
tools to sell legal services as others use to sell Hawaiian
vacations demeans our profession?
A. Not at all. To the contrary, the legal industry does itself a
great disservice every time we as lawyers insist that consumers
view us in a different light than the rest of commerce. Lawyers
are already confusing to consumers (we speak in Latin, wear
funny robes, and bill in six-minute increments). Why make that
worse by not communicating to them in the way that every
other product and service already does?
Q. When Avvo launched in 2007, you were sued almost
immediately by a lawyer who felt his rating was illegitimately low. I recall that many lawyers were skeptical, even
hostile, to your rating system at the time. The lawsuit was
dismissed and Avvo has gone on to expand considerably.
How would you describe the overall level of acceptance
lawyers have for Avvo and its rating system these days?
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A. The Avvo rating has grown in acceptance
because it is an unbiased, responsible, and
sophisticated system. We knew that, being
new and different, people would criticize
us. We just didn’t expect lawyers to do it
without doing their research (the referenced
lawsuit being emblematic in this regard).
Over time, large numbers of lawyers started
getting large amounts of business through
Avvo, and that’s when we really saw the sea
change. We had our big fans from the beginning; but when we started driving 100-plus
clients for some lawyers, Avvo was no longer
a threat, but an opportunity.

. . . the legal industry does
itself a great disservice
every time we as lawyers
insist that consumers view
us in a different light than
the rest of commerce.
Lawyers are already
confusing to consumers
(we speak in Latin, wear
funny robes, and bill in
six-minute increments).
Why make that worse by
not communicating to
them in the way that every
other product and service
already does?

Then, an Avvo employee reviews every client
rating before we post it. If an attorney contacts us and tells us that a comment looks
fraudulent, we will contact the reviewer. If
the reviewer does not respond, the review
comes down. If they choose to modify the
review, we will allow that. If they stand
by their review, it stays. If a review is truly
inaccurate, seldom will the reviewer stand
by it in the face of an attorney’s challenge.
All of this personal attention is expensive,
but worth it for the integrity of our system.
Q. Some lawyers feel that while they
don’t want to participate in Avvo — by
claiming their profiles, becoming active

members, posting on the legal guides,
advice columns, etc. — they are afraid not
to participate because “everybody else is
doing it.” Obviously, that is good business
for Avvo, but doesn’t it create somewhat
of a coercive atmosphere?
A. Are lawyers really such lemmings?
“Everybody else” is doing it because it gets
them business. I mean, did everyone go to
law school simply because “everybody else
was doing it?” No, it was because they saw
successful lawyers and wanted to be like
them. Avvo is no different.
Q. How much money do lawyers in the

Q. I know a lot of lawyers are concerned
that rating systems such as Avvo’s open the
door for disgruntled clients, rival lawyers,
and just plain crackpots to sabotage a lawyer’s rating, to post disparaging reviews, to
give sarcastic or false endorsements, etc.
What safeguards does Avvo have in place
to keep those things from happening?
A. Avvo is the gold standard when it
comes to providing high-quality reviews
to consumers. To start, we have terms of
use that require reviewers to include facts
regarding the lawyer’s representation, avoid
personal attacks, etc. Twenty-five percent of
our reviews do not meet our terms and are
not posted. We also require that every user
register with us before submitting a review.
April 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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U.S. spend annually on advertising? How
much of that is for “old media,” such as
yellow pages, magazine, newspaper, and
broadcast ads, versus “new media,” such
as websites, blogs, and social networking?
A. Legal spending in the United States is
very large — somewhere around $4.5 billion.
Sadly, yellow pages (yes, the yellow pages)
still comprise roughly $1 billion of that. Our
work will not be done until we move the legal
market away from impulse purchases — e.g.,
contacting a lawyer simply because he or
she has the largest yellow pages ad. There
are all sorts of ways we can do this, but for
the time being, we will continue to build
out our lawyer directory (even though it is
already the world’s largest), our Q/A forum,
and our Legal Guides forum.

did interviews, focus groups, surveys,
and usability studies. One of our surveys,
conducted by Ipsos, revealed that only
17 percent of consumers found it easy to
research detailed information on attorneys.
And the same percentage of respondents
said they felt very confident in their ability
to choose the right attorney. Moreover,
various reports showed the yellow pages as
still one of the top resources for consumers
in choosing a lawyer. Any time the yellow
pages is a top informational resource, you
know there is a problem.
Q. How many lawyers are listed and
rated on Avvo today, and how many do
you consider active members? In how
many states does Avvo provide ratings?

Q. How did you convince yourself and
your investors that a viable market existed for a consumer-targeted rating and
directory service for finding lawyers?

A. Avvo rates and profiles more than
90 percent of the licensed attorneys in
41 states and the District of Columbia.
Roughly 50,000 lawyers are active members,
contributing content, answering questions,
submitting legal guides, etc.

A. In addition to our own extensive research, we developed the Avvo system
after gathering input from legal experts,
hundreds of lawyers, and thousands of
consumers. On the consumer side, we

Q. Avvo services are free for consumers,
and the company generates its revenue
from lawyers. What are the specific
sources of revenue and how are they
shaping up right now?
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A. We launched Avvo Advertising — our
main source of revenue — in mid-2009
and are very pleased with how fast it has
taken off. Avvo Advertising is a great way
for lawyers to get in front of consumers
researching specific legal issues in specific
geographic locations. It’s easy to use, easy
to set up, and we require no long-term
subscriptions or locked-in contracts.
Q. Lawyer advertising has been legally
and ethically sanctioned only since
Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S.
350 (1977). In the 33 years since then,
lawyers have become huge advertisers
in print and broadcast media. We appear to have been equally aggressive
in promoting ourselves online and
are now among the leaders in the new
media, including blogging and social
networking. How do you envision
the continued evolution of lawyer
advertising over, say, the next five to
10 years?
A. Lawyer marketing will continue to be
marked by a high level of activity, but also
by a greater degree of transparency. Word
of mouth is rapidly moving online in the
form of client reviews and ratings, and attorneys are able to do more and more via
blogging and social media to communicate
their expertise and approach to the practice
of law. These developments benefit both
consumers and good lawyers. Ideally, state
bar associations will also do their part by
streamlining attorney advertising rules to
avoid confusion.
Q. In the three years since Avvo launched,
what has surprised you the most about
how things have gone? Were there things
you thought would be big but weren’t,
or things you hadn’t thought about that
became big? Were there projects that
ended up being significantly more or
less difficult than you expected?
A. We’ve been surprised how quickly we
have grown. We went from concept to
market leader in two-and-a-half years,
and it has been a real challenge delivering
an Avvo-grade level of service while our
customer base is growing before our eyes.
It helps that we have a solid team that
lived through such growth at Expedia. The
lawsuit nine days after we launched surprised us, but it turned into a real positive.
It caused many savvy lawyers to look into
our product, see its potential, and become
our biggest evangelists.

© iStockphoto.com/SimonOxley

Lawyers Tweeting,
Blogging, and IMing —
Oh My!
Potential Ethical Pitfalls Under the RPCs

L

by Diana M. Dearmin
ove it or hate it, attorney use of social
network sites and “virtual” marketing is the wave of the future. While
college students and your hipper,
younger cousin were quick
to embrace the medium, attorney use of social network sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter is rising along
with the general population.1 Seminars and
articles are geared toward teaching lawyers
how to maximize their online presence and
reap the benefits of social network sites and
their offerings. Social network sites specifically focused on lawyer profiles and lawyer
networking are more prolific than ever.
Although definitions differ, one scholarly source defines social network sites as
“web-based services that allow individuals
to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate
a list of other users with whom they share
a connection, and (3) view and traverse

their list of connections and those made by
others within the system.”2 Social network
sites vary in their offered features, but often
include the posting of status updates and
comments, instant messaging, photo and
video sharing, blogging, e-mailing, the
sharing of documents/work product, and
even answering legal questions posed by
the public. As with traditional forms of
advertising, lawyers should be mindful of
the potential ethical pitfalls that can arise
with the use of social network sites and
virtual marketing.
The legal bases for regulating attorney
conduct on social network sites include
the First Amendment, Washington’s Rules
of Professional Conduct (RPCs) and corresponding comments, WSBA and ABA
formal ethics opinions, and the ABA Model
Rules and other states’ rules that are based
on the Model Rules. On a national level, the
ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 is currently engaged in a multi-year analysis of
various technology issues, including social

media, and whether the existing Model
Rules are adequate.
Here, we focus on Washington’s RPCs
and how they may be implicated by the
use of features commonly associated
with social network sites. In Washington,
lawyers are allowed to advertise their services broadly, including by use of “written,
recorded or electronic communication,
including public media.”3 The overarching
principle, regardless of the medium, is that
the “lawyer shall not make a false or misleading communication about the lawyer
or the lawyer’s services.”4 “A communication is false or misleading if it contains a
material misrepresentation of fact or law,
or omits a fact necessary to make the statement considered as a whole not materially
misleading.”5
Profiles and résumés: Most social
network sites allow for the posting of a
public or semi-public profile or résumé.
Some sites ask for the user’s “specialties.”6
In addition to making sure that statements
contained in the profile are not false or misleading per RPC 7.1, the lawyer will want
to comply with RPC 7.4, which prohibits
lawyers from stating or implying that they
are specialists in a particular field of the law
except in limited circumstances.

Status updates, comments, and
blogs: Many social network sites allow for

the posting of status updates, comments,
and blogs, and some social network sites can
be linked to one another. These types of posts
potentially can violate a number of RPCs.
First, for instance, a post may violate RPC 1.6,
which prohibits disclosure of “information
relating to the representation of the client”
without informed consent. Information
relating to the representation of the client
is a broad standard, and lawyers should
carefully review their posts to ensure that
such information is not disclosed. Second,
if a post relates to an active case, it may also
violate RPC 3.6, which prohibits making
“an extrajudicial statement that the lawyer
knows or reasonably should know will be
disseminated by means of public communication and will have a substantial likelihood
of materially prejudicing an adjudicative
proceeding in the matter.”
Third, in tooting their own horns
and posting about the favorable results
achieved on behalf of their clients, lawyers
should consider whether doing so violates
RPC 7.1, Comment 3, which provides “an
advertisement that truthfully reports a
lawyer’s achievements on behalf of clients
or former clients may be misleading if
presented so as to lead a reasonable person
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to form an unjustified expectation that the
same results could be obtained for other clients in similar matters without reference to
the specific factual and legal circumstances
of each client’s case.”
Fourth, sometimes non-lawyer staff
or a third-party service is called upon to
manage the lawyer’s or law firm’s social
network sites. In that case, RPC 5.3, the duty
to supervise non-lawyer assistants, comes
into play and the lawyer should review each
and every status update or post before it is
made public.
A pending Illinois attorney disciplinary action illustrates the ethical issues
that arise when blogging. 7 The Illinois

Attorney Registration and Disciplinar y Commission has recommended
disbarment for, among other things, an
assistant public defender’s publishing of
client confidences or secrets via a public
blog. The lawyer represented a college
student in relation to allegations that he
possessed a controlled substance and
published the following entry on her blog:
#12. . . (the client’s jail identification
number) This stupid kid is taking
the rap for his drug-dealing dirtbag
of an older brother because “he’s no
snitch.” I managed to talk the prosecutor into treatment and deferred
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prosecution, since we both know
the older brother from prior dealings
involving drugs and guns. My client is
in college. Just goes to show you that
higher education does not imply that
you have any sense.

The lawyer also represented a diabetic
client on drug charges and published the
following blog entry:
[Name omitted], the diabetic whose
case I mentioned in Wednesday’s post,
did drop as ordered, after his court appearance Tuesday and before allegedly
going to the ER. Guess what? It was
positive for cocaine. He was standing
there in court stoned, right in front of
the judge, probation officer, prosecutor and defense attorney, swearing he
was clean and claiming ignorance as
to why his blood sugar wasn’t being
managed well.

The lawyer also referred to a judge as being
“a total asshole,” and in another blog entry
referred to a judge as “Judge Clueless.”
In another case, the Florida Bar took
disciplinary action against a lawyer for
criticizing a judge for allegedly setting
unreasonably short time periods for
criminal defendants to prepare for trial.8
In the post, the lawyer referred to the judge
as an “evil, unfair witch” and indicated
that she was “seemingly mentally ill.” The
disciplinary charges alleged violations of
five ethics rules, including the rule against
impugning a judge’s qualifications or
integrity. The lawyer agreed to a public
reprimand, but the settlement was subject
to approval by the Florida Supreme Court.
On review, the Florida Supreme Court
disagreed that the First Amendment protects the lawyer’s comments and upheld
the disciplinary action. These disciplinary
actions should cause a lawyer to pause
before publicly posting about their cases,
clients, or practice.

E-mailing and instant messaging:

Some sites allow for the sending of e-mails
and instant messages. In addition to the
issues discussed above, lawyers should
avoid using these functions to contact
prospective clients, as such contact will
likely violate RPC 7.3(a) unless one of the
exceptions applies.

Endorsements, recommendations,
and testimonials: Some sites allow lawyers to endorse or recommend other lawyers and allow clients to review lawyers. In
Washington, there is no prohibition against

the posting of such endorsements or reviews. However, to the extent that the lawyer
has control over whether an endorsement
or review can remain on the site, the lawyer
should review the post to see if violates RPC
7.1, Comment 3, discussed above. The RPCs
and case law are silent about whether it is
ethical for a lawyer to solicit client reviews.
The prudent lawyer, however, will avoid
soliciting client reviews until the matter is
final and the client has been disengaged so
as to avoid a conflict of interest or appearance of a conflict of interest.
Answering legal questions: Some
sites allow lawyers to answer legal questions posted by the public. Generally, providing accurate answers to such unilateral
inquiries does not raise an ethical issue so
long the person does not form any reasonable expectation that the lawyer is willing
to discuss the possibility of forming a clientlawyer relationship. If such an expectation
is created, under RPC 1.18, the duties to a
prospective client are implicated.

Be savvy and twitter away
Attorney marketing via social network
sites can be fun and fruitful. It can also
be fraught with possible ethics violations
that can largely be avoided with a sound
understanding of the RPCs and a dose of
common sense.

Defending DUIs with
Passion and Intregity
since 1969

Refer with Confidence

Diana M. Dearmin is a member of the civil
litigation firm of Dearmin Fogarty PLLC. She
represents corporate, public, and individual
clients in a broad range of matters, including cases involving business disputes, fraud,
and personal injury. Dearmin also acts as
a mediator and arbitrator. In the past, she
has been staff counsel for Safeco Insurance
Companies, as well as a principal at Riddell
Williams PS, and a judicial law clerk to
former Washington Supreme Court Justice
and Court of Appeals Judge Rosselle Pekelis.
NOTES
1. See generally comScore’s 2009 U.S. Digital Year
in Review.
2. Boyd, D. M., and Ellison, N. B., “Social network
sites: Definition, history, and scholarship,”
Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication,
13 (1) (2007).
3. RPC 7.2.
4. RPC 7.1.
5. Id.
6. See, e.g., linkedin.com.
7. https://www.iardc.org/09ch0089cm.html.
8. www.citmedialaw.org/threats/florida-bar-vconway.
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Trial’s a
Tribulation
by Stephanie Perry

“I

always wondered, when I read
about big cases in the newspaper, where they could possibly
have found 12 people who had
never heard of those events,” said one of my
fellow jurors, looking ruefully around at us.
“Well, now I know.”
Our punishment for our ignorance — I
mean, our impartiality — was that we had
been chosen to serve on a jury for a criminal
case with the King County Superior Court.
Although I work for the Washington State
Bar Association, I don’t have as much legal
experience as you might assume; this was
my first time as a juror and my first time
inside a courtroom, and I was curious to
learn how closely it would match up with
what I’d seen in movies and on TV, which was
the sum total of my first-hand knowledge of
the justice system.
After receiving my summons, I noticed
that I tended to get one of two reactions when
I brought it up. People who hadn’t served on
a jury winced sympathetically, and hoped I’d
get out of it quickly; people who had served on
a jury told me that it was a good experience
and they thought I would enjoy it.
On the appointed day, I showed up,
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Diary of a
First-Time Juror

checked in, and settled down to wait. The
jury room reminded me of a vast airport
lounge. Hundreds of people sat in rows of
pastel upholstered chairs, reading books,
chatting on their phones, or staring blearily
into space. A judge came to speak to us,
thanking us for our service and reminding us of the importance of this civic duty.
Soon after came the first roundup; a festive,
lottery-like excitement rippled through the
room as names were called, and the chosen
ones scrambled for their badges and hurried
to the desk. My turn came during the second
roundup, and about 50 of us were herded
into a courtroom for jury selection.
I distinguished myself by being the first
one to pipe up during the Q&A, although in
retrospect, the fact that I started out seated in
the jury box probably had more to do with my
selection. No questions were directly asked of
me, to my surprise, but others were quickly
disqualified: a prosecutor who knew one of
the attorneys on the case, a man who had
previously been arrested, a woman whose
relative had been the victim of a sexual assault. I tried to deduce what kind of case it
was by the type of questions asked, along with
the questionnaire we had filled out in the jury
room, and crossed my fingers that I wouldn’t
be excused: it sounded like an interesting one.

In the end, I kept my seat and became
part of the jury. I took my duties as an officer of the court seriously — and literally:
no local news, no discussing the case with
anyone (and people were curious, especially
lawyers). The case proved to be somewhat
high-profile, at least locally, which meant a
smattering of reporters in the hallway each
day, and sometimes a courtroom packed
with onlookers. I’ll admit there was a bit of
glamour in sweeping importantly out of the
courtroom as the judge ordered everyone to
wait until we had left not just the room, but
the entire floor; and I did eventually have
to run a gauntlet of reporters brandishing
microphones and cameras and shouting
questions. I grew fond of my juror’s badge,
which we had been instructed to wear at
all times, though it came to feel more like
a quarantine sign, and I joked that it was
my “scarlet J.”
Sitting in the jury box was more demanding than I had expected, both physically and
mentally. Our judge was friendly and kind,
explaining that we should feel free to stand
up and stretch if we needed to, or bring
along beverages; after one grueling morning
of frame-by-frame video replay, I was never
again without caffeine. Hours of hearing
testimony, furiously scribbling notes, and

trying to assess witnesses’ credibility
as well as what they were actually saying drained our energy, yet we couldn’t
decompress by discussing the case with
anyone, even each other. Several jurors
reported that they spent hours at night
privately mulling over the evidence; some
even lay awake in bed, losing sleep over the
burden of making a decision that would
permanently affect strangers’ lives. By the
second week, I would wake up and think,
“I don’t know if I can do this for another
day.” To those who try or hear cases on a
regular basis, it might seem silly that it
loomed so large for us, but to the average
citizen who has few or no encounters with
the judicial system, the experience seemed
momentous and singular.
The trial, expected to take a few days,
stretched out into a week and a half, so
we were especially motivated by the time
deliberations began. We all wanted to do
our part, but it was wearing on us. One juror
worked the graveyard shift, and would work
all night, drink a vat of coffee, and come
directly to court; another went to the office
at 5:30 a.m. to get in a few hours, and went
back again in the evening. Inboxes were
piled high, and employers were getting
antsy, wondering when our service would
be over. We would all be compensated $10
a day and given bus passes, but several
jurors were freelancers or contractors, or
their employers did not offer paid jury
leave; for them, our two-week stint was the
equivalent of forfeiting an entire paycheck,
while the daily stipend was barely enough
to cover lunch downtown.
We started with a vote. There were a few
jurors on each side, and a handful of undecideds, including me; we had been instructed to
keep an open mind and not make a decision
before hearing all the evidence, and for me,
this meant not pondering the case outside of
court. But once we started discussing, I found
myself arguing consistently for one side.
Other jurors remained uncertain, or changed
their minds and changed them back, but after
a day and a half, the split was 11–1 — and
there it stayed. Unable to reach a verdict after
days of heated deliberation, we were forced to
report to the judge that we were a hung jury,
and a mistrial was declared.
I took it personally. It was frustrating
and disappointing for us all to have been
so close, and yet fail to reach agreement
(the judge told us not to feel that we had
failed, but it was hard to avoid). I mentally
replayed our discussion, wondering if there
was something I could have said differently,
or if I could have tried harder. But in the

end, each juror was solely responsible for
his or her own honest assessment and decision — and, I reminded myself, we had been
warned not to agree simply for the sake of
reaching consensus.
Afterward, I learned that the case will
be tried again, which was a relief — there
would be another chance to reach a
unanimous verdict. I did wonder, though,
whether the very fact of being retried would
alter the case; witnesses would inevitably
use different language next time, and
cross-examination might go in different
directions, with new results. That’s for
another jury to decide.
Now that I can finally talk about the case

to my heart’s content, most people have
plenty of questions, and once they hear the
details, they invariably say, “So, you got a
good case!” It seems strange to use the word
“good” in this context, as I think the one
thing every single person in that courtroom
could heartily agree on was that we wished
the events surrounding the case had never
happened. But I can say it was a meaningful
and educational experience, and one I’m glad
to have been a part of.
Stephanie Perry is the WSBA communications
specialist/website editor. She can be reached at
stephaniep@wsba.org.
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Around the State

Find out what your fellow attorneys are up
to. See www.wsba.org/media/publications/
countynewsletters.htm for links to bar publications throughout the state. If you would like to
contribute to Around the State on behalf of your
county, minority, or specialty bar organization, or if you have a law-related item of interest, send your submissions to aroundthestate
@wsba.org. (Photo above: Rodeo scene in
Ellensburg.)

Mark Niles Named New Dean at
Seattle University School of Law
Mark Niles,
an outstanding
scholar and experienced leader,
has been appointed dean at Seattle
University School
of Law, effective
July 1, 2010. Niles
will join Seattle
University School
of Law from American University Washington College of Law, where he is the
associate dean for faculty and academic
affairs and professor. He teaches civil
procedure, administrative law, constitutional law, governmental liability, and law
and literature.
“Dean Niles stood out among an exceptional group of finalists and a large pool of
applicants as the right person to lead the
law school on its upward trajectory as one
of the nation’s premier independent law
schools,” said Seattle University President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. “He shares a
commitment to academic excellence, social
justice, and diversity that are hallmarks of
the education provided by the law school
and Seattle University.”
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Niles has published numerous articles
and essays on subjects including the Ninth
Amendment, federal tort liability, airline
security regulation, the first decade of the
tenure of Justice Clarence Thomas, and the
depiction of law and justice in American
popular culture. As associate dean, he has
spearheaded significant developments in
the first-year curriculum and in academic
skills instruction.
Prior to joining the American University
faculty, Niles was clerk for the Honorable
Francis Murnaghan Jr. of the U.S. Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals, was an associate
at the D.C. firm of Hogan and Hartson,
and a staff attorney in the civil appellate
division of the U.S. Department of Justice,
where he argued cases in several federal
circuit courts. He serves as the reporter
for the Maryland Civil Pattern Jury Instructions Committee of the Maryland State Bar
Association. He is a graduate of Stanford
Law School and Wesleyan University.
“I am honored to have been chosen from
among the extremely impressive group of
finalists for the position of dean of the Seattle
University School of Law,” Niles said. “I could
not be more excited about the opportunity
to help lead one of the most highly regarded
and well-respected law schools in the nation.
I am particularly enthusiastic about working
with the exceptional community of faculty,
staff, and alumni to provide the highest
quality educational experience for our
students while serving and expanding the
commitment to social justice that defines
the mission of Seattle University.”

Pro Bono and Legal Aid Services to
Distressed Homeowners Extended
by Aline Carton, WSBA Home Foreclosure
Legal Aid Project manager
In May 2009,
the Washington State Bar
Association
launched the
Ho m e Fo re closure Legal
Aid P roject,
an ambitious
statewide foreclosure prevention pro bono
effort. Nine months later, with a pool of
more than 400 volunteer lawyers statewide,
the project has assisted more than 300 lowand moderate-income families at risk of
foreclosure. The project’s success is due to

the WSBA’s unprecedented partnership with
the Northwest Justice Project and collaborative effort with housing counseling agencies
statewide.
Thanks to a generous cy pres award from
a landmark settlement negotiated by state
attorneys general, and Washington’s attorney general more specifically, concerning
unfair lending practices of Countrywide
Financial (now owned by Bank of America),
the project will be able to continue its vital
legal services for an additional year. In addition, this new funding will allow the project
to increase statewide outreach, strengthen
collaborative efforts, and train and support
more volunteer lawyers.
“This effort is about Washington families
at risk of losing their homes getting the legal
help they need when they need it,” said WSBA
President Salvador A. Mungia at a recent
press conference. “This is a community effort. We’re proud to be a part of the solution
to the foreclosure crisis and inspired by the
Washington legal profession’s commitment
to public service.”
Attorneys interested in learning more
about how to volunteer for the project should
visit www.mywsba.org/hflap or contact
WSBA Project Manager Aline Carton at 206727-8204 or alinec@wsba.org.

KCBA Young Lawyer Division’s
Outstanding Mentor Award
The King County Bar
Association Young
Lawyers Division
Board of Trustees
has selected Greg
Guedel of Seattle’s
Foster Pepper as
Outstanding Mentor
for 2009. This honor
is awarded to an individual who has made
substantial contributions to the teaching,
training, or professional development of one
or more young lawyers of a legal or non-legal
nature. Guedel’s continued work as an advocate for Foster Pepper’s pro bono program,
especially as it relates to the firm’s Native
American Legal Services practice group, was
the basis for the award. As chair of the group,
he developed a structure that embraced a
holistic approach — in addition to performing billable work for Native American clients,
attorneys also provide important and much
needed pro bono legal services.
According to the nomination submit-
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ted by Joanna Plichta Boisen, the firm’s
full-time pro bono counsel, “Greg pushes me
to achieve more than I think is possible, he
expands the expectations I have of myself and
my role in the community, and he challenges
me to continue serving more constituencies
than I thought possible. Every chance he gets,
Greg mentions how important I and the pro
bono program are, not only to his practice
group, but also to the firm as a whole.”

ABA Section of Individual
Rights and Responsibilities
Honors Pritchard
Llewelyn G.
Pritchard , of Seattle’s Helsell Fetterman LLP, was
chosen to receive
the Father Robert F.
Drinan award at the
American Bar Association’s midyear
meeting in February.
The award recognizes an individual whose
sustained and extraordinary commitment
to the ABA’s Section of Individual Rights and

Responsibilities has advanced its mission of
providing leadership to the legal profession
in protecting and advancing human rights,
civil liberties, and social justice.
“Llew’s ongoing devotion to his community, dedication to his profession, and
unmatched commitment to improving the
lives of immigrants embodies the essence of
this award,” said Scott Collins, managing
partner of Helsell Fetterman. “I can’t think of a
more deserving individual. Llew approaches
his life and his career with moral conviction
and devotion to justice.”
Current Section Chair Richard J. Podell
said, “Llew Pritchard is what’s right and good
about the ABA. He sacrifices his personal
time and resources to help others less fortunate. He has been a great leader within the
Individual Rights Section as well as in the
Family Law Section, Board of Governors, the
Immigration Commission, the Center for Human Rights, World Justice Project, and Senior
Lawyers Division. He has an indefatigable
commitment to making the American Bar
Association more responsive to the needs
of our country and the world today. Most
importantly, Llew Pritchard is a wonderful
human being who has made those around
him better for knowing him.”

Messina Bulzomi Christensen
announces its newest partner:

James McCormick

PERSONAL INJURY A ND TRIAL ATTOR NEYS

Office
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In January, the Board of the Northwest
Justice Project (NJP) elected the following officers: President — Christina
Nelson , Gerrish, Ahlers & Cressman
PLLC, Seattle; vice president — Lisa J.
Dickinson, Dickinson Law Firm, PLLC,
Spokane; treasurer — Richard J. Harrison, Seattle; secretary — Roger Wynne,
assistant city attorney, Seattle. NJP also
welcomes its new Board members:
Naomi Stacy, Quinault Indian Nation,
and John S. Tracy, Bremerton.

Inter Alia
Perkins Coie has been named to Fortune
magazine’s “The 100 Best Places to Work
For.” This year the firm was ranked #75. The
full list and related stories appear in the
February 8 issue of Fortune (www.fortune.
com/b estcompanies). “It’s an honor to
have made the list for the eighth year in
a row,” said Managing Partner Robert
Giles. “We continue to focus on attracting, retaining, and promoting dedicated
people who provide outstanding service
to our clients, and it is important to us
that those people feel that they work in a
rewarding environment.”

Fraser Mendel , a
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Tacoma, WA 98467
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www.messinalaw.com

shareholder in th e
Seattle office of Northwest law firm Schwabe,
Williamson & Wyatt,
was recently elected to
serve as general counsel to the Washington
State China Relations
Council (WSCRC) in February. Founded
in 1979 following the normalization of
diplomatic relations between the United
States and China, the WSCRC is a private
nonprofit business association dedicated
to promoting relations between the state
of Washington and the People’s Republic
of China. “Washington state’s relationship
with China is a critical element to the
economic vitality of our region,” said Mark
Long , managing partner at Schwabe.
“Fraser is an outstanding attorney with
more than a decade of experience living
and practicing law in China. He will be a
valuable asset to the Council.”
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• Is your firm’s 401(k) subject to quarterly reviews
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• Does it feature no out-of-pocket fees to your firm?
• Is your firm’s 401(k) part of the member benefit
package of 35 state and national bar associations?
If you answered no to any of these questions, contact
the ABA Retirement Funds to learn how to keep a close
watch over your 401(k).

Unique 401(k) Plans for Law Firms
Phone: (877) 947-2272 • Web: www.abaretirement.com • email: abaretirement@us.ing.com
The American Bar Association Members/State Street Collective Trust (the “Collective Trust”) has filed a registration statement (including the prospectus therein (the
“Prospectus”)) with the Securities and Exchange Commission for the offering of Units representing pro rata beneficial interests in the collective investment funds
established under the Collective Trust. The Collective Trust is a retirement program sponsored by the ABA Retirement Funds in which lawyers and law firms who are
members or associates of the American Bar Association, most state and local bar associations and their employees and employees of certain organizations related to the
practice of law are eligible to participate. Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained by calling (877) 947-2272, by visiting the Web site of the American Bar Association
Retirement Funds Program at www.abaretirement.com or by writing to ABA Retirement Funds, P.O. Box 5142, Boston, MA 02206-5142. This communication shall not
constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, or a request of the recipient to indicate an interest in, Units of the Collective Trust, and is not a recommendation
with respect to any of the collective investment funds established under the Collective Trust. Nor shall there be any sale of the Units of the Collective Trust in any state or
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In Memoriam
This In Memoriam section contains brief
obituaries of WSBA members. The list is not
complete and contains only those notices that
the WSBA has learned of through newspapers, magazine articles, trade publications,
and correspondence. Additional notices will
appear in subsequent issues of Bar News.
Please e-mail notices or personal remembrances to inmemoriam@wsba.org.

Harwood Alexander “Bill” Bannister
Harwood Alexander Bannister was born in
Saskatchewan and grew up in Tacoma. His
father, a traveling magician who performed
as “The Great Bannister,” included the young
Harwood in his act as a vaudeville ventriloquist; in his later years, Harwood performed
magic shows for his own children, nieces,
and nephews at the family residence in
Mount Vernon. He received his undergraduate degree from the College of Puget Sound
and became a political science instructor
there before enrolling in law school at the
University of Washington School of Law.
During World War II, he served in the Tenth
Mountain Division, or “Elite Ski Troops”; he
trained on Mt. Rainier before deployment to
Italy’s Po Valley. He was an assistant state law
librarian in Olympia and also worked with the
firm now known as Davis Wright Tremaine
before establishing his own law firm in the
1960s. Bannister served as a Washington state
bar examiner for five years, was a member
of the WSBA Board of Governors, and was
a past president of the Skagit County Bar
Association. He was an avid traveler, and his
adventures included Mongolian yurt camping, camel racing in Luxor, and a 30-day trip
through the Panama Canal.
Harwood Bannister died on February 9,
2010, at the age of 95.

Robert Arthur Berst
Born in 1930, Bob Berst was a WSBA member
for more than 50 years. He graduated from the
University of Washington School of Law. One
of his partners observed, Bob could hardly be
tricked into saying anything negative about
anyone, was rigorously honest, and was
almost always very friendly with courtroom
opponents. His trial skills were recognized
by King County Superior Court Judge Horton
Smith, when he was a recipient of one of Judge
Smith’s congratulatory letters to lawyers who
did outstanding work. Berst served as past
chair of the WSBA and KCBA Senior Lawyers
sections and at many community posts,
including the Young Men’s Republican Club
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and the Seattle Yacht Club. He was passionate
about music, sailing, piloting his plane, birdhunting, wine tasting, traveling, his friends,
and his family.
Bob Berst died on January 27, 2010, at the
age of 79.

Kathleen Rebecca Dayton
Kathleen Rebecca Dayton was born in
Texas and graduated from Mercer Island
High School. She received her undergraduate and law degrees from the University of
Washington, and practiced law for more
than a decade. She was a skier, hiker, and an
avid reader.
Kathleen Rebecca Dayton died on February 21, 2010, at the age of 49.

Ronald D. Goldberg
Ronald Goldberg grew up in Chicago,
where he was a member of his synagogue’s
choir and where his father was a cantor and
his mother was a pianist. He graduated from
Brooklyn Law School in 1966 and started
his law practice in Chicago while teaching
at DePaul University. He served in the U.S.
Army. He moved to Seattle in 1976, where he
practiced for 30 years. His passions were his
family, fly fishing, friends, traveling, photography, music, and his Jewish faith.
Ronald Goldberg died October 26, 2009,
at the age of 71.

Robert I. Goodstein
Bob Goodstein received his undergraduate
and law degrees from the University of Florida
and a master’s degree in marine affairs from
the University of Washington. He worked
as an assistant regional counsel for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Region
10 and was a partner at the Tacoma law firm
of Eisenhower and Carlson before becoming
legal counsel for the ports of Tacoma and
Olympia, as well as the Washington Public
Ports Association. Known for his sense of
humor and his disregard of “rules for rules’
sake,” he wore a long ponytail, decorated
his desk with a collection of tiny toys, and
frequently concluded meetings with his
signature saying, “Party on.”
Bob Goodstein died in February 2010, at
the age of 58.

Rosalie Ann Hansen-Williams
Rosalie Ann Hansen-Williams was born
in Omaha. She worked as an immigration
lawyer and resided in Federal Way.
Rosalie Ann Hansen-Williams died February 4, 2010, at the age of 57.

Robert J. Kroum Sr.
Robert J. Kroum Sr. was born in Yakima.
While in high school, he learned to fly, and
then joined the Army Air Corps. He served
for four years and then contracted tuberculosis. While recovering from his illness, he
took correspondence classes from the UW.
He graduated from law school at St. Louis
University. He started and ran a successful
claims business for eight years and then
decided to practice law. He practiced in
the Seattle/Bellevue area for more than 30
years. He loved his work as an attorney and
took great pride in his profession. In 1974 he
received an Award of Merit for Outstanding
Achievement by the Washington State Trial
Lawyers Association for his leadership in
improving the quality of legal seminars. His
interests included tennis, history, traveling,
and photography.
Robert J. Kroum died on February 19,
2010, at the age of 85.

Edward W. “Ted” Kuhrau
Ted Kuhrau’s education at the University
of Texas was interrupted to serve in the
U.S. Air Force. He went on to earn a B.A.
in English. He moved to California and
worked as a salesman until deciding to
become a lawyer, attending night school
at the University of Southern California. He
was editor of the Southern California Law
Review. He moved to Seattle in 1968 and
joined the firm of Perkins Coie where he
practiced in real estate and banking until
his retirement. He was editor-in-chief of the
WSBA Washington Real Property Deskbook
and active in the WSBA Real Property,
Probate and Trust Section. Kuhrau liked
to cruise the coastal waters and enjoyed
writing fiction, children’s books, and poetry.
Ted Kuhrau died February 11, 2010, at
the age of 74.

John David MacDougall
John David MacDougall was born in Texas
and spent most of his childhood in Kansas
City before moving to Hood River, Oregon.
He received his undergraduate degree from
the University of Oregon in Eugene, and his
law degree from the University of Montana
School of Law. He settled in Colville, and
was elected prosecuting attorney for Stevens County; he also built and operated
several escrow companies with his wife. A
voracious reader, his knowledge of history
and world affairs was extensive, and he
loved to make others laugh.
John David MacDougall died on De-

cember 1, 2009, at the age of 66.

G. Timothy Martin
G. Timothy Martin, of Walla Walla and
Whidbey Island, grew up in Rock Island, IL.
He attended college at Northwestern University and obtained his law degree from the
University of Michigan before clerking for the
Washington State Supreme Court. Many will
remember him as an attorney — a tireless and
meticulous advocate for his clients, many of
whom were also his friends. But he was also
a musician who performed in biker bars, and
an avid student of wine and its culture. For a
man who never took vacations, he loved to
travel, having visited Italy, Japan, and France.
He was fascinated by history, followed politics
closely, and loved a good debate.
Tim Martin died on January 26, 2010, at
the age of 65.

Laurence Stanley Moore
Stan Moore, born in Portland, attended a
four-student, one-room school in Troy, OR.
He received his J.D. from the University of
Washington and started practicing law in the
Tri-Cities in 1956. He was a World War II veteran serving in the U.S. Navy. He was Franklin
County’s chief criminal deputy prosecutor for
24 years. He became known as an expert in
complicated narcotic and drug interdiction
cases. He was active in the community as a
member of the Kiwanis, VFW, Moose, Elks,
and the Benton-Franklin Bar Association
where he served as president. After retirement he moved to Fredricksburg, VA.
Laurence Stanley Moore died December
28, 2009, at the age of 82.

Seth “Si” Warner Morrison III
Seth Warner Morrison III was born in Oregon
City, OR, and grew up in Salt Lake City. He
attended the University of Utah before joining
the Navy to become a pilot. After World War
II, he and his wife moved to Seattle, where
he attended law school at the University of
Washington and continued service in the Naval reserves at Sand Point Naval Air Station.
Morrison joined Allen, DeGarmo and Leedy,
which focused on construction, fisheries,
and aviation law, and became partner; later,
the firm became Oles, Morrison. He greatly
enjoyed skiing, playing tennis, and spending
time with family and friends.
Seth Warner Morrison III died on February 12, 2010, at the age of 85.

Janice D. Newell
Janice Newell first led a diverse life as a

business owner, rancher, and Realtor. She returned to Gonzaga School of Law to become
an attorney. She worked for the IRS District
Counsel and for the Civil Division of the Ada
County (Idaho) Prosecutor’s Office. Janice
loved garage sales, collecting rocks, and grew
prized flowers.
Janice Newell died on February 10, 2010,
at the age of 71.

Omar S. Parker
Born in Montana and raised in Hoquiam,
Omar Parker attended Central Washington
College and studied law at the University of
Washington. He served in the U.S. Navy during World War II. Parker served as attorney for
the City of Hoquiam, the Grays Harbor PUD,
local banks, and as lead partner in the Parker,
Johnson and Parker law firm. He was active in
many community organization ranging from
the Hoquiam School Board to the Lions Club.
He was instrumental in creating the Polson
Museum and was honored by the museum as
“Pioneer of the Year” for 2003.
Omar Parker died in December 2009, at
the age of 92.

Hon. John A. “Jack” Petrich
Judge Jack Petrich was born into the pioneering Petrich shipbuilding family of Tacoma. He
was a World War II veteran serving as a mine
sweeper in the South Pacific. Petrich served
in the Washington State Legislature from
1956–1966. In 1960, he served as a regional
coordinator for the Kennedy campaign and
as a delegate to the National Democratic
Convention where he supported efforts to
make Washington’s Scoop Jackson Kennedy’s
running mate. Appointed to the state Court
of Appeals in 1980, Petrich served the court
until his retirement in 1993.
Judge Jack Petrich died January 7, 2010, at
the age of 90.

John “Buck” Ranquet
A remembrance by Robert Bohrer and Barbara
Barnhart
John Ranquet was born in Montana and
grew up in Great Falls. He served in the Navy
during World War II, worked as a certified
public accountant for Boeing and Seattle
Radio in Seattle, and then graduated from
the University of Washington School of Law.
John practiced law in Seattle continuously
from 1953 until his 2009 retirement. For many
years he shared an office with Eldon “Andy”
Anderson until Andy’s 1998 retirement.
John’s life was his family and his downtown Seattle law practice. He was a lawyer’s

lawyer and was proud of his independence
as a sole practitioner. During the mid-1950s,
he helped form the Employee Painters Trust,
a joint labor/management medical fund.
During the 1960s, he helped form the Painters Pension Trust, a joint labor/management
pension trust.
John obtained his Masters in Taxation
during the late 1970s and was knowledgeable about ERISA before most others. He
practiced in the areas of business, estates,
taxation, and employee benefits in both
federal and state court. He enjoyed seeing
the tremendous changes to Seattle’s skyline
over the last half century and also liked feeding the seagulls outside his office windows in
the Arctic Building and, over the succeeding
years, at the classic Dexter Horton, Hoge,
and Pioneer buildings. He loved the New
Yorker, learned to ride a unicycle at age 50,
and considered recycling and using Metro
civic duties that all should embrace.
John had an abiding sense of fairness, a
dry wit, he regularly discounted his bills, and
offered such sage advice to clients as, “Why
pay me to do something when you can do it
yourself?” To young lawyers he would suggest, “An average brief filed on time is much
better than a perfect brief filed too late.” He
also would counsel, “Just get it done.”
John Ranquet died on October 30, 2009, at
the age of 90.

Carolyn Howser Williamson
Carolyn Williamson was born in Arkansas
and moved to Seattle after marriage. While
raising her three children, she attended the
University of Puget Sound School of Law and
received her J.D. in 1982. She practiced law for
24 years in the Pierce County Prosecutor’s
Office. She was a tireless advocate for mental
health issues and served on the boards of
several mental health advocacy organizations. Williamson loved music, history, and
literature, and always found time to read. She
played the piano and organ. She was active
in her church and was a member of several
interfaith organizations.
Carolyn Williamson died on December 17,
2009, at the age of 67.
Bar News has also learned of the deaths of
Peter W. Berney on February 13, 2010; Moe
Birnbaum on May 12, 2009; Paul C. Green
on July 25, 2009; Richard F. Monahan on
December 26, 2009; Allen H. Sanders on
September 6, 2009; and William L. Stephens
on December 10, 2009.
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Tips from LOMAP
ment. The nomenclature is:

° “Fee” is the sum payable for the services
°

°
°

© iStockphoto.com

Get It in Writing!
Considerations Concerning
Fee Agreements

°

°

by Peter Roberts

T

hink of the fee agreement as a
client-relations tool. For a new
client, the fee agreement is one
of the first documents the client
receives from you. Written fee
agreements are not always required, but
having them is preferable, as they clarify
the terms of representation and reduce
the chances of later misunderstandings
as to the parties’ intent — particularly for
new clients.
The fee agreement should be intelligible
and as professional as possible. Use layman’s
language and include your contact information, such as that on your letterhead.
Agreement in Writing
There are five circumstances when the fee
agreement must be in writing.1
1. Contingent fee (Rule 1.5(c)(1)) of the Rules
of Professional Conduct (RPC).
2. True retainer (RPC 1.5(f)(1)).
3. Flat fee with advance fees deposited into
the lawyer’s operating account — not
IOLTA trust account (RPC 1.5(f)(2)).
4. Fees shared with co-counsel (RPC 1.5(e)(ii)).
5. When the client requests a written fee
agreement.
Fee agreements vary widely in length,
content, and form.2 Numbered and titled
sections are useful for reference. Although it is
40
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difficult to keep a properly worded fee agreement to one page, an overly long agreement
may be intimidating for the client. Consider
using an addendum for standard provisions
of the fee agreement. The subject matter of
the fee agreement is important. There are
basic components of a fee agreement that
should be included:
• Parties — know who the client is when
two or more people are meeting with you
and asking you to take the matter. For
corporate representation, it is especially
important to know and identify who
the client is: officer, employee, board, or
entity.
• Scope of representation — for many
matters, it may be easy to determine what
you are agreeing to do. Other matters may
have facts and circumstances that cause
uncertainty about what work will be done
or the outcome that may be possible. In
these situations, be careful about being
too broad. Depending on the client, facts,
and/or circumstances, consider reserving
trial preparation and trial for an amended
fee agreement or a new fee agreement3. A
lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is reasonable
under the circumstances and the client
gives informed consent.
• Fees, costs, and billing practices — the
most complex topics of the fee agree-

°

of the lawyer and his/her personnel.
“Cost” is the amount payable for
amounts that are receipted, such as filing fees, travel, copies at Kinko’s, expert
witness, etc.
“Expense” is the amount payable for
recovering the lawyer’s overhead, such
as telephone, fax, copies, etc.
“Retainer” is the amount payable for
securing the availability of the lawyer
for a period of time. This term should
be used only if the payment is a true
retainer (RPC 1.5(f)(1)).
“Advanced fee deposit” is the amount
payable that goes into the lawyer’s
IOLTA trust account and is gradually
drawn out for fees, costs, and expenses.
“Flat or fixed fee” is the amount payable
for the services of the personnel in the
law office. Flat fee agreements must
conform to RPC 1.5(f )(2) if you are
not depositing the fee into the IOLTA
account but depositing the fee into the
operating account. Costs and expenses
are in addition to the flat fee charged.
“Billing practices” is the description of
what is included in the bill, how often
bills will be sent, and the terms of payment. It may include timekeeping conventions, the payment due date, interest
penalties, and other details so the client
knows what to expect and when.

• No guarantee of a particular result
— regardless of how straightforward
the matter may be, do not predict the
outcome. The fee agreement should
include a statement that the lawyer
is unable to guarantee any particular
result. Managing client expectations is
difficult enough without putting your
credibility at risk. A good policy to follow
is to “under-promise and over-deliver.”
Set deadlines allowing plenty of time to
accommodate possible delays without
disappointing the client. Completing
the task ahead of the deadline is usually
pleasant news to tell the client.
• Duties of lawyer and client — known as
the “we do/you do list.” Clients new to the
legal system often have little idea of what
is expected of them during a matter.4
• Be sure that both lawyer and client
sign the agreement. If the client had
an interpreter, you may want to add language that states that the agreement was
interpreted in the client’s native language
and by whom. In some cases, you may

want to include a third-party acknowledgement. For instance, in criminal or
family law matters, a third party such as
a parent may be paying the legal bills for
the client. Add language that describes
that the third party payer has no standing
to interfere with the privileged communication of the client-lawyer relationship.5
Optional Provisions
Other clauses depending on the circumstances may (non-exhaustively) include:
• What happens if the attorney withdraws
or the client discharges the attorney.
• Language that describes policies regarding how communications such as
e-mail and e-mail attachments will be
handled, especially to also emphasize
confidentiality and a reasonable period
for a response.
• That the agreement represents the entire
agreement of parties.
• That the client has a right to independent
counsel to review the agreement before
signing.
• File Ownership and Retention Policy.6
• How liens and guarantees of payment will
be handled (e.g., healthcare providers).
• A disclaimer of tax advice.
• Description of the right to associate with
co-counsel (RPC 1.5(e)).
• That any settlement proposal must be
reviewed by the client and that only the
client can approve a settlement.
Other Considerations
Consider including language in the fee
agreement or addendum that describes
the “roadmap and typical timeline” of
the matter. Such language educates the
client before events unfold. An example
is the documents that the client will need
to sign during the duration of the matter.
Consider describing not only what the attorney will do but also what the attorney
will not do within the present scope of representation to avoid misunderstandings
later. If the scope of the representation
changes, it is advisable to execute a new
fee agreement — especially if the original
agreement was for a flat fee.
You can use the language describing the
factors of a reasonable fee outlined in RPC
1.5. There is also possible language available,
as applicable, in the WSBA consumerinformation pamphlets. See www.wsba.
org/public/consumer. See also the Uniform
Task-Based Management System (UTBMS)
of the American Bar Association at www.

abanet.org/litigation/utbms/home.html.
The UTBMS describes the many phases and
tasks of litigation and non-litigation matters
and is a helpful tool to calculate a flat fee for
a matter or to help estimate total fees.
Remember, the fee agreement is a client
relations document, so put your best foot
forward with a user-friendly and informative
fee agreement.
Peter Roberts is the practice management
advisor in the WSBA Law Office Management
Assistance Program (LOMAP). He has 18 years
of experience as a legal administrator in law
firms. Pete has an MBA from The College of
William & Mary and a Certificate as Small
Business Webmaster from the University of
Washington. He is a frequent speaker and
writer and has consulted with more than
400 WSBA members in Washington, Idaho,
Oregon, Illinois, and Alaska.
NOTES
1. See RPC 1.5 Fees amended as of November 18,
2008.
2. Note that RPC 1.5 requires certain language
when the fee agreement describes a flat fee
with the advance fee deposited into the lawyer’s

operating account — not the IOLTA account.
3. Note: A fee agreement revised after the relationship has been established on terms more
favorable to the lawyer than originally agreed
upon may be void or voidable unless the attorney can show that the new contract is fair
and reasonable, free from undue influence, and
made after fair and full disclosure of the facts.
See Valley/50th Ave. LLC v. Stewart, 159 Wn.2d 736
(2007); In re Womack and In re Ngyugen, March 22,
2005 (Stipulations to Reprimand where lawyers
revised fee terms to be more favorable to the
lawyers during representation).
4. Consider also discussing possible emergencies
that may arise during the matter and how the
client can deal with them with or without your
involvement. LOMAP has an example of a “we
do/you do” list.
5. Consider having your fee agreement translated
into the first language of your client, if applicable.
6. See WSBA Formal Opinion 181 “A lawyer and
client could agree that the files to be generated
or accumulated will belong to the lawyer and
that the client will have to pay for all copies sent
to the client….” and RPC 1.15B, “A lawyer must
maintain current trust account records. They
may be in electronic or manual form and must be
retained for at least seven years after the events
they record….”
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Ethics and the Law
lawyers owe their current clients. Former
clients, by contrast, have a much narrower
right to object. Under RPC 1.9, former clients
can block an adverse representation only
by denying a conflict waiver when the new
work is the same or substantially related to
the work the lawyer (or the lawyer’s firm)
handled earlier for the former client or would
involve using the former client’s confidential
information adverse to the former client.
Absent one of those two triggers, a lawyer is
permitted to oppose a former client without

by Mark J. Fucile

W

hen we open a new file,
we usually don’t give much
thought to when we will
eventually close it and when
we will dispose of it still later. Both, however,
raise important issues for overall firm risk
management. The first forms a key dividing
line between whether a client is classified as
“current” or “former” for conflict purposes.
The second raises equally significant questions about both how long we should keep
files and the means chosen to dispose of
them. In this column, we’ll look at both
aspects of this version of “spring cleaning.”
Closing Files
With most matters, we know when we have
come to the end of a specific project — the
advice sought has been given, the transaction
has closed, or the final judgment has been
entered. In many instances, the next work for
a client flows seamlessly from the last. At least
in some situations, however, we may not necessarily see the client again, even if we got a
very good result. For example, we might have
done a great job in a case for an out-of-state
company, but that firm might have only very
occasional operations here. In that situation,
it is important to document the completion
of the representation and to close our file, so
that if circumstances change over time and
another client asks us to take on a matter
against the company we represented in the
past, we aren’t left wondering whether it is a
current or former client.
The distinction between classifying
someone as a current or a former client is
significant when it comes to the need for
conflict waivers. Current clients have the
right to object to any representation a lawyer
proposes to take on adverse to them. This
right flows from the broad duty of loyalty
42
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a law firm had handled periodic work for an
out-of-state corporation over the years but
had nothing open when it was approached
about representing a new client adverse to
the corporation. The law firm concluded
that the corporation was a former client
because it had been roughly a year since it last
worked for the corporation. But there was no
“end of engagement” letter. The corporation
moved to disqualify the firm, arguing that it
was a current client. The court analyzed the
issue under the Bohn test and found that the

Spring Cleaning: File
Retention and Destruction
seeking a waiver.
corporation was indeed a current client of the
Bohn v. Cody, 119 Wn.2d 357, 832 P.2d 71
firm. Disqualification followed.
(1992), remains the standard for determining whether a current attorney-client relaDisposing Files
tionship exists. In Bohn, the Supreme Court
RPCs 1.15A and 1.15B require lawyers to
outlined a two-part
safeguard clients’ origitest. The first element
nal documents, other
is subjective: Does the
property, and funds
client subjectively bethat are entrusted to
lieve that the lawyer is
us. Therefore, prudent
representing the client?
practice suggests reThe second element is
turning original docuobjective: Is that subments, other property,
jective belief objectively
and any unearned funds
reasonable under the
to clients in conjunccircumstances? Both
tion with closing their
elements of the test
files upon completion
must be met.
of the work involved.
If you have comRPC 1.15A(c)(3) also
pleted a project for a
requires us to maintain
client and you think
our records relating to
it is relatively unlikely
handling client propthat you may see the
erty for seven years.
client again, a polite
Copying clients on cor“end of engagement”
respondence, pleadings,
letter thanking the cliand the like while hanent for the opportunity © iStockphoto.com/WillieBThomas
dling a matter means
to handle the completed matter and letting
effectively that the client has already been
the client know that you are closing your file
provided a copy of the file. Assuming that we
may play a key role later in classifying the
have returned originals and other property
client as a former client. Under Bohn, it would
to clients at the completion of the reprebe difficult for a former client to argue later
sentation and refunded any unearned fees,
that the attorney-client relationship had not,
long-term file retention usually focuses on
in fact, come to an end.
three primary considerations: (1) How long
Oxford Systems, Inc. v. CellPro, Inc., 45 F.
do we need to keep files? (2) How should
Supp.2d 1055 (W.D. Wash. 1999), offers a
they be stored? and (3) How do we eventually
good illustration of this last point. In Oxford,
dispose of them?

How long?
The RPCs don’t specify how long we need to
keep a file once a matter is closed and there
is no uniform standard of practice, either.
There are two broad reasons to maintain files
for a reasonable period of time following the
completion of work.
First, unless the client has been provided
with copies of materials during the representation (or is given a copy of the file at closing),
the client may have a need for file materials
later. The WSBA’s Law Office Management
Assistance Program (LOMAP) has developed
a very useful set of guidelines balancing the
practical needs of both clients and lawyers.
They are available on the LOMAP page of
the WSBA website (www.lomap.org). The
LOMAP guidelines vary by practice area and
type of document, but generally recommend
retention periods ranging from six to 10 years.
The LOMAP guidelines are also careful to
note and give excellent practical examples of
files (such as matters relating to minors) that
should be kept for longer periods.
Second, it is prudent to keep a file until
the expiration of the malpractice limitation

If you have completed a
project for a client and
you think it is relatively
unlikely that you may see
the client again, a polite
“end of engagement” letter
thanking the client for the
opportunity to handle the
completed matter and
letting the client know that
you are closing your file
may play a key role later in
classifying the client as a
former client.
period so that the file is available to assist
with the defense. Most malpractice carriers,
therefore, also have recommended fileretention periods. The statute of limitation
for legal malpractice in Washington is three
years — extended by both a “discovery rule”
(extending the limitation period from the
point the claimant learned of the facts giving
rise to a cause of action) and a “continuous
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Join Lawyers in
Transition: Attorneys 55
and Over Group
“Lawyers in Transition: Attorneys 55
and Over” is a group sponsored by
the WSBA Lawyers Assistance Program. The group discusses a range
of topics: making changes in one’s
career, nurturing interests outside
of the law, and giving and receiving support to fellow lawyers. The
group meets at the WSBA offices the
first Tuesday of the month. The next
meeting is April 6, from 10:30 to 11:45
a.m. If you are interested in taking
part or have a question, please call
or e-mail Dan Crystal at 206-727-8267
or danc@wsba.org.

representation rule” (extending the limitation
period while the firm continues to represent
the client in the matter involved). (See
Cawdrey v. Hanson Baker Ludlow Drumheller,
P.S., 129 Wn. App. 810, 120 P.3d 605 (2005));
Janicki Logging & Const. Co, Inc. v. Schwabe,
Williamson & Wyatt, P.C., 109 Wn. App. 655,
37 P.3d 309 (2001).)
With both considerations, it is usually wise
to have the lawyer who handled the matter involved make the final call on file destruction,
rather than simply rely on a predetermined
schedule, as that lawyer may have insights on
the matter or the client that counsel longer
than usual retention of the file.
How to store?
Again assuming that originals have been
returned to clients at file closing, storage of
firm files can be either in electronic or paper
form. (See WSBA Informal Ethics Op. 2023
(2003).) Similarly, storage can be on-site or
off-site. With both, our duty of confidentiality
does not end at either the close of a matter
or even the death of a client. (See WSBA
Formal Ethics Op. 175 (1982; amended 2009).)
Security in this context can range from physical “lock and key” to electronic “encryption

key.” Whatever form and location we use to
store files, however, must comply with our
ethical and fiduciary duties to maintain client
confidentiality.
How to dispose?
The method chosen for eventual file destruction will vary with the format chosen for
preservation. This can vary from scrubbing
electronically stored files to shredding paper
files. Again, the primary ethical obligation is
to destroy files in a way that preserves client
confidentiality.
Mark Fucile, of Fucile & Reising LLP, handles
professional responsibility, regulatory, and
attorney-client privilege matters and law-firmrelated litigation for lawyers, law firms, and
legal departments. He is a past chair and a
current member of the WSBA Rules of Professional Conduct Committee, a past member of
the Oregon State Bar’s Legal Ethics Committee,
and a member of the Idaho State Bar Professionalism and Ethics Section. He is a co-editor
of the WSBA’s Legal Ethics Deskbook and
the OSB’s Ethical Oregon Lawyer. He can be
reached at 503-224-4895 and mark@frllp.com.

C

ivil legal aid programs currently are
experiencing a flood of clients facing homelessness due
to foreclosures, a skyrocketing need for bankruptcy
assistance, and other serious legal problems as a result
of the economic downturn.

P

lease join us in donating the equivalent
of at least one billable hour to the legal community’s
annual Campaign for Equal Justice. Your charitable
contribution to the Campaign gives our state’s 26 legal
aid programs the ability to address critical survival
needs of Washington’s most vulnerable.
Make a secure 2009–2010 online tax-deductible
contribution today at www.c4ej.org.

2009–2010 Campaign Co-chairs
Paula Boggs & Bill Neukom

LAW Fund & The Campaign for Equal Justice • (Federal Tax I.D. No.: 94-3131284) • 1325 Fourth Avenue., Suite 1335, Seattle, WA 98101 • 206.957.6284
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The Board’s Work
WSBA Board of Governors
Meeting
January 21,2010
Olympia
by Michael Heatherly

A

t its January 21, 2010, meeting in
Olympia, the WSBA Board of Governors continued discussion of a
proposed set of amendments to
the Bar’s Bylaws, including one that would
move administrative law judges (ALJs) from
“judicial” status to “active” lawyer status. If
approved, the change would subject ALJs to
WSBA fees and regulations that currently
apply to active lawyers but not to judicial
members. The potential change drew criticism from ALJs and others, and the BOG
voted to create a subcommittee “working
group” to address the concerns.
A final vote on the entire package of
Bylaw amendments is expected at the June
4 BOG meeting. At the January meeting,
much attention was focused on the proposal
by the WSBA Bylaws Review Committee to
move ALJs from the “judicial” classification
of WSBA membership to “active” status, the
category for practicing attorneys.
Unlike active WSBA members, judicial
members currently pay no annual licensing
fee and are not charged an assessment for
the Lawyers’ Fund for Client Protection
(although other newly proposed changes
to the Bylaws would charge a partial licensing fee and impose the LFCP on judicial
members). Under the existing rules, judicial
members are prohibited from practicing
law and are not subject to the usual WSBA
regulation of lawyers — continuing legal
education requirements and the disciplinary system, for example — although they
are subject to any similar regulations that
might be imposed by the courts or other
governmental entities that employ them.
The rationale for the proposed change
included concern over the fact that under
existing rules, ALJs are exempt from the
mandatory CLE requirements but also
ineligible for Continuing Judicial Education. Also, state-employed ALJs are not
technically prohibited from practicing law,
leaving them in an unclear status regarding
WSBA membership and regulation.
In written submissions and in testimony
to the BOG, ALJs and their supporters objected to the proposed changes. Noting that

the majority of ALJs work only as judges
and do not practice law, they argued that
the fees and requirements of active lawyer
status would hit ALJs particularly hard. Their
salaries are lower than those of other judges
and, unlike private-practice attorneys, they
cannot raise their incomes or pass along
the additional expenses to clients. The government entities that employ them do not
reimburse costs for Bar membership or CLE
seminars, they added. Federal ALJs pointed
out that they are prohibited from practicing law and thus it would be incongruous
for them to be placed in the same WSBA
category as practicing attorneys. While
state ALJs are not prohibited outright from
practicing law, as a practical matter they are
full-time judges and have no opportunity to
practice law, they testified.
After hearing testimony, the BOG voted
to create a subcommittee comprising Bylaws Review Committee members and
representatives of the affected parties to
address the objections raised and redraft
the proposal before bringing it back to the
Board, perhaps at the June meeting. Action
on other proposals regarding the WSBA
Bylaws was postponed to the March 5–6
BOG meeting.
Also at the January meeting, the Board
heard from the Program Review Committee
regarding the WSBA Legislative Program
and a suggestion to incorporate a specific
set of guidelines for the BOG to consult
in setting the legislative agenda annually.
Review of the program was part of an ongoing Program Review project to evaluate
and update all WSBA activities. The new
legislative guidelines arose from increased
scrutiny of the organization’s legislative
agenda. The BOG’s taking a stand on certain
controversial issues, such as same-sex marriage, has drawn opposition among some
Bar members and raised concerns about
WSBA’s legislative efforts in general losing
credibility in Olympia.
Under the plan approved by the Board,
the WSBA legislative agenda must be
evaluated in light of five factors: 1) consistency with the WSBA Guiding Principles;
2) availability of sufficient staff and volunteer resources to carry out the proposed
agenda; 3) availability of sufficient funding
to advance the proposed agenda; 4) what
effect the proposals might have on the
Keller deduction if additional funding were
needed to advance the proposed agenda;
and 5) what effect the proposed agenda
might have on WSBA’s legislative priorities

as adopted by the Board, on work regarding
substantive bills, and on legislation sponsored by various WSBA sections.
The BOG rejected one element of the
legislative overhaul: a proposal that would
have required the Board to “set a high
threshold” for taking positions on controversial issues and consider recommending
to the Supreme Court revision of GR 12
(the rule that states the Bar’s purposes,
authorized activities, and unauthorized
activities, and governs the Bar’s involvement in political issues) to more precisely
define what political and social issues are
appropriate for Bar involvement.
Meanwhile, the Board completed review
of another WSBA program, Justice Programs, which promotes pro bono work and
other activities to improve public access to
the justice system. Many of the programs
also support and further the work of the
Washington State Access to Justice Board.
The BOG approved a set of recommendations for increasing the efficiency of the
programs and improving coordination
among the ATJ Board, WSBA staff and leadership, and the WSBA Pro Bono and Legal
Aid Committee. The recommendations
include a statewide training program for

TRADEMARK
& COPYRIGHT SEARCHES
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design plus goods or services.
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APPROVED - Our services meet
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Over 120 years total staff experience - not
connected with the Federal Government.
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attorneys doing pro bono work and use of videoconferencing and
other WSBA technology to increase participation in the programs.
In another program-related issue, the Board adopted a
document outlining the focus for WSBA’s external diversity efforts,
those aimed beyond the organization’s staff and leadership. The
document calls for WSBA to increase its understanding of the Bar’s
demographics and work with Bar members and their employers to
improve retention of minority lawyers. Specific proposals include
enhancing the Bar’s gathering of demographic information from
existing WSBA members and applicants as well as commissioning
a comprehensive study to determine what factors lead lawyers to
leave their jobs or the legal profession all together.
In other business, the BOG:
• Heard a report from WSBA Executive Director Paula Littlewood
regarding WSBA’s online licensing system, which began this year.
As of mid-January, 55 percent of members had renewed their
licenses, compared to 37 percent at the same time last year, and
more than 40 percent had paid their fees online. Meanwhile,
members had contributed more than $190,000 to the Campaign
for Equal Justice via the “opt-out” voluntary donation program
included in the licensing process.
• Passed a resolution honoring WSBA member and former
Washington Governor Albert D. Rosellini, who turned 100 on
January 21. Rosellini is the longest-serving active member of the
Bar, entering his 77th year of practice. He is also believed to be
the oldest living former governor in the United States.
• Was advised that WSBA staff is continuing to research issues involving the possible shift from the current all-essay,
state-specific bar exam to a standardized, multistate test. In
discussion at previous meetings, Board members had raised
questions about the standardized test, including concerns
that the format might unfairly discriminate against female and
minority applicants. WSBA President Salvador Mungia told the
BOG he hopes the requested information will be available for
the March 5–6 meeting.
• Passed a motion voicing cautious support of a potential temporary increase in the state business and occupation tax on
professional services if such a measure is necessary to help with
the state’s daunting budget deficit. Board members who supported the proposal noted the tax increase should be imposed
only as a “last resort.”
• Passed a resolution urging the Legislature to proceed cautiously
regarding proposals to broaden the circumstances under which
defendants may be denied bail. Several such proposals, which
would amend the state Constitution, have emerged following
the recent murders of four Lakewood police officers by Maurice
Clemmons, who had recently been released on bail. The resolution also requested that WSBA be allowed to have a representative involved in discussions regarding the proposals.
Michael Heatherly is the Bar News editor and can be reached at
barnewseditor@wsba.org or 360-312-5156. For more information on
the Board of Governors and Board meetings, see www.wsba.org/info/
bog. For more information on issues addressed by the Board, visit
the WSBA website at www.wsba.org and click on “News Flash” under
“WSBA News and Information.”
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McKinley Irvin
is pleased to announce that

David B. Starks
is now the firm’s Partner in Charge and

Marc T. Christianson
has joined the firm as a Partner.
In addition to becoming the firm’s Partner in Charge,
Mr. Starks will continue to focus his law practice on
divorce and family law matters, including complex
divorce and property division cases, and interstate
and international family law matters.
Mr. Christianson will lead the firm’s Tacoma office.
He will continue practicing divorce and family law
with a focus on cases involving complex property
distribution issues. He will also continue serving
as a mediator and arbitrator. Mr. Christianson is
AV rated, and has been named a Super Lawyer
by Law and Politics each year since 2006. He is a
prior chair of the WSBA Family Law Executive
Committee, and is a past president of the TacomaPierce County Bar Association, as well as a founder
and first president of the Tacoma-Pierce County
Family Law Section. Mr. Christianson has served
as a court commissioner and judge pro tempore
for many years. He has been a mediator and
arbitrator for over 20 years, and is also available
to represent clients in collaborative divorce cases.
He is a member of the International Academy of
Collaborative Professionals of Washington and the
Collaborative Law Professionals of Pierce County.

McKinley Irvin
David Starks
Partner in Charge
425 Pike Street, Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98101
dstarks@mckinleyirvin.com
Marc T. Christianson
Partner
4041 Ruston Way, Suite 200, Tacoma, WA 98402
mchristianson@mckinleyirvin.com
www.mckinleyirvin.com

Nicoll Black & Feig, pllc

Simburg, Ketter,
Sheppard & Purdy, llp

are pleased to announce
they have expanded and relocated their offices.

is pleased to welcome the following attorneys,
expanding our practice areas of intellectual property,
estate planning, and franchise law:

Please come see us in our new location at

James A. Jackson

Puget Sound Plaza
1325 Fourth Avenue, Suite 1650
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-838-7555 • Fax: 206-838-7515
www.nicollblack.com

William Pelandini
Chris Reilly
Tom Braun
Michael Guadagno

Chris Nicoll
W.L. Rivers Black
Curt Feig
Larry Altenbrun

Amicus Law Group, pc
is pleased to announce that

Warren L. Baker
and

Angela Carr Baker
have joined the firm.
Prior to joining Amicus Law Group, Warren and
Angela operated Baker & Carr, PS. Their practice areas
include: estate planning, business advising, nonprofit
organizations, self-directed IRA consulting, and general
tax planning. Both attorneys attended Seattle University
School of Law and received their LL.M. in taxation from
the University of Washington School of Law.

Amicus Law Group, pc

1325 Fourth Avenue, Suite 940
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-624-9410 • Fax: 206-515-2084

focuses on estate planning, real estate, and commercial litigation.

Jennifer L. Jolley
(also practicing as Jolley IP Law) focuses on intellectual property
rights, particularly domestic and international trademark,
copyright, and licensing.

Howard R. Morrill
focuses on franchise law and dispute resolution, representing
both franchisees and franchisors.
Since 1984, our firm has provided high-quality, personalized legal
services in the Pacific Northwest. We look forward to maintaining our
approach as a boutique law firm through this new decade.

999 Third Avenue, Suite 2525 • Seattle, WA 98104
206-382-2600 • www.sksp.com
Simburg, Ketter, Sheppard & Purdy, LLP
“Lawyers Helping Creative Enterprises Grow”™

Mazzone and Cantor, llp
The firm of Mazzone and Cantor, LLP,
has moved to a new address:
Bank of America Building
1604 Hewitt Avenue, Suite 515
Everett, WA 98201
Tel: 425-259-4989 • Fax: 425-259-5994
The firm continues to practice in the following areas:
Criminal Defense, Criminal Appeals, and Personal Injury
We appreciate your referrals.
Attorneys				

Staff

Aleshia Cooke
Peter Mazzone 				
Marlene Pacher
Jesse Cantor				
Michael Torgesen
www.mazzoneandcantor.com

www.amicuslawgroup.com
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Opportunities for Service
WSBA Presidential Search

Application deadline: May 3, 2010
The WSBA Board of Governors is seeking
applicants for the position of WSBA president for 2011–2012. Pursuant to Article IV
(A)(2) of the WSBA Bylaws, the primary
place of business of candidates for president for 2011–2012 must be from Eastern
Washington. The WSBA member selected
to be president will have an opportunity to
provide a significant contribution to the
legal profession.
Applications for 2011–2012 WSBA president will be accepted through May 3, 2010,
and should be limited to a current résumé,
a concise application letter stating interest
and qualifications, and no fewer than five
or more than 10 references. The Board of
Governors will consider endorsement letters received by May 17, 2010. Applications
and endorsement letters should be sent to
the WSBA Executive Director, 1325 Fourth
Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 98101.
Direct contact with the Board of Governors is encouraged. All candidates will
have an interview with the full Board of
Governors in open session at the June
4, 2010, Board of Governors meeting in
Wenatchee. Following the interviews, the
Board will select the president.
Although prior experience on the
WSBA’s Board of Governors may be helpful,
there is no requirement that one must have
been a member of the Board of Governors
or had previous experience in Bar activities.
The candidate must be willing to devote
a substantial number of hours to WSBA
affairs and be capable of being a positive
representative for the legal profession. The
position is unpaid. Some expenses, such as
WSBA-related travel, are reimbursed.
The commitment begins in June 2010,
following selection. A one-year term as
president-elect will begin at the Annual
Business Meeting on September 23, 2010.
The president-elect is expected to attend the two-day board meetings held
approximately every five to six weeks, as
well as numerous subcommittee, section,
regional, national, and local meetings.
In September 2011, at the WSBA Annual
Business Meeting, the president-elect will
assume the position as president. During
his or her service, the president-elect and
president will also be required to meet with
48
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members of the Bar, the courts, the media,
and public and legal interest groups, as
well as be involved in the Bar’s legislative
activities. Appropriate time will need to be
devoted to communication by letter, e-mail,
and telephone in connection with these
responsibilities.
The duties and responsibilities of the
president are set forth in the WSBA Bylaws.
The Bylaws can be found at www.wsba.org/
info/bylaws.
Mandatory Continuing Legal
Education (MCLE Board)

Application deadline: April 30, 2010
The WSBA Board of Governors is seeking
applications from active WSBA members
for appointment to the MCLE Board. Two
positions are available, and members
from any district may apply. These are
three-year terms commencing October 1,
2010. The MCLE Board approves courses
and educational programs that satisfy the
educational requirements of the mandatory CLE rule and considers MCLE policy
issues, as well as reporting and exception
situations. Interested individuals should
submit a letter of interest and résumé to
WSBA Bar Leaders Division, 1325 Fourth
Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 98101-2539; or
e-mail barleaders@wsba.org.
American Bar Association (ABA)
House of Delegates

Application deadline: May 14, 2010
The WSBA Board of Governors is accepting letters of interest and résumés from
members interested in serving on the ABA
House of Delegates representing the WSBA.
Four delegate positions will be available
in August 2010. A written expression of
interest and résumé are required for any
incumbents seeking reappointment.
The control and administration of the
ABA are vested in the House of Delegates,
the policy-making body of the ABA. The
House, composed of 555 delegates, elects
the ABA officers and board, and meets out
of state twice a year. Delegate attendance
is required.
The WSBA’s allowance is $800 per year
per delegate. Terms are two years, and
members may serve a maximum of three
consecutive terms. Those serving on the
ABA House of Delegates must be ABA mem-

bers in good standing throughout their
terms. Please submit a letter of interest and
résumé to WSBA Bar Leaders Division, 1325
Fourth Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 981012539; or e-mail barleaders@wsba.org.
Limited Practice Board

Application deadline: May 14, 2010
The WSBA Board of Governors seeks a
candidate for appointment to the Limited
Practice Board, which oversees administration of, and compliance with, the
Limited Practice Rule (APR 12) authorizing certain lay persons to select, prepare,
and complete legal documents pertaining
to the closing of real estate and personalproperty transactions. The candidate’s
name will be submitted to the Washington
State Supreme Court for appointment
and the appointee will serve a four-year
term commencing upon appointment
and ending December 31, 2013. In keeping
with the member requirements of APR 12,
the position must be filled by an active
member of the WSBA. The board generally
meets every other month. Please submit
a letter of interest and résumé to the Bar
Leaders Division, WSBA, 1325 4th Ave.,
Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 98101-2539 or e-mail
barleaders@wsba.org.
Board for Court Education

Application Deadline: May 14, 2010
The Board of Governors will be nominating
one WSBA member who will be appointed
by the Washington State Supreme Court
to serve a three-year term on the Board for
Court Education. The three-year term will
commence on July 1, 2010, and continue
through June 30, 2013. A written expression
of interest and a résumé are also required
for any incumbent seeking reappointment. The Board for Court Education was
established by Supreme Court order, and is
charged to identify the educational needs
of trial-court judges and court personnel,
to coordinate educational programs and
services, and to recommend programs and
budget to meet the educational needs of the
Washington judiciary. It is a 15-member
board which meets four times a year. Please
submit a letter of interest and résumé to the
Bar Leaders Division, WSBA, 1325 Fourth
Avenue, Suite 600, Seattle, WA 98101-2539
or barleaders@wsba.org.
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Disciplinary Advisory Roundtable

Application deadline: May 14, 2010
The Board of Governors is seeking applicants to serve on the Disciplinary Advisory
Roundtable (DAR), which has been created
on a two-year trial basis. There are four
positions available: one for a respondents’
counsel representative (i.e., a lawyer with
experience in the field of lawyer-discipline
defense), one for an active WSBA member
who is not otherwise involved in the disci-

2010 WSBA Awards Nominations
Sought

Each year, WSBA members are asked
to identify those who deserve the legal
profession’s recognition and appreciation.
Nominations are sought for the following
awards:
Award of Merit. First given in 1957, this
is the WSBA’s highest honor. The Award of
Merit is most often given for long-term service to the Bar and/or the public, although
it has also been presented in recognition
of a single, extraordinary contribution or
project. It is awarded to individuals only
— both lawyers and non-lawyers.
Professionalism Award. This honor is
awarded to a WSBA member who exemplifies the spirit of professionalism in the
practice of law. “Professionalism” is defined
as the pursuit of a learned profession in the
spirit of service to the public and in the
sharing of values with other members of
the profession.
Angelo Petruss Award for Lawyers in
Public Service. Named in honor of the
late Angelo R. Petruss, a senior assistant
attorney general who passed away during
his term of service on the WSBA Board of
Governors, this award is given to a lawyer
in government service who has made a
significant contribution to the legal profes-

plinary process, and two for non-lawyers.
The DAR will be composed of the following
members: a Washington State Supreme
Court justice, the WSBA chief disciplinary
counsel, a member of the WSBA Board of
Governors, the WSBA executive director,
the chief hearing officer, the Disciplinary
Board chair, a lawyer from the WSBA Office of General Counsel with responsibility
for staffing the Disciplinary Board and/or
working with Hearing Officer Panel, and

the four positions listed above. The DAR will
provide an annual report to the Washington
State Supreme Court and the WSBA Board
of Governors regarding the state of the
discipline system in Washington, including
any recommendations for change and the
identification of concerns or issues. Please
submit a letter of interest and résumé to
WSBA Bar Leaders Division, 1325 Fourth
Ave., Ste. 600 Seattle, WA 98101-2539; or
e-mail barleaders@wsba.org.

sion, the justice system, and the public.
Outstanding Judge Award. This award
is presented for outstanding service to the
bench and for special contribution to the
legal profession at any level of the court.
Courageous Award. This award is
presented to a lawyer who has displayed
exceptional courage in the face of adversity,
thus bringing credit to the legal profession.
Excellence in Diversity Award. This
award is made to a lawyer, law firm, or lawrelated group that has made a significant
contribution to diversity in the legal profession’s employment of ethnic minorities,
women, persons with disabilities, and other
persons of diversity.
Outstanding Elected Official Award.
This award is presented to an elected official for outstanding service, with special
contributions to the legal profession. It is
awarded to an individual who has demonstrated a commitment to justice beyond
the usual call of duty.
Excellence in Legal Journalism Award.
This award recognizes that describing the
context, facts, and players involved in the
legal system with fairness and sensitivity
requires intelligence, knowledge, dedication, and skill. This award is given to the
journalist and his/her organization that
has set the standard for relevance, clarity,
accuracy, and understanding in reporting.
Lifetime Service Award. This is a special
award given for a lifetime of service to the
WSBA and the public. It is given only when
there is someone especially deserving of
this recognition.
President’s Award. The President’s
Award is given annually in recognition
of special accomplishment or service to
the WSBA during the term of the current
president.
Community Service Award. Lawyers
are known for giving generously of their
time and talents in service to their commu-

nities. This award recognizes exceptional
non-law-related volunteer work and community service.
Award presentation. It is important
to note that presentation of any WSBA
award is made only when there is a truly
deserving recipient. Some years, no award
is given in some categories. Awards are
limited to one recipient per category,
except when a group of individuals earned
the award together.
Nomination submissions. If you
know an individual who fits the criteria
set forth above, please go to www.wsba.
org/2010wsbaawardsinfo.htm for more
information and to download the nomination form. Self-nominations will not be
accepted. Please note that the completed
nomination form must accompany each
nomination in order to be considered.
The deadline for the Pro Bono Award and
Norm Maleng Leadership Award nominations was March 31, 2010. The deadline
for all other nominations is April 30, 2010.
Please send nominations to: WSBA, Attn:
Annual Awards, 1325 Fourth Ave., Ste.
600, Seattle, WA 98101; fax: 206-727-8310;
e-mail: emilyr@wsba.org. Please contact
Emily Robinson at 206-239-2125 for more
information.
The awards will be presented at the
WSBA Annual Awards Dinner in Seattle on
September 23, 2010, with the following exceptions: the Pro Bono and Norm Maleng
Leadership awards will be presented at the
Access to Justice/Bar Leaders Conference
in Wenatchee, June 4–6, 2010.
Seeking Questionnaires
from Candidates for Judicial
Appointments

Deadline: April 30, 2010, for June 11,
2010, interview
The WSBA Judicial Recommendation
Committee ( JRC) is accepting questionApril 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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naires from attorneys and judges seeking
consideration for appointment to fill
potential Washington State Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals vacancies.
Interested individuals will be interviewed
by the Committee on the date listed above.
The JRC’s recommendations are reviewed
by the WSBA Board of Governors and
referred to the Governor for consideration
when making judicial appointments. Materials must be received at the WSBA office
by the deadline listed above. To obtain a
questionnaire, visit the WSBA website at
www.wsba.org/lawyers/groups/judicial
recommendation or contact the WSBA at
206-727-8212 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8212; or
e-mail judithb@wsba.org.
Board of Governors Elections Begin
April 15

On April 15, all WSBA active members in
the 2nd, 7th-Central, and 9th districts will
have the opportunity to once again help
determine the WSBA’s future direction and
leadership.
For the second year, voting members
will have the opportunity to cast their
votes online, rather than through the
traditional paper ballot process. Electronic voting is secure, confidential, and
convenient. Members with valid e-mail
addresses on file with the WSBA will
not receive a paper ballot. All electronic
voting will begin on April 15 and must be
completed by 5:00 p.m. PDT on May 17.
While the WSBA is encouraging members
with e-mail addresses on file with WSBA to
cast votes online, they may request a paper
ballot. The WSBA will send eligible members without e-mail addresses on file the
traditional paper ballots. The ballots will
include instructions on how to access the
online voting, so those members can vote
online if they prefer. Members submitting
paper ballots must also make certain to
print and sign their name, including their
address and Bar number on the return envelope, and deliver it to the WSBA offices
by 5:00 p.m. PDT on May 17. Members may
cast votes either online or by paper ballot,
but they may vote only once. The WSBA
has implemented safeguards to prevent a
member from casting multiple votes. The
WSBA hopes members will find online, or
electronic, voting more convenient than
filling out and returning paper ballots.
Please contact Emily Robinson at emilyr@
wsba.org or 206-239-2125 if you have any
questions, or to request a paper ballot.
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2010 Judicial Campaign Forums —
Judicial Candidates and Campaign
Committee Members

The 2010 Judicial Campaign Forums will be
held in Seattle on April 5, 2010, from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. at Seattle University; and in
Spokane on April 7, 2010, from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. at the Red Lion River Inn.
Forum details are available at www.
courts.wa.gov.
Online Licensing for 2010

Licensing Suspensions. If any portion of
your license fee or late fee remains unpaid,
or if you are on Active status and have not
paid your Lawyers’ Fund for Client Protection assessment or filed your Professional
Liability Insurance Disclosure after two
months’ written notice of your delinquency,
a recommendation for suspension will be
submitted to the Supreme Court.
CLE Offers 2010 PowerPass

The 2010 “PowerPass,” your pass to steep
discounts on tuition for eligible WSBACLE seminars, is now for sale. WSBA-CLE
presents three cost-savings options for
2010: the new Bronze Personal PowerPass
(3 registrations/$498); the Silver Enhanced
PowerPass Plus (5 registrations/$800); and
the Gold Enhanced PowerPass Plus (10
registrations/$1,500). The Silver and Gold
PowerPasses are transferable with the
purchaser’s permission, and all three PowerPasses include a free one-hour segment
of recorded on-demand programming,
good for AV-CLE credit. For full product
information, terms and conditions, or to
purchase, go to www.wsbacle.org and click
on “2010 PowerPass.”

htm. Requests for copies should be directed
to Pam Inglesby, WSBA public legal education manager, at pami@wsba.org.
Notice of Hearing on Petition
for Reinstatement of Peter A.
Slowiaczek

A petition for reinstatement after
disbarment has been filed by Peter A.
Slowiaczek, Bar number 23649, who was
disbarred on May 11, 2004. At the time
of his suspension and disbarment, Mr.
Slowiaczek practiced in Pierce County,
Washington.
A hearing on Mr. Slowiaczek’s petition
will be conducted before the Character
and Fitness Board on April 16, 2010. Not
later than 5:00 p.m. April 14, 2010, anyone wishing to do so may file with the
Character and Fitness Board a written
statement for or against reinstatement,
setting forth factual matters showing
that the petitioner does or does not
meet the requirements of Admission to
Practice Rule 25.5(a). Except by its leave,
no person other than the petitioner or
petitioner’s counsel shall be heard orally
by the Character and Fitness Board.
Communications to the Character
and Fitness Board should be sent to
Robert D. Welden, General Counsel,
Washington State Bar Association, 1325
Fourth Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 981012539, or to bobw@wsba.org. This notice
is published pursuant to APR 25.4(a).

“Foundations of American
Democracy” Civics Pamphlet

The WSBA offers a pamphlet for the public
called “Foundations of American Democracy” that describes the basics of American
government: the rule of law, the separation
of powers, checks and balances, and a fair
and impartial judiciary. It also includes
a short quiz and a list of useful websites.
Lawyers and judges are encouraged to
bring the pamphlet with them when they
speak to students or the public in schools,
courtrooms, and the community. Teachers may also request the pamphlet for
classroom use. The WSBA can provide
reasonable numbers of copies at no charge,
or the pamphlet may be downloaded from
the WSBA website at www.wsba.org/foad.

LAP/LaSD Statewide Conference

The WSBA Lawyer Services Department
(LAP and LOMAP) presents its 13th annual
Statewide Conference, “Creating Extraordinary Effectiveness in Your Law Practice,”
April 16–18, 2010, at Campbell’s Resort on
Lake Chelan. Registration is $140 and includes nine CLE credits (pending) and all
meals. Room rates are $98–118 (to be paid
by attendees). This year’s presentations
will explore “Fostering Positive Intergen-
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erational Understanding: Professionalism, Civility, and Cooperation,” “Setting
the Tone for Effective Client Relations,”
“The Role of Effective Communication
and Emotional Intelligence in Practicing
Law: How It Makes a Difference,” “How
to Communicate Your Practice Through
Your Website,” “Protecting Client Interest in Case of the Disability or Death of
a Lawyer,” and “An Update on Issues and
Rule Changes in the Past Year.” To register
before the April 2 deadline, visit www.
wsbalap.org, or call 206-733-5914.
LOMAP and Ethics Traveling
Seminar

WSBA comes to you! Join us in Vancouver,
Washington, on April 6; Olympia on April
7; Aberdeen on May 25; or Port Orchard on
May 26. Four credits are available, including
some for ethics. Cost is $99. To register, call
or e-mail Julie Salmon at 206-733-5914 or
juliesa@wsba.org.

55 and Over?

WSBA’s Lawyers Assistance Program sponsors the “Lawyers in Transition: Attorneys
55 and Over” group. A range of topics will
be covered, such as making changes in one’s
career, nurturing interests outside of the
law, and giving and receiving support to fellow lawyers. The group meets at the WSBA
offices the first Tuesday of the month; the
next meeting is April 6, from 10:30 to 11:45
a.m. The cost is $10 per session. If you are
interested in taking part or have questions
or recommendations, please contact Dr.
Dan Crystal at 206-727-8267 or danc@
wsba.org.

Casemaker button to begin. For help using
Casemaker, contact Julie Salmon at 206733-5914, 800-945-9722, ext. 5914, juliesa@
wsba.org, or call the WSBA Service Center
at 800-945-WSBA (9722) or 206-443-WSBA
(9722).
Lawyer Services Solution of the
Month: Overwhelmed?

It’s easy to become overwhelmed by billable
hour requirements, managing your practice,
or the sheer volume of files piled in your
office. Feelings of being overwhelmed can
quickly turn into avoidance, then paralysis.
If you’d like some tips on handling overload,
call the Lawyers Assistance Program at 206727-8268 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8268.

Monthly Job Search Session

Join us April 14 to hear guest speaker Elizabeth Case from the Puget Sound Business
Journal discuss tips on using the Journal
to identify job and business opportunities.
These free informational sessions take
place the second Wednesday of each month
from noon to 1:30 p.m. at the WSBA office.
For more information, call 206-727-8267 or
e-mail danc@wsba.org. Come as you are —
no need to RSVP unless you would like to
attend the meeting by telephone (RSVP by
April 12 at 206-727-8268).

Get More out of Your Software

The WSBA offers a hands-on computer
clinic for members. Learn what programs
such as Outlook, PowerPoint, Excel, Word,
and Adobe Acrobat can do for a lawyer.
Are you a total beginner? No problem. The
clinic teaches helpful tips you can use immediately. Computers are provided, and
seating is limited to 15 members. There is
no charge, and no CLE credits are offered.
The April 12 clinic will be held from 10:00
a.m. to noon at the WSBA office and will
focus on using Outlook and other practice
management software. The April 15 clinic
will meet from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. and will
focus on using Adobe Acrobat Professional Versions 8 and 9 (not the Reader).
For more information or to RSVP, contact

Weekly Job Finders Strategy and
Support Group

Unemployed? Discouraged — or trying not
to be? Our weekly job group focuses on job
search basics such as résumés, cover letters,
and informational interviewing. The group
meets on Monday mornings from 10:30 to
noon, and new groups begin every eight

CommerCial litigation

Proud to support

Casemaker Online Research

Casemaker is a powerful online research
library provided free to WSBA members.
To access Casemaker, go to the WSBA
website at www.wsba.org and click on the
Casemaker logo on the right sidebar or go
to www.mywsba.org and click on Access
Casemaker in the left sidebar. Click on the

Julie Salmon at 206-733-5914, 800-945-9722,
ext. 5914, or juliesa@wsba.org.

the King County Bar Foundation and
the Campaign for Equal Justice.
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Facing an Ethical Dilemma?

Members facing ethical dilemmas can talk
with WSBA’s professional responsibility
counsel for informal guidance on analyzing
a situation involving their own prospective ethical conduct under the RPCs. All
calls are confidential. Any advice given is
intended for the education of the inquirer
and does not represent an official position
of the WSBA. Every effort is made to return
calls within two business days. Call the Ethics Line at 206-727-8284 or 800-945-9722,
ext. 8284.
Search WSBA Ethics Opinions
Online

Formal and informal WSBA ethics opinions
are available online at http://pro/wsba.
org/io/search.asp, or from a link on the
WSBA homepage, www.wsba.org. You can
search opinions by number, year issued,
ethical rule, subject matter, or keyword.
Ethics opinions are issued by the WSBA to
assist members in interpreting their ethical
obligations in specific circumstances. The
opinions are the result of study and analysis
in response to requests from WSBA members. For assistance, call the Ethics Line at
206-727-8284 or 800-945-9722, ext. 8284.
Speakers Available

The WSBA Lawyers Assistance Program
offers speakers for engagements at county,
minority, and specialty bar associations,
and other law-related organizations. Topics include stress management, life/work
balance, and recognizing and handling
problem-personality clients. Contact Barbara Harper at 206-727-8265, 800-945-9722,
ext. 8265, or barbarah@wsba.org.
Assistance for Law Students

The Lawyers Assistance Program offers
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The WSBA Judges Assistance Services
Program provides confidential assistance
to judges experiencing personal or professional difficulties. Telephone or in-person
sessions are available on a sliding-scale
basis. For more information, call the
program coordinator at 206-727-8268 or
800-945-9722, ext. 8268.
Learn More About CaseManagement Software

The WSBA Law Office Management Assistance Program (LOMAP) maintains
a computer for members to review software tools designed to maximize office
efficiency. The LOMAP staff is available
to provide materials, answer questions,
and make recommendations. To make
an appointment, contact Julie Salmon at
206-733-5914, 800-945-9722, ext. 5914, or
juliesa@wsba.org.
Upcoming Board of Governors
Meetings

April 23–24, Port Angeles • June 4,
Wenatchee • July 23-24, Leavenworth
With the exception of the executive session, Board of Governors meetings are
open, and all WSBA members are welcome
to attend. RSVPs are appreciated but not
required. Contact Margaret Shane at
206-727-8244, 800-945-9722, ext. 8244, or
margarets@wsba.org. The complete Board
of Governors meeting schedule is available
on the WSBA website at www.wsba.org/
info/bog/schedule.htm.
Usury Rate

The average coupon equivalent yield
from the first auction of 26-week treasury
bills in March 2010 was 0.188 percent.
Therefore, the maximum allowable usury
rate for April is 12 percent. Information from January 1987 to date is on the
WSBA website at www.wsba.org/media/
publications/barnews/usury.htm.

RESOURCES
2009-2010

2009-2010

Help for Judges

RESOURCES

counseling to third-year law students
attending Washington schools. Sessions
are held in person or by phone. Treatment is confidential and available for
depression, addiction, family and relationship issues, health problems, and
emotional distress. A sliding-fee scale is
offered ranging from $0–30, depending
on ability to pay. Call 206-727-8268, 800945-9722, ext. 8268, or visit www.wsba.
org/lawyers/services/lap.htm.

Association
Washington State Bar

weeks. Contact Dr. Dan Crystal at 206-7278267, 800-945-9722, ext. 8267, or danc@
wsba.org if you are interested in this group.
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Reserve Your Copy of
RESOURCES 2010–2011
Resources is the Washington State Bar
Association’s annual directory, used by
thousands of attorneys, judges, and
law-related consultants. Resources includes:
• Alphabetical and geographical
membership rosters
• Section rosters
• Ethics opinions
• MCLE information
• State and federal court
directory
• WSBA Bylaws
• Washington Rules of
Professional Conduct
• Law-related products and
services
• And much more!
The 2010–2011 edition is just $22 for
WSBA members. The 2010–2011 edition will be published in early summer
2010. To reserve your copy today, call
the WSBA Service Center at 800-945WSBA or 206-443-WSBA, or e-mail
questions@wsba.org.
Advertising
Advertising space is still available in
Resources. Get your message to WSBA
members all year long with full-color
ads on the cover or black-and-white
ads on the inside pages. For more information and rates, please contact
Jack Young at jacky@wsba.org.

Disciplinary Notices
These notices of imposition of disciplinary
sanctions and actions are published pursuant
to Rule 3.5(d) of the Washington State Supreme
Court Rules for Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct, and pursuant to the February 18, 1995,
policy statement of the WSBA Board of Governors. For a complete copy of any disciplinary
decision, call the Washington State Disciplinary Board at 206-733-5926, leaving the case
name, and your name and address.
Note: Approximately 30,000 persons are
eligible to practice law in Washington state.
Some of them share the same or similar names.
Bar News strives to include a clarification
whenever an attorney listed in the Disciplinary Notices has the same name as another
WSBA member; however, all discipline reports
should be read carefully for names, cities, and
bar numbers.

Suspended
John L. Erickson (WSBA No. 4909, admitted 1973), of Bellingham, was suspended
for three years, effective November 13, 2009,
by order of the Washington State Supreme
Court following approval of a stipulation.
This discipline was based on conduct in seven
matters involving failure to act diligently, trust
account irregularities, charging unreasonable
fees, non-cooperation with Bar Association
investigations, engaging in the unauthorized
practice of law, deception, and non-compliance
with duties while suspended.
Non-compliance with duties while suspended: Effective June 13, 2007, Mr. Erickson
was suspended from the practice of law by
order of the Supreme Court for failure to pay
license fees. On July 31, 2007, he was reinstated.
On May 8, 2008, the Supreme Court entered an
order suspending Mr. Erickson from practice
for 60 days, effective May 15, 2008. Based on
a stipulation, the May 2008 suspension was
imposed for, among other things, practicing
law while suspended in 2007 and failing to
cooperate with the Bar Association’s investigation. Under the terms of the stipulation,
Mr. Erickson’s reinstatement to practice law
was conditioned upon obtaining a statement
from a mental health professional that he is
psychologically fit to practice law and upon
compliance with the reinstatement requirements, which include: (1) the duty to inform
all clients, opposing counsel, and the court of
his suspension; (2) the duty to file an affidavit
of compliance with the provisions of Title 14
within 25 days; (3) the duty to not practice while
suspended; and (4) the duty to cease holding
himself out as a lawyer in any manner during
the period of suspension. Mr. Erickson received
three letters from the Association informing
him about the conditions of reinstatement,
two of which he did not open. In September or
October 2008, Mr. Erickson obtained a fitness

to practice statement from a mental health
professional, but did not comply with the other
requirements for reinstatement.
Conduct in seven family law matters: Between April 2006 and August 2008, Mr. Erickson
was hired by clients in seven different family
law matters. In one matter, a marital dissolution, the client repeatedly told Mr. Erickson
that he was anxious to get the dissolution
completed expeditiously. On November 20,
2006, the client provided Mr. Erickson with a
proposed property distribution and asked him
to arrange a meeting with opposing counsel to
negotiate a settlement. Contrary to his client’s
expressed desire to pursue a prompt settlement, Mr. Erickson did not send the proposed
property distribution to opposing counsel until
March 30, 2007. The proposed settlement was
not promptly accepted. Mr. Erickson did not
file a notice of appearance, an answer, or a note
for trial docket in the dissolution. Following
Mr. Erickson’s June 2007 suspension and July
2007 return to practice, the client directed
him to do what was necessary to expedite
resolution of the dissolution or schedule a trial
date. Mr. Erickson did not promptly pursue
resolution of the dissolution or schedule a trial
date as requested.
Clients in six matters paid Mr. Erickson
advance fee deposits of between $100 and
$2,500 each. Mr. Erickson failed to deposit
the unearned fees into his trust account and
used the fees before providing clients with
legal services. In six matters, following his
suspension from practice or his termination by
clients, Mr. Erickson failed to return unearned
advance fees, which ranged from between $100
and $1,840. Although Mr. Erickson did not have
written fee agreements with the clients, and
his billing statements reflected that his legal
fees were being applied against the deposits
and that the unused portion was a “balance
forward,” Mr. Erickson represented to two of the
clients that he was not returning the unearned
fees because the deposits they paid were “nonrefundable retainers.”
Clients in two matters filed grievances
against Mr. Erickson with the Bar Association,
to which Mr. Erickson failed to respond. After
being served with a subpoena and subpoena
duces tecum by the Bar Association regarding
one of the grievances, Mr. Erickson appeared
at a February 15, 2008, deposition. However,
he did not produce all of the billing statements
subpoenaed by the Bar Association.
Mr. Erickson did not notify one client
about his June 2007 suspension. He failed to
inform several clients of his 2008 suspension,
and was hired and paid to complete services
by three clients during, or just prior to, his
2008 suspension. During that suspension, Mr.
Erickson continued to provide legal services,
which included giving legal advice and drafting
pleadings. The pleadings omitted any indication
that Mr. Erickson prepared them or was repre-

senting the clients, and Mr. Erickson instructed
the clients on how to present the pleadings pro
se to the court. In one matter, Mr. Erickson told
the client that he would bill him later for the
prepared pleadings.
Mr. Erickson’s conduct violated RPC 1.3,
requiring a lawyer to act with reasonable
diligence and promptness in representing a
client; RPC 1.5(a), prohibiting a lawyer from
making an agreement for, charging, or collecting an unreasonable fee; former RPC 1.14(a) and
current RPC 1.15A, requiring that all funds of
clients paid to a lawyer or law firm be deposited
into one or more identifiable interest-bearing
trust accounts and no funds of the lawyer be
deposited therein; RPC 1.16(d), requiring that
a lawyer, upon termination of representation,
take steps to the extent reasonably practicable
to protect a client’s interests, such as giving
reasonable notice to the client, allowing time
for employment of other counsel, surrendering papers and property to which the client is
entitled and refunding any advance payment
of fee or expense that has not been earned
or incurred; RPC 3.2, requiring a lawyer to
make reasonable efforts to expedite litigation
consistent with the interests of the client; RPC
5.5(a), prohibiting a lawyer from practicing law
in a jurisdiction in violation of the regulation
of the legal profession in that jurisdiction; RPC
5.8(a), prohibiting a lawyer from engaging in
the practice of law while on inactive status,
or while suspended from the practice of law
for any cause; RPC 8.4(c), prohibiting a lawyer
from engaging in conduct involving dishonesty,
fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation; RPC 8.4(j),
prohibiting a lawyer from willfully disobeying
or violating a court order directing him or her
to do or cease doing an act which he or she
ought in good faith to do or forbear; and RPC
8.4(l), prohibiting a lawyer from violating a duty
or sanction imposed by or under the Rules for
Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct in connection
with a disciplinary matter.
Jonathan Burke represented the Bar Association. Dan Evich represented Mr. Erickson.

Suspended
James Byron Holcomb (WSBA No. 1695,
admitted 1967), of Bainbridge Island, was
suspended for three years, effective June 21,
2008, by order of the Washington State Supreme
Court following approval of a stipulation.
This discipline resulted from conduct in three
matters involving failure to communicate,
representation of clients in violation of the
Rules, filing frivolous proceedings, practicing
law while suspended, conduct prejudicial to the
administration of justice, disobeying a court
order, and violations of duties in connection
with a disciplinary matter.
Matter No. 1: On December 20, 2007, the
Supreme Court suspended Mr. Holcomb from
the practice of law for six months, effective imApril 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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mediately. Mr. Holcomb knew of the suspension
and filed an Emergency Motion to Stay Suspension on January 3, 2008, which was denied.
Prior to his suspension, Mr. Holcomb had filed
a Notice of Appearance for Client A, who was
charged with DUI in a district court matter.
After being suspended, Mr. Holcomb did not
advise Client A, the court, or opposing counsel
of his suspension and did not withdraw from
representing Client A. Mr. Holcomb appeared
with Client A in court on January 7, 2008, to
request a continuance in Client A’s matter,
and on February 4, 2008, to enter a pre-trial
diversion agreement. The presiding judge later
discovered that Mr. Holcomb was suspended
from the practice of law. The judge summoned
Client A back to court to meet with another
attorney and decide if he wished to continue
with the diversion agreement, which the client
later reaffirmed.
Matter No. 2: In 2006, prior to his suspension, Mr. Holcomb began representing Client B,
who was charged with DUI in a district court
matter. After being suspended, Mr. Holcomb
did not notify Client B, the court, or opposing
counsel of his suspension and did not withdraw
from representing Client B. Mr. Holcomb appeared in court with Client B on February 5,
2008, when Client B entered a guilty plea to a
reduced charge. Mr. Holcomb also requested
continuances of the sentencing date on Client
B’s behalf and represented Client B in court at
his sentencing on June 19, 2008.
Matter No. 3: Client C hired Mr. Holcomb to
represent him in appealing to the Merit Systems
Protection Board (MSPB) his removal from a
position with a federal employer. Mr. Holcomb
filed a Notice of Appearance on behalf of Client
C on April 25, 2006. The appeal went to hearing
before an administrative judge (AJ). On October
10, 2006, prior to a decision being made, Mr.
Holcomb filed a Motion to Supplement Argument on Appeal, asserting that Client C had a
mentally handicapping condition that rendered
him incompetent to withdraw the appeal, and
asked the AJ to order a mental evaluation. On
that same date, Client C notified the AJ and Mr.
Holcomb by letter that he wished to withdraw
his appeal so that he could pursue his claim
through arbitration. Client C also notified the
AJ and Mr. Holcomb that he had terminated Mr.
Holcomb’s representation. The AJ denied Mr.
Holcomb’s motion and dismissed the appeal,
finding that Client C was acting knowingly
and voluntarily when he requested dismissal
of his appeal.
Client C settled his claim with the federal
employer, but did not advise the MSPB or Mr.
Holcomb of the settlement. Mr. Holcomb filed
a petition for review of the AJ’s decision with
the MSPB, claiming to act on behalf of Client
C, and again asserting that Client C had a
mentally handicapping condition that rendered
him incompetent to withdraw the appeal and
asking the MSPB to order a mental evaluation.
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Client C had not re-authorized Mr. Holcomb to
act on his behalf. The Clerk of the MSPB entered
an order to show cause directed to Client C
stating that the Board would not accept the
petition for review unless it received within 15
days a “Designation of Representation” signed
by Client C indicating that he had once again
designated Mr. Holcomb as his representative.
Client C did not respond to the order and the
MSPB dismissed Mr. Holcomb’s petition for
review. Mr. Holcomb filed a petition for review
of the MSPB’s dismissal in the U.S. Court of
Appeals, stating in the petition that he was
representing Client C even though Client C
had not authorized him to file the petition for
review. The Court of Appeals dismissed the
appeal because Mr. Holcomb failed to demonstrate that he was Client C’s representative.
The Court of Appeals ordered Mr. Holcomb to
show cause why he should not be sanctioned
for filing a frivolous appeal. Mr. Holcomb made
various arguments in response which were all
rejected, and the court found that his appeal
was frivolous. Mr. Holcomb was ordered to pay
$2,000 to the federal employer.
Mr. Holcomb’s conduct violated RPC1.4,
requiring a lawyer to promptly inform the
client of any decision of circumstance with
respect to which the client’s informed consent
is required, reasonably consult with the client
about the means by which the client’s objectives are to be accomplished, keep the client
reasonably informed about the status of the
matter, promptly comply with reasonable requests for information, consult with the client
about any relevant limitations, and explain a
matter to the extent reasonably necessary to
permit the client to make informed decisions
regarding the representation; RPC 1.16(a)(1),
requiring a lawyer to terminate representation
where representation results in violation of the
Rules of Professional Conduct or other law;
RPC 3.1, prohibiting a lawyer from bringing
or defending a proceeding unless there is a
basis in law and fact for doing so that is not
frivolous; RPC 5.5(a), prohibiting a lawyer
from practicing law in a jurisdiction in violation of the regulation of the legal profession
in that jurisdiction; RPC 5.8(a), prohibiting a
lawyer from engaging in the practice of law
while suspended from the practice of law for
any cause; RPC 8.4(d), prohibiting a lawyer
from engaging in conduct that is prejudicial
to the administration of justice; RPC 8.4(j),
prohibiting a lawyer from willfully disobeying
or violating a court order directing him or
her to do or cease doing an act which he or
she ought in good faith to do or forbear; and
RPC 8.4(l), prohibiting a lawyer from violating
a duty or sanction imposed by or under the
Rules for Enforcement of Lawyer Conduct in
connection with a disciplinary matter.
M. Craig Bray represented the Bar Association. Catherine M. McDonald represented Mr.
Holcomb.

Suspended
Theodore A. Mahr (WSBA No. 19555, admitted 1990), of Moses Lake, was suspended for
three years, effective November 10, 2009,
by order of the Washington State Supreme
Court following approval of a stipulation.
The suspension is to be followed by one year’s
probation upon reinstatement. This discipline
is based on conduct in 19 different immigration matters involving lack of diligent representation, failure to communicate, charging
unreasonable fees, failure to protect clients’
interests, violating the Rules of Professional
Conduct, and dishonest conduct.
Mr. Mahr stipulated to engaging in the
following conduct, between approximately
May 2005 and May 2009, in one or more of the
immigration matters:
• Failed to diligently represent clients.
• Failed to keep clients informed about the
status of their matters, failed to respond to
their inquiries, and failed to provide documentation to his clients and their families.
• Prepared and filed motions for voluntary
departure, change of venue, and withdrawal
as counsel without notice to, consultation
with, and approval of clients.
• Failed to explain the scope of his representation and basis and factors involved in
determining his charges to clients.
• Attempted to charge, and charged, clients
or their families additional fees after they
already paid a flat fee.
• Misrepresented to clients and their families
that he would obtain the clients’ release
from detention when, in fact, he did not,
and misrepresented to one client and her
husband the status of the client’s matter.
• After being terminated by clients for providing services of little or no value, failed to
refund the unearned portion of the clients’
fees and failed to return clients’ files.
Mr. Mahr’s conduct violated RPC 1.2, requiring a lawyer to abide by a client’s decisions
concerning the objectives of representation
and to consult with the client as to the means
by which they are to be pursued; RPC 1.3,
requiring a lawyer to act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a client;
RPC 1.4, requiring a lawyer to promptly inform
the client of any decision of circumstance with
respect to which the client’s informed consent
is required by the Rules, reasonably consult
with the client about the means by which the
client’s objectives are to be accomplished,
keep the client reasonably informed about
the status of the matter, and promptly comply
with reasonable requests for information;
RPC 1.5(a), prohibiting a lawyer from making
an agreement for, charging, or collecting an
unreasonable fee or an unreasonable amount
for expenses; RPC 1.5(b), requiring that the
scope of the representation and the basis or
rate of the fee and expenses for which the
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client will be responsible be communicated
to the client, preferably in writing, before or
within a reasonable time after commencing
the representation except when the lawyer
will charge a regularly represented client on
the same basis or rate; RPC 1.16(d), requiring
a lawyer, upon termination of representation,
to take steps to the extent reasonably practicable to protect a client’s interests, such as
giving reasonable notice to the client, allowing
time for employment of other counsel, surrendering papers and property to which the
client is entitled, and refunding any advance
payment of fee or expense that has not been
earned or incurred; RPC 8.4(a), prohibiting a
lawyer from violating or attempting to violate
the Rules of Professional Conduct; and RPC
8.4(c), prohibiting a lawyer from engaging in
conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation.
Kathleen A. T. Dassel represented the Bar
Association. Mr. Mahr represented himself.

Admonished
Terry R. Marston II (WSBA No. 14440, admitted 1984), of Redmond, was ordered to receive
an admonition plus one year’s probation
on September 8, 2009, following approval
of a stipulation by the hearing officer. This
discipline is based on conduct involving trust
account irregularities and failure to adequately
supervise a non-lawyer employee.
On April 7, 2008, the Bar Association
received notice from Mr. Marston’s bank that
a check drawn on his IOLTA account was presented for payment against insufficient funds.
The Bar Association’s audit manager conducted
an audit covering the period between March 1,
2007, and April 30, 2008, of Mr. Marston’s IOLTA
account and a separate bank account (referred
to as “trust account B”).
IOLTA Account: During the audit period,
the following occurred with regard to the
IOLTA account:
• A client deposited earned fees into the trust
account without Mr. Marston’s knowledge.
• Mr. Marston failed to reconcile his trust
account records as required by the rules.
• Mr. Marston’s business manager deposited
$20,000 belonging to Mr. Marston’s firm
into the trust account in order to avoid the
possibility of an overdraft resulting from the
failure to reconcile the account.
• Due to record-keeping deficiencies, more
funds were disbursed from the trust account to or on behalf of a client than were
held in trust for that client, resulting in there
being fewer funds in the trust account than
Mr. Marston should have been holding on
his clients’ behalf.
Trust account B: On May 18, 2007, Mr.
Marston received a $2,000,000 settlement
payment on behalf of a client. The settlement
funds were deposited in Mr. Marston’s IOLTA

account on that same day. Between May 2007
and July 2008, Mr. Marston distributed some of
the client’s settlement funds without providing
a written accounting or written notice to the
client, although the client had knowledge of and
directed the disbursements. On July 18, 2007,
$710,063 of that client’s settlement funds were
transferred from Mr. Marston’s IOLTA account
to trust account B.
Between May 2007 and July 2008, Mr. Marston received additional settlement funds on
behalf of the client totaling $730,000. Those
funds were deposited in trust account B. On
February 14, 2008, $100,000 belonging to
Mr. Marston’s firm was transferred from Mr.
Marston’s general account to trust account B
so that it would earn a higher rate of interest.
During and after the audit period, Mr.
Marston entrusted tasks necessary to fulfill
his obligations under RPC 1.15A to his business manager. Mr. Marston had managerial
authority in his law firm and direct supervisory authority over his business manager. Mr.
Marston failed to make reasonable efforts to
ensure that his business manager’s conduct
was compatible with his obligations under
RPC 1.15A.
Mr. Marston’s conduct violated RPC
1.15A(c), requiring a lawyer to hold property
of clients and third persons separate from the
lawyer’s own property; RPC 1.15A(e), requiring
a lawyer to promptly provide a written accounting to a client or third person after distribution
of property or upon request; RPC 1.15(h)(3),
allowing a lawyer to withdraw funds when
necessary to pay client costs and to withdraw
earned fees after giving reasonable notice to the
client of the intent to do so through a billing
statement or other document; RPC 1.15A(h)
(1), prohibiting funds belonging to the lawyer
to be deposited or retained in a trust account;
RPC 1.15A(h)(8), prohibiting disbursements on
behalf of a client or third person from exceeding
the funds of that person on deposit; and RPC
5.3, requiring a lawyer having direct supervisory
authority over a non-lawyer to make reasonable efforts to ensure that person’s conduct is
compatible with the professional obligations
of the lawyer.
Scott G. Busby represented the Bar Association. Terry R. Marston represented himself.
Dennis Smith was the hearing officer.

Non-Disciplinary Notice
Suspended Pending the Outcome of
Disciplinary Proceedings
Shange Holden Petrini (WSBA No. 40210,
admitted 2008), of Canyon, California, was
suspended pending the outcome of disciplinary proceedings, pursuant to ELC 7.2(a)(3),
effective January 29, 2010, by order of the
Washington State Supreme Court. This is not
a disciplinary sanction.

ETHICS AND LAWYER
DISCIPLINARY
INVESTIGATION AND
PROCEEDINGS
Stephen C. Smith,

former Chairman of the Washington
State Bar Association Disciplinary
Board, is now accepting referrals for
attorney disciplinary investigations
and proceedings in Washington,
Idaho, Hawaii, and Guam.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS &
HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
208-344-6000
ssmith@hawleytroxell.com
www.hawleytroxell.com

ARIZONA LAWSUITS?
William Rinaudo Phillips
available as 25-year experienced
trial lawyer licensed in
Washington (#12200) and
Arizona (#19949).
602-271-7700
wrp@bowwlaw.com

LAWYER DISCIPLINE
AND LEGAL ETHICS
Former Chief Disciplinary Counsel

Anne I. Seidel
represents lawyers in bar
grievances and lawyer disciplinary
proceedings and advises on
legal ethics issues.
1817 Queen Anne Ave. N., Ste. 308
Seattle, WA 98109

206-284-2282
anne@walegalethics.com
www.walegalethics.com
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IMMIGRATION
ATTORNEYS YOU CAN
TRUST
Seattle Immigration Group at
Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland
• Full range of immigration services
for referrals throughout the world
• Permanent residency, citizenship,
and nonimmigrant visas for
businesses and individuals
• Employer compliance with I-9
rules
• Accustomed to close
collaboration with existing legal
counsel
• Sensitive to the established
relationships of our immigration
clients

ATTORNEY FEE DISPUTE
ARBITRATION
Camden M. Hall, former Seattle
Municipal Court Judge pro tem
and King County Superior Court
Judge pro tem and member of the
Washington State Bar Association’s
former Fee Arbitration Panel, is
available to assist attorneys and
clients in the arbitration of their
attorney fee disputes.
CAMDEN M. HALL, PLLC
1001 Fourth Avenue, Suite 4301
Seattle, WA 98154-1142
Tel: 206-749-0200
E-mail: chall@camdenhall.com
Web: www.camdenhall.com

Janet H. Cheetham
Joel H. Paget
60+ years of combined experience
RYAN, SWANSON & CLEVELAND,
PLLC
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 3400
Seattle, WA 98101
206-464-4224
E-mail: cheetham@ryanlaw.com

www.SeattleImmigrationGroup.com

APPEALS
Charles K. Wiggins
Kenneth W. Masters
and
Shelby Frost Lemmel
We handle or assist
on all types of civil appeals in
state and federal courts,
from consulting with trial
counsel to post-mandate
proceedings.
WIGGINS & MASTERS PLLC
241 Madison Avenue North
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

206-780-5033

www.appeal-law.com
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FAMILY LAW MEDIATION
SERVICES
Jay W. Neff
Jay W. Neff announces his availability
to mediate family law matters in
King and Snohomish counties. He
has 25+ years of experience in family
law. He has served as a commissioner
pro tem and as a judge pro tem in
Snohomish County. For the last
decade, he has focused his practice
exclusively on family law.
JAY W. NEFF
Law Offices of
Michael W. Bugni & Associates, pllc
11300 Roosevelt Way NE, #300
Seattle, WA 98125
Tel:  206-365-5500 • Fax:  206-363-8067
E-mail: jay@lawgate.net

Bar News is pleased
to offer advertising
services for members
in the Professionals
section.
For more information, please call
Jack Young at 206-727-8260
or e-mail jacky@wsba.org.

LEGAL MALPRACTICE
and

DISCIPLINARY ISSUES
“40 Years’ Experience”
Joseph J. Ganz
is available for consultation,
referral, and association in
cases of legal malpractice (both
plaintiff and defense), as well as
defense of lawyer disciplinary
and/or grievance issues.
2018 156th Avenue NE, Suite 100
Bellevue, WA 98007

425-748-5110

E-mail: jganzesq@aol.com

NEED EXPERTISE IN
ATTORNEY’S FEES?
The need for expert testimony
in litigation grows every year.
From the typical fee dispute, to
disciplinary matters, to attorney’s
fee awards, litigators need an
experienced expert to prove their
case. Mike Caryl has broad expert
witness experience in the field of
attorney’s fees, including:
• Reasonableness of fees
• Supporting and opposing feeshifting motions
• Fee agreements, RPC 1.5(b)
disclosure, intake, and billing
practices
• RPC violations on attorney’s
fees and breach of fiduciary
duty
• Lindy/Bowers “multipliers” in
contingent fee cases.
Mike has served in a consulting
and testifying capacity in 29 cases,
and has offered testimony in 16 of
those cases. Let Mike assist you
with your expert needs.
MICHAEL R. CARYL P.S.

18 West Mercer Street, Suite 400
Seattle, WA 98119
206-378-4125
www.michaelcaryl.com

INSURANCE BAD FAITH
EXPERT TESTIMONY
MEDIATION
• Insurance Fair Conduct Act
• Coverage Denial and Claim
Handling
• Reservation of Rights Defense
Bill Hight has 28 years of
experience in insurance coverage/
bad faith litigation.
Please visit www.HightLaw.com
for details of experience and
credentials.

PERSONAL INJURY
TRIALS
Debora A. Dunlap
Debbie is available for consultation,
referral, and association in cases of
personal injury trials
(both plaintiff and defense).
25 Years’ Experience
MCGAUGHEY BRIDGES
DUNLAP, P.L.L.C.
325 118th Avenue S.E., #209
Bellevue, WA 98005
425-462-4000
debora@mcbdlaw.com

Adjunct Professor Insurance Law.
25 years’ experience as attorney
in cases for and against insurance
companies.
E M PL OYM E N T L AW
Employment Investigations
Management Assessments
Harassment Prevention Training
Expert Witness
• Over 25 years’ litigation experience.
• Ten years with the United States
EEOC.
• Recent graduate of the Seattle
University School of Business
Executive Leadership Program.
When faced with a discrimination
issue or complex employment
problem, Claire has the experience,
judgment, and impartiality both
sides seek.
Contact Claire at:
claire@ccordonlaw.com • 206-284-7728
www.ccordonlaw.com

An appellate court reviewing a case
sees issues for the first time. The
trial lawyer, having spent years with
the case, often misses these issues.
There is value in referring an appeal
to new counsel. Mr. Lawrence-Berrey
has more than 20 years of appellate
experience, and has assisted
numerous trial counsel on appeal.
FINNEY, FALK,
LAWRENCE-BERREY
& NAUGHT, PLLP

117 N. Third St., Ste. 201, Yakima, WA 98907
509-453-5604 • rob@fflaw.biz

INSURANCE AND CLAIMS
HANDLING
Consultation, testimony, mediation,
and arbitration in cases involving
insurance or bad faith issues.

CLAIRE CORDON

ROB LAWRENCE-BERREY

www.fflaw.biz

WILLIAM P. HIGHT

E-mail: wph@HightLaw.com
Tel: 206-374-3200
www.HightLaw.com

CIVIL APPEALS, DIV. III

Developed claims procedures for
major insurance carriers.
IRVING “BUDDY” PAUL

221 N. Wall Street, #500
Spokane, WA 99201
509-838-4261
bpaul@ewinganderson.com

CIVIL APPEALS
David J. Corbett
Focused on the clear presentation
of compelling legal arguments
for civil appeals and summary
judgment motions. Available for
association or referral.
DAVID CORBETT PLLC

MEDIATION
Mac Archibald
Mac has been a trial lawyer in Seattle
for almost 40 years. He has tried a wide
range of cases including maritime,
personal injury, construction,
products liability, consumer
protection, insurance coverage,
and antitrust law.
Mac has 15 years of mediation
experience. He has mediated over
1,000 cases in the areas of maritime,
personal injury, construction,
and commercial litigation.
Mac has a reputation as not only being
highly prepared for every mediation,
but also for providing as much followup as is necessary to settle a case.
LAW OFFICES OF
EDWARD M. ARCHIBALD

Mediation Services
601 Union Street, Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-903-8355  •  Fax: 206-903-8358
E-mail: mac@archibald-law.com
www.archibald-law.com

www.DavidCorbettLaw.com
253-414-5235
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Employment Law
Annual Employment Law Institute
April 30 — Seattle and webcast. 6.25 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics pending. By
WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

CLE Calendar
Please check with providers to verify
approved CLE credits. To announce a
seminar, please send information to:
WSBA Bar News CLE Calendar
1325 Fourth Ave., Ste. 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Fax: 206-727-8319
E-mail: comm@wsba.org
Information must be received by the
first day of the month for placement
in the following month’s calendar.

Civil Procedure
Essentials of Washington Civil
Procedure
May 26 — Seattle. 6 CLE credits pending.
By WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Construction Law
The Evolving World of Construction
Defects Seminar
April 2 — Portland, Oregon. By The
Seminar Group, 206-463-4400; www.the
seminargroup.net/seminar.lasso?seminar
=10.cdefor.
Criminal Law
Criminal Law Boot Camp
May 12 — Seattle. CLE credits pending. By
WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Elder Law
Annual Senior Lawyers Conference
April 16 — SeaTac. CLE credits pending.
By the WSBA Senior Lawyers Section and
WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
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Environmental Law
Carbon Credits
April 22 — Seattle. By The Seminar Group;
206-463-4400; www.theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=10.carbwa.
2010 Environmental and Land Use
Law Section Midyear
May 6–8 — Ocean Shores. 12.5 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics credit pending. By the WSBA Environmental and
Land Use Law Section and WSBA-CLE;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Estate Planning
Estate Planning for the Small- to
Medium-Sized Estate
April 27 — Seattle and webcast. 6.5 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics pending. By
WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Ethics
Annual Ethics in Civil Litigation
Institute
April 21 — Seattle and webcast. 6.25
CLE credits pending. By WSBA-CLE;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Ethics of Communicating with Jurors
April 28 — Teleconference with online
PowerPoint. 1 ethics credit pending. By
Rubric CLE; www.rubriccle.com; 206714-3178.
General
Gun Control Since DC v. Heller
April 8 — Teleconference with online
PowerPoint; 2 CLE credits. By Rubric CLE;
www.rubriccle.com; 206-714-3178.
Conference on Regional Institutions
for Innovation and Productivity
April 9 — Seattle. 4 CLE credits. By
UW School of Law, Seattle;www.law.

washington.edu; 206-543-0059.
11th Annual Venture Capital Financing
April 23 — Seattle. By The Seminar Group;
206-463-4400; www.theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=10.venwa.
Damages
May 4 — Seattle. By Washington Defense
Trial Lawyers; www.wdtl.org/default.
aspx?tabid=647.
Intermediate Collaborative Law
Skills Training
May 7 —Seattle. 6.5 CLE credits pending.
By Seattle Collaborative Law Training and
Learning Center ; www.collabtraining.
com. Contact Rachel: 425-822-0283,
rachel@felbecklaw.com.
Title 11 Guardianship Guardian
ad Litem Training — Initial
Certification
May 13–14 — Seattle. 13 CLE credits
pending. By King County Bar Association;
www.kcba.org; 206-267-7004.
2010 Title 11 Guardianship Guardian
ad Litem Training — Annual
Re-Certification
May 14 — 6.5 CLE credits pending. By
King County Bar Association; www.kcba.
org; 206-267-7004.
Hanging Your Shingle on the
Plaintiff ’s Side
May 20 — Seattle. By WSAJ; www.wash
ingtonjustice.org; 206-464-1011.
Indian Law
22nd Annual Indian Law CLE
Conference
May 21 — Seattle. CLE credits pending.
By WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Insurance Law
Annual Insurance Law Update
April 9 — Seattle. By Washington Defense
Trial Lawyers; www.wdtl.org/default.
aspx?tabid=647.
Intellectual Property
A Lawyer’s Intellectual Property
Licensing Toolbox
May 13 — Seattle. 6 CLE credits pending.

By the WSBA Intellectual Property Section and WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Labor and Employment
Workers’ Compensation
April 29 — Seattle. 6.25 CLE credits,
including .75 ethics/professionalism. By
WSAJ; 206-464-1011.
Litigation
District Court Practice
April 9 — Pasco. By Washington Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers; www.
wacdl.org.
One Size Doesn’t Fit All: Different
Trial Styles for Different Lawyers
April 15 — Seattle. 6.25 CLE credits,
including .75 ethics/professionalism.
By WSAJ; www.washingtonjustice.org;
206-464-1011.
Annual Ethics in Civil Litigation
Institute
April 21 — Seattle and webcast. 6.25
ethics credits pending. By WSBA-CLE;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Trial Advocacy Essentials
April 30 — Grand Mound. By Washington
Criminal Defense Lawyers; www.wacdl.
org.
Mediation
17th Annual NW Dispute Resolution
Conference
April 30–May 1 — Seattle. By the Washington Law School Foundation, WSBA
Alternative Dispute Resolution Section,
KCBA Alternative Dispute Resolution
Section, Washington Mediation Association, and Resolution Washington. 9.75
CLE credits, including 1.25 ethics. www.
law.washington.edu/cle; 206-543-0059.
Real Property, Probate, and Trust
Real Estate Law Toolbox
April 23 — Seattle. 6 CLE credits. By the
WSBA Real Property, Probate and Trust
Section and WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA
or 206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Real Estate Law Toolbox

April 30 — Spokane. 6 CLE credits. By the
WSBA Real Property, Probate and Trust
Section and WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA
or 206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Choosing, Managing, and Drafting
the Special Needs Trust
May 21 — Seattle and webcast. 7 CLE
credits, including .75 ethics credit pending. By WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Classifieds

Veterans Law
National Organization of Veterans’
Advocates Seminar
April 22–24 — Seattle. By NOVA. 5 CLE
credits pending for each session. www.
vetadvocates.com; 877-483-8238.
Webcast Seminars
Gun Control Since DC v. Heller
April 8 — Teleconference with online
PowerPoint; 2 CLE credits. By Rubric CLE;
www.rubriccle.com; 206-714-3178.
Annual Ethics in Civil Litigation
Institute
April 21 — Seattle and webcast. 6.25
ethics credits pending. By WSBA-CLE;
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Estate Planning for the Small- to
Medium-Sized Estate
April 27 — Seattle and webcast. 6.5 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics pending. By
WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Ethics of Communicating with Jurors
April 28 — Teleconference with online
PowerPoint. 1 ethics credit pending. By
Rubric CLE; www.rubriccle.com; 206714-3178.
Annual Employment Law Institute
April 30 —Seattle and webcast. 6.25 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics credit pending.
By WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Choosing, Managing, and Drafting
the Special Needs Trust
May 21 — Seattle and webcast. 7 CLE
credits, including .75 ethics credit pending. By WSBA-CLE; 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Reply to WSBA Bar News
Box Numbers at:
WSBA Bar News Blind Box #______
Bar News Classifieds
1325 Fourth Ave., Ste. 600
Seattle, WA 98101-2539
Positions available are also
posted online at www.wsba.org/
jobs.

For Sale/Rent
Recreational rental — La Quinta, California. Luxury, two-story townhouse. Spacious
and elegantly decorated. Three bedroom,
three and one-half bath. Near Old Town, La
Quinta Resort, multiple golf courses, biking,
and hiking. Directly on semi-private pool.
Sleeps up to eight. HD TVs, bikes, cable, and
wireless Internet with small extra fee. From
$175/night low season to $400/night high
season. Reduced rates for weekly/monthly
rental. 541-579-5090, 541-345-3333. See photos/info at www.vrbo.com/282631.
Office for sale in Everett. 1350 sq. ft. on main
floor of solid craftsman house (hasn’t moved,
leaked, or complained since 1928). Two large
bedrooms/offices, living room/conference
room with fireplace and leaded glass bookcases, paneled dining/consultation room,
large kitchen/utility, handicapped parking
entrance and bathroom. Dry basement/
storage, unfinished 2nd floor for apartment;
$215,000. Barry Nyman, 206-890-7567.
Position Available
New Lawyer Education program development specialist — Continuing Legal
Education. Job Grade E11; exempt; fullApril 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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time; Monday–Friday. Starting salary range:
$66,761–$75,000; DOE plus benefits. This position will lead development of the strategy
and project plan for New Lawyer Education
(NLE) throughout the state, including free
and low-cost programming, in collaboration
with the WSBA Young Lawyers Division.
This position also manages the WSBA-wide
delivery of new lawyer training/education in
an organized, comprehensive fashion. The
goal of the NLE project plan is to incorporate
the use of a learning management system
(LMS) and learning content management
system (LCMS) which must combine elements that effectively impart the desired
knowledge and enhance the experience for
all involved. This position leads a significant
effort of advancing NLE and CLE programs
into an e-learning environment with an eye
towards creating robust and interactive
online learning experiences utilizing multimedia components, i.e., interactive elements
such as videos, webcasts, downloadable
content, learning activities, animations,
games, etc. This position also manages the
CLE department’s “mini-CLE” programming
working jointly with department staff and
provides support for department initiatives.
The development of online programming
will include supporting the department in
selecting and utilizing appropriate software
systems and contracting with vendors to
develop the actual online electronic programming for delivery of those programs.
For more details and to apply, visit www.
wsba.org/jobs.
Legislative liaison opportunity. The
WSBA seeks a legislative liaison to execute
WSBA’s annual and ongoing legislative
agenda. The position specializes in regulatory and legislative affairs of the WSBA and
its related affiliations. For more details and
to apply, visit www.wsba.org/jobs.
CLE Seminar development specialist
— Continuing Legal Education. Job Grade
E11; exempt; full-time; Monday–Friday.
Starting salary range: $66,761–$75,000;
DOE plus benefits. The WSBA is seeking
candidates who are passionate about developing and producing quality legal education in collaboration with a wide array
of our Association’s colleagues. Successful
candidates will know what it takes to
develop and produce legal seminars that
provide dynamic learning experiences in
an event-style format. This position works
with volunteer members of the Associa60
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tion to identify, consult, guide, and drive
the development of viable program topics
and options; recruits and works with volunteer attorneys to enlist other volunteer
members in developing high-quality CLE
courses; supports the faculty in developing
program agenda, content, and delivery,
including interactive online learning
options; provides financial oversight to
assure that programs realize fiscal goals;
and manages the marketing strategy and
promotional efforts. For more details and
to apply, visit www.wsba.org/jobs.
Houser Martin Morris Legal has openings for associates at Seattle area firms with
the following qualifications: 1) Outstanding
transactional experience in real estate and
financing of large, national commercial real
estate projects. Minimum of three years of
experience in a major law firm setting. Must
enjoy fast-paced practice, draft well, and work
well with clients across the country. 2) Strong
academic record and minimum of five years’
experience in estate planning, including significant experience with planning for taxable
estates. Full-time only. 3) Minimum five years’
experience in employment law counseling
and litigation. Excellent academic record; law
firm training a must. Please send résumé to
Victoria Harris, vharris@houser.com or Kris
Stred, Kstred@houser.com.
Ahlers & Cressman PLLC, an 11-lawyer
construction law firm in downtown Seattle,
is seeking an experienced construction law
attorney with at least four years’ experience
to perform construction contract review and
drafting, litigation, arbitration, and dispute
resolution. Ahlers & Cressman PLLC is a
group of motivated, hard-working attorneys.
Its lawyers believe that high-quality work
results in satisfied clients and a prosperous
firm. The firm is closely knit, with a strong
sense of camaraderie. Compensation is
negotiable based upon qualifications and
experience. All inquiries will remain confidential. If interested, please send résumé and
cover letter to: Chris Achman, Administrator,
Ahlers & Cressman PLLC, 999 Third Ave., Ste.
3100, Seattle, WA 98104-4088. Fax: 206-2879902. Website: www.ac-lawyers.com. E-mail:
cachman@ac-lawyers.com.
Stokes Lawrence, a commercial law firm
with offices in Seattle and Yakima, seeks
to expand its offices in the following areas:
1) Business/transactional attorney with a
minimum of six years’ experience. Tax back-

ground is strongly preferred. 2) Labor and
employment attorney with a minimum of 10
years’ litigation experience. 3) Estate planning attorney with a minimum of two years’
experience. 4) Estate planning attorney with
a minimum of 10 years’ experience. 5) Commercial litigator with a minimum of 15 years’
experience. Solid trial experience is required.
All positions require strong academic credentials and superior analytical, communication,
and interpersonal skills. Candidates must
demonstrate an ability to develop and expand
client relationships. Stokes Lawrence is committed to diversity and especially encourages
minorities to apply. Please send cover letter and résumé to Joanne Pegues, Human
Resources Manager, Stokes Lawrence, P.S.,
800 Fifth Ave., Ste. 4000, Seattle, WA 98104 or
hr_manager@stokeslaw.com.
The Benton County Prosecuting Attorney
has an opening for DPA II position in Adult
Felony division at $4,953(19A) – $5,412(19B)
per month, DOE and DOQ. Good benefits.
See www.co.benton.wa.us for details. Send résumé to Benton Co. Prosecutor’s Office, 7122
W. Okanogan Place, Kennewick, WA 99336.
Associate — Civil Litigation: Gordon Tilden
Thomas & Cordell LLP, a Northwest leader in
representing parties in complex civil litigation, is seeking an associate with at least two
years of experience preferred. We are seeking
applicants who are curious, creative, and
resourceful, have superior research, writing,
and analytical skills, and possess a sense of
humor. A solid and substantive academic
background is essential. GTT&C offers a
competitive salary and benefits and affords
a collegial and professional environment
dedicated to the successful representation
of our clients. If you are interested in working
with accomplished attorneys in a respectful
work place, please forward your résumé, two
references, and a writing sample to Mark Wilner, c/o applications@gordontilden.com. All
inquiries will be held in confidence.
Boutique Seattle retail-core construction
law firm seeks associate attorney with five
or more years’ active commercial litigation
experience. Excellent writing and communication skills are required. Applicants must be
prepared to take an active role in the management of pending litigation and have the desire
and ability to take depositions, prepare witnesses to testify, analyze construction-related
documents, and draft and argue dispositive
motions. Compensation depends on experi-

ence. Please send cover letter and résumé
referencing “Job Code #724” in the subject
line to classifieds@wsba.org.
Workers’ compensation paralegal: Palace
Law Offices is seeking a workers’ compensation paralegal. Candidates must have: Washington workers’ comp experience; ability to
positively interact with clients, DLI personnel,
insurance adjusters, and healthcare providers; ability to assist in the management of
mature caseload. This is a full-time position
with benefits. Compensation DOE. Please
e-mail cover letter, résumé, references, and
salary needs to patricia@palacelaw.com.
Tired of winters? Well-established estate
planning, estate, and trust administration
attorney seeks attorney who would like to
build her or his practice in Arizona retirement
community near Tucson. Office space and
referral work available, but attorney must be
willing to develop her or his own practice.
Contact: timothy.olcott@olcottlaw.net.
The UW Capital Projects Office has an
excellent opportunity for a contracts administrator. Complete description and online
application at www.washington.edu/admin/
hr/jobs/apl/index.html, Req #61525.
Seeking real estate/land use attorney.
Must be knowledgeable regarding land use
regulations generated by local and state
governments. Comprehensive knowledge
of management, planning, and developing
real property. Civil trial experience preferred.
Please send cover letter and résumé to
patricia@palacelaw.com.
Eisenhower & Carlson, PLLC, a 30-attorney
Tacoma firm, is seeking an associate attorney
with a minimum of three years’ experience
in commercial litigation, including independently managing litigation matters; superior
research, writing and verbal communication
skills; extensive experience with trial preparation (including arbitration and mediation);
superior case management skills; excellent
time management and ability to meet deadlines. Competitive salary and benefits (medical, dental, vision, 401(k)). Please respond
with cover letter, résumé, and references to
clemenciac@eisenhowerlaw.com.
Associate — complex civil litigation.
Cosgrave Vergeer Kester LLP is seeking an
outstanding, seasoned associate attorney
with a minimum of three years of civil litiga-

tion experience. Successful candidate will
assume responsibility for complex civil litigation. Strong writing and analytical skills are
a must. Oregon Bar required; Washington
Bar a plus. CVK attorneys are committed to
providing responsive, extraordinary service
to all clients, from individuals and small
businesses to regional, national, and international corporations. Over 75 years, our team
of distinguished attorneys has grown to 35,
as has the scope of our practice. CVK offers
an exceptional professional opportunity to
work with experienced litigators and develop
professionally. Comprehensive compensation package includes full range of benefits.
Interested applicants please send résumé,
transcript, and a writing sample to gmartin@cvklaw.com. Cosgrave Vergeer Kester
LLP, Attn: Gloria Martin, Human Resources
Director, 805 SW Broadway, 8th Fl., Portland,
OR 97205. Fax number: 503-323-9019. All
inquiries will be held in confidence.
Plaintiffs’ personal injury attorney — The
Seattle-based personal injury firm of Adler
Giersch seeks a “Rising Star” attorney with
minimum seven years’ experience, including successful trial advocacy experience.
Attorneys from plaintiffs’ injury and defense
insurance bars are encouraged to apply.
Submissions will be confidential. We started
in 1983 and are a successful four-attorney
law firm (total 16 persons). We are a wordof-mouth practice that emphasizes moderate and severe musculoskeletal trauma and
major matters involving traumatic brain
injury cases. We are an AV-rated firm and
our attorneys are an Avvo “10.” We achieve
great results and provide top-tier service
to our clients. We offer an engaging, highly
functional, and fun work environment as
noted by our long-term non-attorney and
attorney stakeholders, competitive salary and
benefits, performance-based compensation,
and professional growth. We are looking for
the fifth attorney because we are growing
and looking to the future. We need a rising
star looking to make “the move” into an opportunity that seldom comes along: to grow
professionally, contribute to the success of a
law practice, be involved in the management
of the firm, practice in a “client-centric” law
firm, get rewarded well for all of it, including
a fast-track to partnership, and contribute
to the community. The position requires
exceptional oral and written communication
skills, natural people-person, high emotional
intelligence, excellent organizational and
time management skills, and a strong work

ethic that is client-focused, team-oriented,
and driven by a passion for advocacy and
excellence. Ready to make “the move”? Send
your cover letter, résumé, writing sample, and
references to Patrice Roney, Legal Administrator, Adler Giersch, PS, 333 Taylor Ave.
N., Seattle, WA 98109, or send via e-mail to
proney@adlergiersch.com.
Corporate counsel — consumer litigation.
Bellevue, WA. Reporting up to the vice-president and chief litigation counsel, this attorney will support senior litigation counsel in
managing the consumer-related commercial
litigation caseload, including class actions,
marketing/advertising, vendor and dealer
matters, regulatory agency complaints, and
a variety of other consumer-oriented litigation. General responsibilities include: manage
outside counsel and set case strategy, oversee
case budgeting, manage litigation proceedings and filings, administer settlements, and
counsel internal clients on litigation strategy
and risks. Requirements: law degree and
minimum six years of experience in a broad
range of complex commercial and consumerrelated litigation; also outstanding business
judgment, detail orientation, excellent verbal
and written communication skills, proven
ability to excel in a fast- paced environment,
strong customer-oriented interpersonal
skills, and an entrepreneurial spirit. If interested, please apply online at www.tmobile.
jobs and search for REQ#241630. At T-Mobile
everyone has a voice! We strongly support
diversity in the workforce and T-Mobile is an
equal opportunity employer (EOE).
Wenatchee collection agency seeks attorney or law firm to contract with for 100
lawsuits per month. Send résumé or letter of
interest to brian@faircpa.biz.
Services
Forensic document examiner: Retired from
the Eugene Police Department. Trained by
the U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service. Court-qualified in state
and federal courts. Contact Jim Green at
888-485-0832.
Virtual Independent Paralegals, LLC
provides full-range comprehensive legal and
business services at reasonable rates. Due
diligence document review/databasing,
medical summarization, transcription, legal
research and writing, pleading preparation,
discovery, motions, briefs, and in-person trial
April 2010 | Washington State Bar News
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support. Because we’re 24/7/365 we’re able to
bridge the 9-to-5 gap. The hours we produce
contain no overhead costs, and are thus, all
billable. We hit the ground running, providing
highest quality results. We’re just a phone call
or email away. www.viphelpme.com.
Résumé/career consultations for attorneys — 30-minute sessions — $65. Lynda
Jonas, Esq., owner of Legal Ease L.L.C. —
Washington’s Attorney Placement Specialists
since 1996 — works with attorneys only, in
Washington state only. She has unparalleled
experience counseling and placing attorneys
in our state’s best law firms and corporate
legal departments. It is her opinion that more
than 75 percent of attorney résumés are in immediate, obvious need of improvement. Often
these are quick, but major, fixes. Lynda is
uniquely qualified to offer résumé assistance
and advice/support on best steps to achieve
your individual career goals within our local
market. She remains personally committed
to helping attorneys land the single best
position available to them. All sessions are
conveniently offered by phone. Please e-mail
legalease@legalease.com or call 425-822-1157
to schedule.
Experienced patent attorney available
for contract work. Patent application drafting; background research. Biotech/medical
device/chemical. Reasonable flat fee. Contact
Stan Sastry, Ph.D., J.D. 425-357-6241.
Experienced contract attorney with 28
years of experience writes trial briefs, motions, and memoranda for other attorneys.
Resources include LEXIS Internet libraries,
state and national, and UW Law Library.
WSBA member with many satisfied clients.
Elizabeth Dash Bottman, 206-526-5777,
bjelizabeth@qwest.net.
Experienced, efficient brief and motion writer available as contract lawyer.
Extensive litigation experience, including
trial preparation and federal appeals. Reasonable rates. Lynne Wilson, 206-328-0224,
lynnewilsonatty@gmail.com.
Clinical psychologist — competent forensic
evaluation of individuals in personal injury,
medical malpractice, and divorce cases. Contact Seattle office of Gary Grenell, Ph.D. 206328-0262 or mail@garygrenell.com.
Fast cash for seller carry-back notes, www.
wallstreetbrokers.com. Fast cash for divorce
62
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liens, www.divorceliens.com. New book by
Lorelei Stevens, www.fastcashbook.com.
Larry and Lorelei Stevens; 800-423-2114.
Notes appraised for estates.
Oregon accident? Unable to settle the
case? Associate an experienced Oregon
trial attorney to litigate the case and share
the fee (proportionate to services). OTLA
member, references available, see Martindale,
AV-rated. Zach Zabinsky, 503-223-8517.
Experienced contract attorney: 18 years’
experience in civil/criminal litigation, including jury trials, arbitrations, mediations, and
appeals. Former shareholder in boutique
litigation firm. Can do anything litigationrelated. Excellent research and writing skills,
reasonable rates. Peter Fabish, pfab99@gmail.
com, 206-545-4818.
Legal research and writing by attorney in
Spokane, Washington. Gonzaga University
graduate, associate editor of law review, excellent skills, and very reasonable rates. Pamela
Rohr, 509-928-4100.
Impairment ratings for chiropractic patients, by an Independent Medical Examiner,
using the AMA Guides To the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, 5th and 6th Editions. Call
for schedule, fees, and specifics by contacting
Dr. Michael Upton, DC, at 425-358-1698.
Contract attorney available for research
and brief writing for motions and appeals.
Top academic credentials, law review, judicial
clerkship, complex litigation experience. Joan
Roth, 206-898-6225, jlrmcc@yahoo.com.
Experienced nurse-attorney available
for litigation support. Ten years’ medicalnegligence/personal-injury litigation experience, both plaintiff and defense, added to
15-plus years of ED/critical-care nursing.
Five years’ experience as mediator. Expert
medical records review, organization, and
analysis; medical/legal research; and obtaining experts, drafting case-specific discovery
and briefs. Hourly or flat-rate basis. Contact
PJH Litigation Support at hanlon.pj@gmail.
com or 206-307-5654.
Attorney available for contract work, including research, brief, motion, and memo
writing. Experience includes court appearances, administrative hearings, and
advocacy work. Reasonable rates. Contact Rebecca Huffman at 206-856-8960, or

rebecca.m.huffman@gmail.com.
Governmental forensic accountant —
Susan Busbice, CPA. 18 years’ government
financial reporting. Trial prep experience.
References available. sb1911@comcast.net;
541-791-2194 office; 541-981-0288 cell.
Experienced contract attorney available to assist with overflow work. Services
include research, memo, motion and brief
writing for criminal and civil cases. Appellate experience. Reasonable rates. Amy Felt,
253-927-1918, amy@feltfamily.net. http://
law.feltfamily.net.
Space Available
Downtown Seattle executive office space:
Full- and part-time offices available on the
32nd floor of the 1001 Fourth Avenue Plaza
Building. Beautiful views of mountains and
the Sound! Close to courts and library. Shortand long-term leases. Conference rooms,
reception, kitchen, telephone answering, mail
handling, legal messenger, copier, fax, and
much more. $175 and up. Serving the greater
Seattle area for over 30 years. Please contact
Business Service Center at 206-624-9188 or
www.bsc-seattle.com for more information.
Kent — spacious, fully furnished office(s)
in very elegant, newly constructed building.
Gated entrance with parking. Totally turnkey. All amenities included. Highly visible
location on Meeker Street within walking
distance of RJC. Possible referrals. Contact
206-227-8831 or donkron1@msn.com.
Turn-key — new offices available for immediate occupancy and use in downtown
Seattle, expansive view from 47th floor of the
Columbia Center. Office facilities included
in rent (reception, kitchen, and conference
rooms). Other administrative support available if needed. DSL/VPN access, collegial environment. Please call Amy, Badgley Mullins
Law Group, 206-621-6566.
Pioneer Square (Seattle) firm offering
sublease for two professional offices and
one staff office. For details, see Craigslist ad
titled “3 Offices Available (Pioneer Square).”
Contact Griff Flaherty at 206-682-2616.
Bellevue office space: Two offices available
for sublease in downtown Bellevue. Rent includes shared use of conference rooms, small
law library, and kitchen. Options include use

of copier and covered parking. Please contact
asakai@jgslaw.com.
Mill Creek office space for rent. Wellappointed professional office space available.
Cubicles: ideal for newly practicing attorney.
Conference room: hourly rates available. Call
206-999-7433.
Offices available in downtown Seattle.
Available for immediate occupancy, IBM
Building, new offices, collegial environment.
Offices $1,000 per month; with assistant station $1,200. Three offices and two stations
available. Rent includes reception, kitchen,
copier, fax, postage meter, and conference
room. Parking and storage in building available. Please contact Anne-Marie, 206-6544011, aes@cslawfirm.net.
Belltown (Seattle) law firm offering turnkey sublease. Corner lot building with large
windows and beautiful cherry wood interiors.
Four professional offices (18' x 14', 18' x 16', 14'
x 11', and 14' x 11'), plus two paralegal offices,
and two staff work stations. Office share available with use of one of the professional offices
and one paralegal office. If shared, the office
facilities include furnished reception room
with working fireplace, built-in reception
desk, furnished conference rooms, library,
kitchen, working file room with high-speed
copier/fax/scanner, and large basement file
storage. Administrative support of high-speed
Internet, cable, and VoiceIP is available. Contact accounting@aikenbrownlaw.com.
Pioneer Square (Seattle). Congenial, full
service offices available (Maynard Building).
Walking distance to courthouse. Includes
receptionist, conference room, messenger
service, library, DSL, fax, copier with e-mail
scanner, kitchenette. Steve, 206-447-1560.
Downtown Seattle Waterfront — Alaskan
Way. Two spacious furnished view offices and
reception desk available in downtown Seattle
waterfront law office. Access to conference
facilities, work room, kitchen, and copier.
Unique building and beautiful location.
Please contact Genevieve at 206-583-0155
ext. 116, or ghood@faolaw.com.
Class-A Everett offices — located on the
third floor of the Frontier Bank building. Two
suites available, 14' x 14' and 16' x 12'. Staff
work stations available with potential staff
share, full kitchen, new high speed copier/
fax/scanner, conference room with 50" flat

screen and digital cable, high-speed Internet.
Plenty of parking and close to courthouse.
Potential client referrals. View photos at
http://photos.frontier302.info. Lease terms
negotiable. Contact Mark Olson at 425-3885516 or Mark@mgolsonlaw.com.
Office space available in Auburn. Room
for one or more attorneys and support staff.
Reserved parking for attorney/staff. Good
location with short commute to MRJC and
Pierce County Courthouse. For more information, contact Miranda at mirandaburks@
hotmail.com, or 253-735-5825.
Fully furnished law office available in
downtown Mount Vernon, Washington.
Walking distance to courthouse and law
library. Two offices available with separate
reception and waiting area and additional
store room. Common area conference room/
library, as well as copy/work room. Please
contact akj@ewjlaw.com or Anna at 360-3919473 for pictures and additional information.
Share an office suite in the historic Ballard
(Seattle) neighborhood. The office consists
of four suites of which two are available now.
Each office suite is $500, 8 x 11 ft., with free
access to conference room, kitchen, and
Internet. The current occupants are professionals. Please e-mail Mark at mscott@
sageprojections.com.
Shoreline law office space, $350. Includes
use of conference room, lunch room. Great
location near Aurora and 185th with parking.
Other amenities. Possibility of over flow case
load due to association with 30-year experienced counsel. 206-859-3400.

Add a virtual office to your practice to
enhance professional image and gain business support. HOSS is an Office Business
Center with buildings in landmark locations
in Auburn and Federal Way that clients recognize. Use our class A facility to meet clients
as needed but continue working at home.
Visit GoHOSS.com. Starting at $75/month.
253-887-0880.
One to three individual offices to sublet at
Lake Union. Free Internet. Great opportunity
for a small firm or individuals. Call David at
206-400-6640.
Downtown Seattle/Pike Place Market office space. Sound view office to share with
established practitioners. Adjacent to Pike
Place Market and Seattle Athletic Club, includes secretarial station, shared receptionist,
conference room. Parking available. Contact
Gil Levy at 206-443-0670.
Bainbridge Island executive meeting
space: Need a conference room for your
next deposition or client meeting that’s
convenient and portrays the right image
for your firm? Business Confluence Professional Meeting Facilities is located next to
the ferry terminal on Bainbridge Island.
Visit www.BusinessConfluence.com to view
our rooms, or call 206-842-4700 to schedule
a time or day.
Will Search
Will search for Robert E. Mitchell, resident
of Seattle, who died August 15, 2009. Please
contact Brian D. Ives at 206-547-1400 or ives@
holmancahill.com.

To Place a Classified Ad
Rates: WSBA members: $40/first 25 words; $0.50 each additional word. Nonmembers: $50/
first 25 words; $1 each additional word. Blind-box number service: $12 (responses will be
forwarded). Advance payment required; we regret that we are unable to bill for classified
ads. Payment may be made by check (payable to WSBA), MasterCard, or Visa.
Deadline: Text and payment must be received (not postmarked) by the first day of each month
for the issue following, e.g., May 1 for the June issue. No cancellations after the deadline. Mail
to: WSBA Bar News Classifieds, 1325 Fourth Ave., Ste. 600, Seattle, WA 98101-2539.
Qualifying experience for positions available — state and federal law allow minimum, but
prohibit maximum, qualifying experience. No ranges (e.g., “5-10 years”). Ads may be edited
for spelling, grammar, and consistency of formatting. If you have questions, please call 206727-8213 or e-mail classifieds@wsba.org.
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Not Kidding

trouble besides the usual anxieties of baby
care. My point is this: you are going to have
your hands full for at least 20 years.
You will go through a lot of furniture. You will purchase what is to all
appearances a sofa, but will serve as a
trampoline, a horse, a wrestling mat,
and eventually a place for teenagers to
do things you don’t want to think about.
Same deal with beds, although beds have
the additional feature of being a place
under which plates of food can be stored
indefinitely. And by “indefinitely,” I mean
until it stinks enough that you can smell
it from down the hall, because dishes and
silverware tend to disappear in the presence of children. When you discover the
cached food, the first thing you will say to
yourself is, “Hey, good. I wondered where
those plates went.” You will go through a
lot of appliances, too. At some point you
will come home to find the microwave
oven smelling as if it had been used to
cook live muskrats in a plastic bucket —
which actually may have happened, but
no witnesses will come forward.
Your kids will beg you to take them to
places like Disneyland, but when you do
they will spend the entire time fighting
with each other and moping because they
miss their pets/videogames/boyfriends/
girlfriends. You will buy them souvenirs
to keep for a lifetime that they will lose
in a week. One summer you will pay to
send your daughter to a fancy week-long
“drama camp.” When you pick her up
afterward, you will learn that she got
stage fright the first day and was unable
to actually participate in any drama —
except for the backstage drama she and
her new friends got up to while being
away from their parents for the first time.
Pets will be chased and let/put into/
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his is for those of you who have no
children but are thinking about
having some. It also applies to those
with children still too young to cause

out of places where they are/aren’t supposed to be. After a 25-year hiatus from
climbing trees, you will find yourself
climbing trees to retrieve hysterical cats.
You will spend rare sunny Northwest afternoons canvassing the neighborhood in
search of erroneously emancipated dogs.
You will go through a lot of vehicles
— starting with wagons, tricycles, and
skateboards, and progressing to automobiles. None of them will die of natural
causes. When your kids are old enough
that you think you can trust them at home
alone, you will take a weekend away with
your spouse. When you return, you will
find: 1) the roof and hood of a vehicle
you left at home covered in suspicious
indentations, as if someone had thrown a
party in the driveway and the car seemed
like a good place for the partygoers to
sit, and 2) enough spent paintball ammo
and mysterious smudges of color on the
car’s finish to suggest it had been used
as a target in one epic paintball game,
then hurriedly washed before you got
home. Again, there will be no witnesses.
At the end of the year, your checkbook
register will have more than one entry
showing a check written to State Farm
Insurance Company in the amount of
your deductible.
You will wake up one Saturday morning
to the pitter-patter of little (or not so little
anymore) feet in the kitchen. This will be
followed by a floor-rattling “whomp” and
your daughter screaming, “[Your son’s
name]’s nose is torn off !” Your spouse will
race to your son’s rescue, but be unable to
actually look at the injury because she gets
faint at the sight of blood. You will look
and determine that your son’s nose is not
in fact torn off, but it’s close enough that
you’re going to be spending (another) day

in the emergency room.
You will proudly send your kids off to
school and less proudly take afternoons
off to participate in conferences with
principals, counselors, etc., to address
“issues” you won’t believe your kid could
have had. When your kids reach driving/
dating age, you will be unable to fall
asleep at night until you hear a car rolling
into the driveway — and you’ll be praying
it’s your car, not the state patrol.
But on one of the many days you find
yourself wondering how any parent or
child could survive this process, something like this will happen: You will go to
your 11-year-old son’s soccer game. One
of the kids on the other team will get
injured and crumple to the ground. Your
son will immediately stop playing, run
over to the fallen opponent — someone
he has never met before — put his arm
around him and tell him he is going to
be all right. You will get a lump in your
throat. You will be prouder than if your
kid had scored 10 goals. You will know at
that moment that whatever additional
misery he is undoubtedly going to cause
you, your kid is going to be all right. He
is a good human being. At least, that’s
what happened to me. And now that
I have filled this column with words, I
need to get ready. My kid, who made it
to adulthood, is going to a concert with
me tonight.
Bar News Editor Michael Heatherly practices in Bellingham.
He can be reached
at 360-312-5156 or
barnewseditor@
wsba.org.

With dui CaSeS, moSt PeoPle
JuSt Want theiR liveS BaCk.

We hold the key.
Fox Bowman Duarte is Washington’s largest DUI defense firm. With more than 100
years of combined legal experience, our eight trial lawyers have an encyclopedic
knowledge of DUI law. On a regular basis, we’re called upon to educate judges and
other attorneys about our state’s complex DUI laws and procedures. Find out how
we can help your clients at foxbowmanduarte.com.

Bellevue : 425.451.1995
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Bellingham : 360.671.4384
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